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This% thesis%describes%a%novel% synthesis%of%polypeptides% via%N5carboxyanhydride% (NCA)% ring5
opening% polymerization% (ROP).% For% the% first% time,% NCA% ROP% photo5initiation% by% using% a%
photoamine% generator% was% demonstrated.% The% active% initiator% cyclohexylamine% was%
produced% in# situ% by% the% UV5induced% breakdown% of% the% photoamine% generator.% Two% NCA%
monomers,%benzyl5L5glutamate%(BLG)%and%TFA5L5lysine%(TLL)%were%chosen%to%demonstrate%the%
process.% Optimizing% the% photo% system% by% exchanging% of% the% chromophoric% group% of% the%
photoamine%generator%and%the%associated%exchange%of%the%light%source%towards%a%blacklight%
lamp% showed% similar% polypeptide% products% as% in% conventional% polymerization.% Moreover,%
synthesis% of% a% silane5based% photoamine% generator,% bearing% the% same% chromophoric%
protection%group%allowed%photo5initiated%grafting%of%polypeptide%from%solid%surfaces%such%as%
silica% nanoparticles% and% silicon% wafers.% Polypeptide% grafted% silica% nanoparticles% showed% a%
significant% increase%of% their% hydrodynamic%diameter,% detected%by%Dynamic% Light% Scattering%
(DLS),% and% a% significant%weight% loss,% detected%by% Thermogravimetric%Analysis% (TGA).% Silicon%
wafer% surfaces% grafted% by% polypeptides% showed% a% significantly% higher% hydrophobicity.%
Ellipsometry% results,% together% with% elemental% analysis% with% X5ray% Photoelectron%
Spectroscopy% (XPS)% and% Time5of5Flight% Secondary% Ion% Mass% Spectroscopy% (Tof5SIMS)%
confirmed% non5homogeneous% polypeptide% layers% with% a% thickness% of% 3% nm.% In% addition,% a%
novel% drug% delivery% system% was% investigated% by% first% synthesizing% an% amphiphilic% block%
copolypeptide% poly(benzyl5L5glutamate5b5L5arginine)% (PBLG5b5PLR).% This% approach% uses% the%
PLR%block%as%hydrophilic%part,%but%also%as%Cell5Penetrating5Peptide% for%a%potential% selective%
drug% delivery% to% diseased% tissue.% Two% synthesis% routes% were% investigated:% (1)% block%
copolymerization%of%BLG%and%the%non5natural%amino%acid%L5ornithine,%which%is%modified%after%
polymerization%to%the%desired%PLR%block.%The%second%synthesis%route%includes%the%ligation%of%
the% ROP5derived% PBLG% block% with% the% Solid% Phase% Peptide% Synthesis% (SPPS)5derived% PLR%
block.%Both%polymer%materials%were%used%for%self5assembly%studies.%
% %




1.1*Peptides*Peptides!are!crucial!macromolecules!in!living!organisms.!Their!function!is!universal!and!spread! over! every! compartment! inside! a! living! cell.! For! example,! peptides! are!responsible! for! the! division! of! a! living! organism! into! cells,! since! they! are! the! main!component!in!every!cell!wall[1].!Peptides!give!the!cell!its!structural!and!stealth!property;!peptideAbased! elastin! and! collagen! build! up! connective! tissue! such! as! bones! and!cartilage! and! therefore! are! the! most! abundant! peptides! in! mammals[2].! Peptides! are!responsible!for!supply!of!the!living!cells,!recognizing!and!absorbing!nutrition!molecules.!Peptides! protect! the! body! from! bacteria! and! viruses! since! antibodies! such! as!immunoglobulin,! a! special! class! of! peptides,! recognizes! and! neutralizes! exogenous!substances[3].!Peptides!give!cells!their!function,!since!every!catalytic!process!is!contrived!by!enzymatic!peptides.!!Peptides!are!a!natural!product!processed!by! the! transcription!of! the!cellular!DNA! into!RNA,! followed!by! the! transcription!of! the!RNA!by! ribosomes! into! the!protein!product.!With!the!help!of!enzymes,!proteins!can!be!degraded!into!their!initial!building!blocks!and!therefore! are! absorbable.! Amino! acids! are! the! building! blocks! of! every! peptide,!organized!and!bonded!covalently!in!a!macromolecular!chain.!The!20!naturally!occurring!amino! acids! are! put! in! a! specific! order! and! their! sequence! code! (primary! structure)!gives!each!peptide! its!specific! function.!Peptides!and!proteins!are!classed!by! their!size!and!number!of!amino!acids.!Commonly,!amino!acid!chains!with!50!or!fewer!amino!acids!are! classed! as! peptides,! whereas! materials! with! a! higher! number! of! amino! acids! are!referred!to!as!proteins.!Natural!proteins!adopt!conformations!that!enable!formation!of!certain!secondary!structures!and!result!in!particular!bioAfunctionality.!Typical!motifs!of!proteins!are!Ahelices,!Asheets!and!random!coils.!These!motifs!are!stabilized!by!nonAcovalent!interactions!such!as!hydrogen!bonds,!van!der!Waals!forces!and!A!stacking.!!Due!to!their!universal!function,!high!efficiency,!and!properties!of!proteins!and!peptides!there!is!a!high!interest!to!obtain!these!biomaterials!by!synthetic!approaches.!Synthetic!polypeptides! currently! find! their! applications! in! food! industry,! cosmetic! and!medicine[4],[5].!Using!automated!solid!phase!peptide!synthesis!(SPPS)!short!oligopeptides!can!easily!be!synthesized!by!this!wellAestablished!method!(Merrifield!synthesis)[6].!Each!monomer! is! added! stepAbyAstep! to! the! amino! acid! chain,! including! deprotection! and!coupling! steps.! Silica!beads!act! as! a!platform! for! the!polymer! chain! that! grows!on! the!
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resin! surface.! However,! this! method! is! generally! limited! to! oligopeptides! with! a!maximum! length! of! ca.! 50! residues.! Furthermore,! deprotection! and! final! cleavage!procedures!limit!the!variety!of!achievable!peptide!products[7].!BioAengineering! methods! offer! an! alternative! for! polypeptide! synthesis[8].! Here,!recombinant! DNA! techniques! are! used! to! introduce! a! peptide! gene! into! a! plasmid,!following! by! the! injection! of! the! resulting! plasmid! into! a! microbial! host! cell.! These!microorganisms! then! synthesize! the! desired! peptide! product! by! natural! peptide!synthesis.!The!biggest!advantage!of!this!method!is!the!monodisperse!synthesis!of!those!macromolecules,! however! many! purification! steps! are! included! in! the! harvest!procedure!and!large!scale!production!of!polypeptides!is!rarely!achievable.!If!the!priority!of! the! desired! product! lies! on! the! synthesis! of! poly(amino! acid)! materials! with! a!secondary! structure,! rather! than! on! the! sequence! of! amino! acids,! another! chemical!synthesis! approach! can! be! used:! RingAopening! polymerization! (ROP)! of! NAcarboxyanhydrides!(NCA).!!!
1.2*N3carboxyanhydrides*By!NCA!ROP!polypeptides!with!a!high!molecular!weight! can!be! synthesized!efficiently!with!the!ability!to!form!secondary!structures,!however,!lacking!of!amino!acid!sequence!control.! NCA! synthesis! was! carried! out! initially! by! Hermann! Leuchs[9].! Later,! T.!Curtius[10]A,! and! F.! Wessely[12]A! synthesized! the! first! polypeptides! by! ringAopening!polymerization! using! primary! amines,! water,! or! alcohols! as! initiators[15],[16].! The!accessibility! of! NCAs! is! quite! broad! since,! in! principle,! every! amino! acid! can! be!converted!into!its!NCA!by!phosgenation!or!alternative!methods[17],[18].!In!some!cases!the!amino!acid!side!chain!must!be!protected!due!to!the!incompatibility!with!the!NCA!ring.!A!variety!of!arrangements!of!amino!acids!is!possible,!ranging!from!the!polymerization!of!two!different!monomers! into! random!copolymers!or!by!ordered!administration!of! the!monomers!separately!into!block!copolymers.!The!latter!follows!the!characteristics!of!the!living!polymerization!of!NCA!ROP[19]A.!Choosing!specific!properties!of!the!monomers,!e.g.!their!polarity!and!hydrophobicity,!amphiphilic!block!copolypeptides!can!be!synthesized!and!assembled!into!nonAcovalent!systems,!which!find!applications!in!therapeutics[21].!!
1.2.1*Synthesis*of*N3carboxyanhydrides*Two!different!synthetic!routes!for!NCA!formation!are!available,!the!Leuchs!method[11]!in!which!NAalkyloxycarbonylamino!acid!and!a!halogenating!agent!are!used,!and!the!FuchsAFarthing[22]! method! in! which! phosgene! is! facilitating! the! ring! formation.! While! other!
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preparation! procedures! are! reported! using! benzyl! chloroformate[9]! or! carbonyl!chlorides[23],!the!direct!phosgenation!to!the!amino!acid!is!most!commonly!used!as!it!is!a!rapid!reaction!and!prevents!racemization!of!the!product[24].!Triphosgene!1.1,! but! also! diphosgene,! and! diAtert$butyltricarbonate! are! preferred! for!the! synthesis! of!NCAs.! Since! triphosgene! is! a! crystalline! solid! it! is! easy! to! handle! and!avoids!the!use!of!toxic!phosgene!gas[25].!No!further!catalysts!are!required!and!removal!of!sideAproducts! is! accomplished! by! recrystallization! of! the! product! 1.3! since! residual!triphosgene,!2Aisocyanatoacyl!chlorides,!and!HClAamino!acid!salts!are!soluble!in!typical!solvents! such! as! tetrahydrofuran! (THF)! and! hexane.! The! resulting! synthetic! route! is!based!on!the!FuchsAFarthingAmethod!(Figure!1.1)[26].!
!Figure!1.1:!Mechanism!of!NCA!formation!according!to!the!FuchsAFarthing!method!Applied! conditions! for! NCA! synthesis! are! in! anhydrous! THF! with! 1/3! mol! eq.! of#triphosgene+at+50+̊C.+Triphosgene+reacts+under+ influence+of+ the+nucleophilic+amine+that+attacks! at! the! carbonyl! carbon.! The! leaving! trichloromethoxy! (Cl3COA)! forms!hydrochloric!acid!and!phosgene!1.2,!which!reacts!immediately!with!another!amino!acid!to!one!equivalent!of!NCA.!The!second!step!is!an!intramolecular!nucleophilic!attack!of!the!carboxylic! alcohol! at! the! carbonyl! carbon.!The! second! trichloromethoxy! leaving!group!dissociates!again!into!the!named!products.!After!complete!conversion!a!clear!solution!is!formed.!As!shown!in!the!reaction!(Figure!1.1)!two!equivalent!of!HCl!per!NCA!monomer!is!formed!during! the! reaction.! This! byAproduct! could! either! protonate! unreacted! amino! acids! or!could!also! influence! the!protection!of! functional! groups! in! the! side! chains.!To!prevent!this,!HCl!must!be!removed!from!the!resulting!product!by!several!recrystallization!steps!or!by!the!addition!of!a!HCl!scavenger,!for!example!αApinene[18].!An!alternative!method!is!the!use!of!diAtertAbutyltricarbonate!that!forms!an!isocyanate!acid!intermediate!and!ends!up!in!2!eq.!of!CO2!and!tertAbutyl!alcohol[27].!!




























“active! monomer! mechanism”! (AMM)! and! “normal! amine! mechanism”! (NAM).! The!mechanisms! differ! in! their! initiation! and! propagation,! where! the! first! mechanism! is!characterized!by!a!deprotonation!of!the!monomer!by!a!base,!while!the!latter!is!based!on!a!direct!nucleophilic!attack!by!an!initiator.!!!
Normal*Amine*Mechanism*(NAM):*This!polymerization!of!NCAs!is!initiated!mainly!by!primary,!and!secondary!amines.!The!nucleophilic! character! of! the! amine! causes! the! attack! onto! the!NCA!monomer! (Figure!1.2).!The!intermediate!carbamic!acid!is!unstable,!resulting!in!a!decarboxylation!and!the!formation!of!a!new!free!amine!group.!Due!to!the!stronger!nucleophilic!character!of!the!initiating!amine!in!comparison!to!the!weaker!nucleophilicity!of!the!newly!created!amine,!faster! initiation!than!propagation!rates!are!observed!(k1!>!k3).!This!phenomenon!leads!to!lower!polydispersity!indices!as!was!proven!by!Peggion!and!coworkers[28],!as!well!as!by! Goodman! and! coworkers[29].! ! Researchers! also! investigated! other! initiators! either!based!on!transition!metal!complexes![30]!or!TMSAprotected!amines[31].!Among!the!usage!of! the! secondary! amine,! hexamethyldisilazane! (HMDS),! a! range! of! different! primary!TMSAprotected! amines! was! screened.! These! initiators! showed! not! only! the! expected!molecular!weight!control!but!also!reduced!the!reaction!times!significantly.!In!every!propagation!step!decarboxylation!at!the!chain!end!forms!one!eq.!of!CO2!gas.!The!controlled! polymerization! can! be! negatively! influenced! by! increase! of! gas! pressure,!thereby!changing!the!carbamic!acidACO2!equilibrium,!but!also!the!choice!of!solvent!and!the!presence!of!water!have!influences.!During!propagation!ROP!of!γAbenzylALAglutamate!NCA!(BLGANCA)!linear!first!order!kinetics!were!observed,!followed!by!an!increased!rate!in!further!polymerization!stages[32].!
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!Figure!1.2:!Normal!amine!mechanism!(NAM)!in!presence!of!a!nucleophile!(amine).!


























































suggested!by!an!intramolecular!coupling,!in!which!the!terminated!amine!can!attack!the!cyclic!end!of! the!polymer!chain[35],[36].! It! is!obvious! that! this! termination!mechanism! is!valid!for!low!molecular!weight!polymers,!since!longer!chains!lower!the!probability!of!a!ring!closure!and!the!formation!of!a!cyclic!polypeptide.!!!






































































1.2.3*Living*N3carboxyanhydride*ring3opening*polymerization*A! living! polymerization! is! defined! by! the! absence! of! termination! reactions.! In! many!examples,! a! fast! initiation! rate! in! comparison! to! the! propagation! rate! results! in! nearAequal! polymer! chain! lengths! and! a! narrow! molecular! weight! distribution.! The! most!prominent!example!is!the!NiAcatalyzed!NCA!polymerization!first!reported!by!Deming[37].!Recently,! new! approaches! increasing! the! control! of! NCA! ROP! were! investigated.! As!already!mentioned!above,!trimethylsilyl!carbamate!acts!as!a!soft!protection!group!of!the!amine! chain! end,! able! to! leave! the! amine! efficiently! and! guiding! the! monomer! for!insertion[30].! Platinum!complexAbased! initiators! guide! the!NCA!monomers! to! the! chain!end,! undergoing! further! propagation,! while! protecting! the! NAterminus! from! possible!side!reactions[38].!Another!approach!involves!the!reduction!of!the!reaction!temperature,!thereby! lowering! the! possibility! of! side! reactions! on! the! NAterminus! such! as!intramolecular! cyclization!with! amino! acid! sideAgroup! or! formyl! addition,! since! those!are! temperatureAdependent[39].!The! living!polymerization!character! is!essential! for! the!creation! of! different! polymer! architecture! based! on! chain! extension,! e.g.! block!copolypeptides.! After! full! conversion! of! the!NCA!monomer! a! second!monomer! can! be!added! reacting! with! the! NAterminus! of! the! homo! polypeptide,! undergoing! further!conversion.!!
1.2.4*Block*copolypeptide*and*other*possible*polymer*architectures*The! existence! of! 20! different! amino! acids,! varying! in! the! functionality! and!characteristics! in! their! side! chain,! together!with!a!wide! range!of! sideAchain!protecting!groups! and! nonAnatural! amino! acids! enables! a! large! structural! variability! of!polypeptides! (Figure! 1.4).! Moreover,! using! multifunctional! initiators! starAshape,! graft!and! branched! polypeptides! can! be! synthesized[39],[40].! Recently! also! polypeptide!networks!were!reported.!This!can!be!achieved!by!using!difunctional!monomers!such!as!dicystine,!which!consists!out!of!two!LAcysteine!molecules,!covalently!bonded!by!a!sulfurAsulfur! bond[41].! A! second! approach! is! the! “postApolymerizational”! deprotection! of! site!chains,! followed!by!crosslinking!with!another!difunctional!molecule[42].!One!example! is!the! deprotection! of! poly(benzylAglutamate),! followed! by! the! addition! of! 1,6Adimanohexane,! or! 1,12Adiaminododecane! and! ligation! reagents[43].! ! As! mentioned!before,!living!NCA!ROP!also!allows!composition!variability!in!linear!polymer!chains.!For!example,! block! copolypeptides,! consisting! of! two! blocks! with! different! physical!properties,! can! form! lipidAlike! mimics! and! often! show! secondary! structures[44],[45].! If!further!blocks!are!added!to!the!growing!polymer!chain,!even!pentablock!copolypeptides!
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can! be! synthesized! allowing! the! macromolecule! to! fold! into! additional! shapes! and!additional!functionalities!can!be!added[46].!!Another!approach!is!the!introduction!of!a!nonAamino!acid!derived!polymeric!material!as!macroinitiator,! obtaining! hybrid! block! copolymers.! Reported! materials! include!polypeptideAsaccharides[47],! PEGApolypeptide[48],! polyesterApolypeptide[49],! and!polyacrylateApolypeptide! hybrids[50],[51].! Most! of! these! materials! are! proposed! for!biomedical!applications!such!as!drug,!gene,!or!protein!delivery!systems.!
!Figure!1.4:!Possible!topology!and!compositions!of!NCA!ROP!synthesized!polypeptides!!
1.3*NCA*ROP*prepared*polypeptides:*applications*Due!to!the!broad!number!of!possible!combinations!of!amino!acid!NCA!monomers!as!well!as!the!diversity!in!architecture,!functionality!and!physical!properties,!NCA!ROP!derived!polypeptides! have! been! proposed! and! investigated! for! many! application,! including!pharmaceutical!delivery,!recognition!or! functional!surfaces!among!many!others.! In! the!following!a!few!(nonAexclusive)!examples!are!briefly!highlighted.!
1.3.1*Self3assembled*block*copolymers*for*biomedical*applications*Synthesis!of!block!copolypeptides!with!opposite!block!polarity!results!in!the!creation!of!amphiphilic! polypeptides.! Amphiphilic! block! copolymers! can! selfAassemble! into!nanoparticles!such!as!micelles!and!vesicle,!which!contain!a!hydrophobic!region!suitable!to!carry!a!hydrophobic!drug!molecule.!This!is!of!particular!relevance!since!hydrophobic!drugs!are!hard!to!deliver!due!to!their!insolubility!in!an!aqueous!medium.!An!example!for!such! approach! was! using! polymethacrylate! macroinitiators,! synthesized! by! atom!transfer!radical!polymerization,!for!ROP!of!LAhistidine!NCA.!Doxorubicin!was!successful!
Linear Cyclic Star Graft Network
Homopolymer Block copolymerRandom copolymer Block copolyhybrid
NCA monomer Other monomer types, as ethylene glycol, siloxanes etc.
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encapsulated!in!the!selfAassembled!particles!at!different!pH!conditions.!Building!on!the!release!of!doxorubicin!these!nanoparticles!have!a!potential! for!drug!delivery!to!cancer!cells[52].!!Recently! a! drug! delivery! system! was! described,! using! the! amphiphilic! block!copolypeptide! fully! derived! from! synthetic! polypeptides,! i.e.! poly(LAglutamate)AbApoly(ZALAlysine)!(PLGAbAPZLL),! in!which!the!polyglutamate!block!forms!the!hydrophilic!part.!The!obtained!selfAassembled!particles!showed!spherical!and!wormAlike!structures.!While!spherical!particle!had!a!hydrodynamic!diameter!of!30!nm,!wormAlike!structures!showed!a!much!larger!diameter.!These!particles!were!able!to!encapsulate!a!hydrophobic!dye!(Nile!red),!as!a!model!compound!for!drug!delivery!systems!(Figure!1.5)[53].!
!Figure! 1.5:! SelfAassembly! of! Poly(glutamate)AbAPoly(ZALAlysine)(PLGAbAPZLL).! (A)! TEM! of! PLG50AbAPZLL25;!(B)! TEM! of! PLG50AbAPZLL50;! (C)! encapsulation! assay!with! the! hydrophobic! dye!Nile! red! presence! in! selfAassembled!nanostructures!of!PLG50AbAPZLL50! (left!–!without,!and!right!with!Nile!red);! (D)!DLS!data!of! the!selfAassembled!nanoparticles[53].!!!
1.3.2*Surface*functionalization*Also! surface! functionalization! of! solid! nanoparticles! is! an! important! tool! for! cancer!therapy!and!cancer!targeting.!Therefore,!inorganic!material!such!as!silica,!or!iron!oxide!nanoparticles! can! be! specifically! functionalized! to! impart! bio! functionality! and! a!
1.12 to 1.28 for polymerswith a ratio of 2:1 and thepolymer
with a ratio of 1:1 showed a low ÐM of 1.27.
Block copolypeptide products were converted into
amphiphilic polypeptides by hydrolysis of the benzyl
protecting group on the glutamate block. This strategy
was favored over the alternative lysine side-chain depro-
tection route since polylysine is known to be cytotoxic.[19]
Cleavage of the benzyl protecting group was achieved
under basic conditions using 1.5 equiv. of potassium
hydroxide in THF per benzyl ester function.[20] After two
precipitation steps in diethyl ether and drying under high
vacuum, the amphiphil b ock copolypeptide product was
analyzed by 1H-NMR spectroscopy in D2O. Since the
amphiphilic product self-assembles in this medium, it
was suggested that the deprotected poly(glutamic acid)
(PGA) block would be seen in the spectrum. Indeed, a
nearly complete absence of aromatic peaks was observed
(Figure 2). This indicates that the aromatic rings of
carbobenzyloxy protecting groups may be located in the
core of micelles and therefore cannot be detected by the
magneticfield. 1H-NMRmeasurements inDMSOpermit the
analysis of both blocks and confirmed the presence of
carbobenzylic protecting groups. Further analysis of
integral ratios showed that the present aromatic peaks
belong only to the carbobenzylic group resulting in the
formation of amphiphilic PGA-b-PZK block-copolymers.
The solvent evaporationmethodwas used to obtain self-
assembled nanoparticles from PE-b-ZK block copolymers.
The polymer was dissolved in THF and the same volume of
water was a ded, followed by evaporation of the THF
overnight. In all measurements, 1mgml!1 polymer con-
centration was used to create nanoparticles. Both block
copolypeptides, PE50-b-ZK25 and PE50-b-ZK50 were self-
assembled in this manner, and the diameter of the
nanoparticles as determined by dynamic light cattering
were found to be 207nm and 43nm, respectively (Table 2;
Figure 3D). DLS measurements do not provide information








PE50-b-ZK25 207 –155 1" 10!3
PE50-b-ZK50 43 –155 1" 10!2
Figure 3. Self-assembly of PE-b-ZK c polymers: (A) TEM of E50-b-ZK25; (B) TEM of PE50-b-ZK50; (C) encapsulation of Nile Red by self-
assembled nanostructures from PE50-b-ZK50 (left – without Nile Red; right – with Nile Red); (D) DLS data for self-assembled nanostructures
from PE50-b-ZK25.
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hydrophilic! character,! e.g.! for! dissolution! in! aqueous! media.! In! particular,! inorganicAorganic!materials!based!on!silica!nanoparticles! find!applications! in!biomedical!devices!as! drug! delivery! systems[54],! diagnostic! and! screening! devices[55],! as! well! as! antiAmicrobial!agents[56].!By!grafting!from!a!3Aaminopropyltrimethoxysilane!(APTS)!modified!silica! nanoparticle! PBLG,! PZLL,! and! S$tertAbutyl! protected! polycysteine! (PtBLC)!polypeptides!were!successfully!covalently!bonded!on!the!silica!nanoparticle!surfaces[57].!By! varying! the! monomer:substrate! ratios,! different! grafting! degrees! were! achieved,!resulting!in!longer!or!shorter!polymer!chains!that!directly!influence!the!grafted!particle!size.!Conjugation!of! fluorescent!protein,!or!encapsulation!of!rhodamine! in!the!polymer!chains!illustrate!potentials!for!both,!cell!targeting,!and!drug!delivery,!respectively.!Furthermore,! magnetic! iron! nanoparticles! depict! another! suitable! substrate! for!polypeptide! grafting! and! biomedical! application.! Particles! can! be! used! for! magnetic!resonance! imaging.!Another! interesting! feature!of! iron!oxide!particles!below!30!nm! is!the! property! of! hyperthermia! and! tissue! thermal! ablation[58].! Interestingly,! their!magnetic! character! can! be! used! for! specific! guidance! and! targeting! towards! desired!tissue[59].!Therefore! it! is! crucial! to!keep!nanoparticles! in! solution!without!aggregation.!Here!surface!grafting!of!polypeptide!can!improve!the!desired!properties.!Similar!to!silica!grafting,! APTS! modified! particles! were! used! to! graft! polypeptides.! In! one! particular!example,!additional!glycosylation!in!the!site!chains!of!the!polypeptide!ensures!increased!hydrophilic!character!(Figure!1.6)[60].!!!
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!Figure! 1.6:! Synthetic! glycopeptides,! grafted! on! magnetic! nanoparticles! enable! these! particles! to! stay! in!solution[60]!!
1.3.3*Planar*surface*functionalization*Among! surface! grafting! of! polypeptides! from! spherical! substrates! also! grafting! from!planar!substrate!raised!high!interests!for!medical!materials,!stabilization!of!dispersions,!coatings!protection,!biosensors!or!adhesion!material!production[61],[62].! In!addition! it! is!believed!that!due!to!the!optical!properties!of!PBLG,!its!dipole!moment!of!8000!D!and!its!hyperpolarization! β! of! 5! x! 10A28! esu[63]! application! in! liquid! crystal! display! can! be!achieved[64].! Grafted!monolayers! of! PBLG!were! successfully! obtained! using!grafting* to!and! grafting* from! approaches.! Grafting* from* approaches,! using! PBLG! raised! high!interest! and! is! discussed! in! several! publications[65],[66].!While! researchers! concluded! a!lower! polymer! density! using! the! grafting* to! approach,! a! thickness! of! 12! ±! 3! Å! was!achieved!using! a!grafting*from! approach[67].!A!higher!density!of!polymer!material!was!achieved!by!improving!the!accessibility!of!the!initiator.!A!mixed!monolayer!of!CH3A!and!
This journal is c The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013 Chem. Soc. Rev., 2013, 42, 7373--7390 7385
polypeptides for photodimerization, g-cinnamyl-L-glutamate
N-carboxyanhydride was recently employed for NCA poly-
merisation. An amphiphilic block copolymer comprising a hydro-
phobic poly(g-cinnamyl-L-glutamate) core was self-assembled into
micelles in aqueous solution.130 The cross-linked micelles formed
by UV-irradiation at 254 nm via photodimerisation of the cinnamyl
pendant groups showed a slow drug release in comparison with
the non-cross-linked micelles in Paclitaxel-loading and release
experiments.131 Most recently, photocleavable moieties such
as 6-bromo-7-hydroxycoumarin-4-ylmethyl132 and 2-nitrobenzyl133
groups (Fig. 9) were also introduced for the preparation of light
sensitive polypeptides to trigger drug-release from the self-assembly
of amphiphilic polypeptides (i.e. micelles) upon light irradiation as
the removal of the photocleavable groups can destabilize the self-
assembly of amphiphilic polypeptides in aqueous solution.
Miscellaneous responsive polypeptides
Metal ions have great potential as a chemical trigger in drug
delivery systems for metal ions can be used to induce a
conformational transition from an unfolded to a folded state
via the binding interaction with metal-sensitive moieties in the
polypeptide, for example, the imidazole ring of histidine.134
In 1993, metal responsive poly(g-benzyl-L-glutamate) having a
benzo-15-crown-5 at the end of the polypeptide main chain was
first prepared via NCA polymerisation using aminobenzo-15-
crown-5 as the initiator, and the polypeptide with a terminal
crown ether was able to respond to the alkali metal ions (i.e. K+)
to form a sandwich type complex (helix head-to-head associa-
tion) in 1,2-dichloroethane.135
Due to potential applications in separation and purification
of biochemical products, magnetic resonance imaging contrast
agents, targeted drug delivery labeling, enzyme immobilization
and hyperthermia treatment cancers, magnetic responsive
polypeptide-based hybrid materials have been developed
recently.136 Peptide brush-magnetic microspheres were
obtained through surface initiated polymerisation of alanine
NCA from the amine functionalized Fe3O4.
137 Revealed by the
saturation magnetization experiment and the drug loading/
release test, the microspheres have a strong magnetic core with
Fig. 11 Structure of glycopeptide-grafted magnetic nanoparticles (ca. 10 nm) and transmission electron micrograph of the nanoparticles.140 Reprinted with
permission from Angew. Chem., Int. Ed., 2013, 52, 3164. Copyright (2013) Wiley.





































amineAterminated! alkyltrichlorosilanes! were! successfully! attached! to! the! surface!yielding! in! optimized! layer! thickness! of! 50! Å[68].! Klok! and! coworker! introduced! a!monolayer! of! poly(NεA(monomethoxyAoligo(ethylene! glycol)succinate))ALAlysine!brushes!on!silicon!wafer!surfaces.!These!brushes!have!a!αAhelix!formation!and!are!stable!between!pH!4!and!9!which!makes!them!preventing!any!nonspecific!protein!adsorption!on!surfaces[69].!Although! the!polypeptide!monolayer! grafting!offers! the! ability! to! introduce! additional!functionality! to! surfaces,! the! grafting! process! allows! only! formation! of! fullAcovered!surfaces! unless! patterning! approaches! for! the! deposition! of! the! initiator! are! applied.!Therefore,! it!would!be! interesting! if!polypeptide!grafting!could!also!be!performed! in!a!locally! selective! manner.! This! approach! is! already! known! as! photolithography! and!implies!photoinitiated!cationic!and!radical!polymerizations.!!
1.4*Photoinitiated*polymerizations*Photoinitiation! of! cationic! and! radical! polymerization! finds! applications! not! only! in!coating,!adhesion,!and!inks,!but!also!in!stereolithography,!nanotechnology,!laser!imaging!and!3D!printing.!!In!case!of!radical!polymerization,!the!initiator!is!excited!by!light!irradiation!towards!its!singlet! or! triplet! state,! in! most! approaches! resulting! in! the! creation! of! two! reactive!radical!species.!The!monomers,! limited! to!olefin!double!bond!compounds!are!attacked!by!the!active!radical!initiator,!undergoing!polymerization!into!a!macromolecule!(Figure!1.7).! Here,! it! has! to! be! noted,! that! both,! inactive! initiator! and!monomers! are! in! close!environment,!not!able!to!undergo!polymerization,!unless!light!irradiation!is!applied.!
!Figure! 1.7:! Schematic! photoinitiated! radical! polymerization.! After! light! irradiation,! the! initiator! is! in! its!excited!state,!able!to!attack!monomer!molecules!triggering!propagation.!The! radical! initiator! molecules! can! be! classified! into! two! types,! cleavage,! and! HAabstraction!initiators,!type!I,!and!type!II,!respectively[70],[71].!The!initiator!forms!a!radical!short!after!light!exposure!and!propagation!rates!of!the!radical!polymerization!yields!in!the!formation!of!the!macromolecule.!Using!narrow!laser!beams!as!light!source,!surfaceA
*
Light source
MonomerInitiator * excited state
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initiated! polymerization! allows! tailoring! of! the! surface,! resulting! in! functionalized,!shaped,! and! featured! disposition.! One! important! aspect! is! the! interAfeature! spacing,!finding!applications!in!sensors[72],!nanofluidic!devices[73],!and!proteinAaffinity!separation!approaches[74].!!SurfaceAinitiated! UVApolymerization! is!wellAdocumented,! including! different! strategies!as! chemical! lithography,! electronAbeam! lithography,! scanning! probe! lithography,! and!twoAphoton! photopolymerization[75].! The! latter! approach! is! applied! for! fabrication! of!narrow! complexes! in! twoA! and! threeAdimensional! structures.! For! instance,! Scott! and!coworkers!used!a!twoAcolor!singleAphoton!photoinitiation!system!to!obtain!wellAdefined!polymer!structures!on!surfaces.!While!one!wavelength!is!initiating!the!polymerization!of!triethylene! glycol! dimethacrylate! (TEGDMA)! by! selectively! activating! ethyl! 4A(dimethylamino)benzoate! (EDAB),! the! second! wavelength! is! causing! absorption! and!activation! of! an! inhibiting! species,! tetraethylthiuram! disulfide! (TED).! The! results! is! a!wellAdefined!polymer!gelation!material,!with!a!thickness!of!around!50!A100!nm!(Figure!1.8).[76]!
!Figure! 1.8:! Radical! photoinitiated! of! TEGDMA! on! a! glass! slide.! EDAB! was! selectively! irradiated! at! a!wavelength! of! 364! nm,!while! the! inhibitor! TED!was! activated!with! a!wavelength! of! 473! nm,! obtaining! a!narrow!gelated!polymer!column!with!a!thickness!between!50A100!nm.!Scale!bar,!200!nm[76]!The!use! of! light!masks! allows! formation!of! surface! topologies;! certain! surface! regions!are!hold!in!dark,!therefore!the!initiation!event!is!avoided,!whereas!regions,!uncovered,!undergo!initiation!and!polymerization!due!to!light!exposure.!Using!the!above!described!twoAcolor! singleAphoton! initiation! approach! high! quality! stamps! can! be! produced!(Figure!1.9).!
maintained regardless of intensity, the peak
conversion occurring at the center of the focal
point is independent of feature width.
The polymerized feature dimensions after
removal of ungelled material via solvent wash
depend on the degree of monomer conversion
past the gelation threshold, as shown in Fig. 1C.
Defining a normalized parameter, g, which equals
zero if the center of the feature is just at the con-
version to reach gelation and conversely equals
one if the entire intensity profile causes gelation,
one can predict the polymer feature size for var-
ious initiation schemes as a function of peak con-
version as shown in Fig. 1D. The one-photon
curve defines the diffraction limit; note that this
size limit is strongly dependent on the degree of
conversion, as shown. The two-photon curve,
shown at twice the one-photon wavelength be-
cause most two-photon photopolymerization
studies are performed with Ti:sapphire lasers
at about 800 nm that excite the third-order,
nonlinear absorption of an ~400-nm linear
absorption, demonstrates that the feature size
refinement resulting from two-photon absorp-
tion does not compensate for the longer
irradiation wavelength. Both single- and two-
photon absorption approaches suffer from an
inherent trade-off between high conversion and
feature size. Conversely, the two-color irradia-
tion scheme used here maintains confinement
even at extended irradiation times, enabling the
fabrication of features possessing both small size
and high, relatively uniform conversions through-
out the material; experimental confirmation of
this confinement is presented in Materials and
Methods.
Themonomer, photoinitiator, co-initiator, and
photoinhibitor used in this study are shown in
Fig. 2, A to D. The monomer, triethylene glycol
dimethacrylate (TEGDMA), is readily polymer-
ized to form a cross-linked, gelled polymer via a
chain-growth, radical-mediated mechanism.
Nonoverlapping absorption bands for the photo-
initiator and photoinhibitor allow each of the two
irradiating wavelengths to perform their role with-
out encroaching on the role of the other wave-
length. Thus, the camphorquinone (CQ)/ethyl 4-
(dimethylamino)benzoate (EDAB) visible-light
photoinitiation system was chosen in combination
with the UV-active tetraethylthiuram disulfide
photoinhibitor because camphorquinone does not
absorb in the near-UV (Fig. 2E). Blue-light irra-
diation of TEGDMA formulated with CQ/EDAB
and TED excites the photoinitiator (CQ) and ini-
tiates the polymerization via carbon-centered rad-
icals, whereas irradiation with UV photocleaves
the TED, producing sulfur-centered dithiocar-
bamyl (DTC) radicals (16) that recombine with
propagating radicals, end-capping the polymer
chain and terminating the polymerization.
Methacrylate conversion profiles during ir-
radiation of the formulated TEGDMAwere mea-
sured by using time-resolved Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (Fig. 3A). Whereas the po-
lymerization proceeds rapidly upon irradiation
with visible light, UV irradiation generates a very
low polymerization rate, both in the presence and
the absence of visible-light irradiation. Further,
raising the UV intensity during co-irradiation of
the resin with both visible and UVmonotonically
decreases the polymerization rate over the inten-
sity range examined (Fig. 3, A and B), demon-
strating effective photoinduced inhibition of the
polymerization.
For this system to be translated to photo-
lithography, the reduction in polymerization rate
upon UV irradiation needs to be reflected in the
time to gelation. The gel point occurs at a critical
extent of reaction in a cross-linking system when
a single macromolecule first spans the sample
and the material transitions from a liquid to a
cross-linked, insoluble gel (17). This point rep-
resents the conversion threshold where ungelled
material is still soluble and is readily removed
while gelled material remains. The time to gelation
for the TEGDMA formulation, as determined by
the G′-G″ crossover during parallel-plate rheom-
etry of the material being cured in situ, increased
from 50 s for visible irradiation (469 nm, 8
mW/cm2) to 255 s for simultaneous visible and
UV co-irradiation (469 nm, 8 mW/cm2 and 365
nm, 64 mW/cm2, respectively). Delayed gela-
tion occurred in regions simultaneously irra-
diated by visible and near-UV light, whereas
gelation occurred more rapidly in regions irra-
diated exclusively with visible light, enabling
facile discrimination between regions exposed
to one or both wavelengths. A simple demon-
stration exploiting this contrast between gela-
Fig. 4. Scanning electron micro-
graphs of polymerized features. (A)
Voxels polymerized on a micro-
scope slide using a 0.45-NA singlet
lens and the coincident Gaussian
blue/GL UV irradiation scheme,
observed at 45° and normal to the
slide surface. The blue power was
held constant at 10 mW while the
UV was progressively increased.
The UV power, from left to right,
was 0, 1, 2.5, 10, and 100 mW. The
exposure time was 8 s for each dot.
Scale bars, 10 mm. (B) Profile of a
voxel similarly fabricated but with
10 mW of blue power and 110 mW
ofUV focused at 1.3NA, then imaged
via SEM at normal incidence. The
SEM intensity on the white line (inset) is plotted as squares
against the expected polymerization profile (green) obtained by a
double-parameter fit of the initiation (blue) and inhibition
(violet) rate profiles, as shown. (C) Polymer column fabricated
by using the same conditions as Fig. 4B. The focus was trans-
lated normal to the glass slide at a velocity of 0.125 mm/s for 3 mm.
The high aspect ratio caused the column to fold during the solvent
wash, leaving it lying on the glass surface. Scale bar, 200 nm.




























!Figure!1.9:!Schematic!illustration!of!the!use!of!light!mask!in!a!photoAinitiationAphotoinhibition!system.!The!result!is!a!nearly!identical!print!from!the!original!motif[76]!!As! Scott! and! coworker! successfully! demonstrated,! light! is! a! powerful! tool! to! allow! a!locally!selective!polymerization!of!monomers.!The!crucial!point! is! the!activation!of! the!photoinitiator! by! the! light! exposure.! While! photopolymerization! is! mainly! applied! to!radical!and!cationic!polymerization,!in!principle,!other!polymerization!mechanism!could!be! amended! to! a! photopolymerization.! The! breakdown! event! of! the! photoinitiator! as!such!is!crucial,!while!monomer!material,!and!its!propagation!has!a!minor!relevance!for!the! successful! development! of! such! as! process.! This! lead! to! the! postulation! that!photopolymerization! of! NCA!monomers!might! be! possible.! As!mentioned! above,! NCA!initiation!is!caused!by!the!presence!of!a!basic!or!nucleophilic!species.!If!the!light!trigger!would! result! in! the! formation! of! a! nucleophilic! compound,! it!was! hypothesized! that! a!photopolymerization!process!might!be!possible.!
1.5*Photobase*generators*The!concept!of! to!create!polypeptide!material!by! light! initiation! is!based!on!the!use!of!polymerization! initiators! that! bear! a! photochemical! labile! protection! group.! As!mentioned!above,! either! a!nucleophile!or! a!base! is! required! to! initiate! a!ROP!of!NCAs!either!via! the!NAM!or!AMM!mechanism.! Initiator!molecules! that!deliver!a!nucleophilic!compound! as! breakdown! product! of! a! light! triggered! photo! cleavage! reaction,! are!known!as!photobase!generators.!The!photochemical!generation!of!such!active!species!is!of! high! interest! in! polymer! application! such! as! coatings! and! imaging.! In! the! following!these!compounds!are!briefly!introduced.!
diffusion-controlled rates so that their concentra-
tion falls precipitously in the absence of photo-
lysing irradiation. Assuming all species formed
in the recombination reactions are also inert, there
should be negligible residual inhibiting species
after the photolysing irradiation has ceased.
To implement this technique, we focused the
photoinhibiting beam into a Gauss-Laguerre (GL)
“doughnut” mode surrounding the focal point of
the primary beam used to initiate polymerization.
An analogous irradiation scheme used in stimu-
lated emission-depletion (STED) microscopy
has been shown to resolve features on the order
of 15 nm (13). In a similar vein, the final po-
lymerized feature size in this irradiation scheme
is a function of the difference between initiation
and inhibition patterns. Uniquely, this difference
is not governed by the conventional diffraction
limit as in traditional photolithography: The
limit now is determined by the contrast that is
maintained between initiation and inhibition.
The small but finite initiation rate of the
inhibiting radicals sets an upper limit on the
ratio of inhibiting to initiating intensities, in turn
limiting the confinement shown in Fig. 1D.
The layout of the optical system used to
demonstrate this capability is shown in Fig. 1A
(14). The initiating and inhibiting wavelengths
are manipulated into complementary Gaussian
and GL irradiation modes, respectively, where
the GLmode is generated by a binary hologram.
The GL mode is characterized by a central null,
a high-contrast, topological feature of the elec-
tric field that is maintained throughout the en-
tire focal volume. The two beams are combined
with a dichroic filter and focused into the vol-
ume of the substrate material; the resulting
diffraction-limited profiles at the coincident
focal plane are shown in Fig. 1B. This two-
color irradiation scheme produces a region of
initiating species surrounded by a doughnut of
inhibiting species.
The size of the resulting polymerized region
is predicted by noting that, through application of
the steady-state approximation (15), the polym-
erization rate (Rp) is predicted to scale with the
square root of the initiation rate (Ri) for exclu-
sively bimolecular termination. Thus, for single-
photon absorption, Ri scales linearly with the
irradiation intensity I and Rp is proportional to
I0.5. In the presence of photoinhibiting species,Ri is
modified such that Rp scales as (Iblue – b × IUV)
0.5,
where Iblue and IUV are the blue and ultraviolet
(UV) irradiation intensities, respectively, and b is
a constant encompassing the ratios of the inhib-
itor to the initiator absorption cross sections, quan-
tum yields, and reaction rate constants. With this
model, the predicted polymerization profile,
shown in Fig. 1B for the case of max(Iblue) =
max(b × IUV), is substantially smaller than the
diffraction-limited spot size. Note that feature
widths can be reduced by increasing the intensity
of the UV beam; however, because the GL null is
Fig. 3. Effect of photoinhibition on photopolymerization rate. (A)
Methacrylate conversion profiles for formulated TEGDMA during irradiation.
(B) Initial methacrylate polymerization rate versus UV irradiation intensity
during visible irradiation (15 mW/cm2). (C) Schematic diagram of the
photoinitiation-photoinhibition system using mask-based photolithography.
A sample produced by using the photoinitiation-photoinhibition system with
the photomask used to pattern the photoinhibiting wavelength is also shown.
(D) Elastic (G′) and viscous (G″) moduli for formulated TEGDMA during
constant visible (8 mW/cm2) and intermittent UV (64 mW/cm2, indicated by
the shaded regions) irradiation.




























1.5.1*Different*types*of*photobase*generators**In!microlithography,!organic!acid!photogeneration!created!high!interest!in!the!1990s[77].!Mainly!onium!salts!and!nitrobenzyl!esters!were!used[78].!More!recently,!new!photoacid!generators!were!investigated!containing!a!sulfonium!salt[79].!Photobase!generated!active!species!has!received!less!attention.!However,!those!active!species!bear!large!potential!in!various! fields.! Photobase! generators! can! be! classified! by! their! functional! structure,!including! carbamates,! OAacyloximes,! ammonium! salts,! sulfonamides,! formamides,!nifedipines,! amineimide,! αAaminoketones,! and! amidines! (Figure! 1.10).! The! most!important! classes,! i.e.! carbamates,!OAacyloximes,! and!ammonium!saltAbased!photobase!generators! are! discussed! in! the! following,! particularly! focusing! on! their! specific!breakdown!mechanism.!
!Figure!1.10:!Chemical!structures!of!different!photobase!generator!types!Carbamates! are! protected! amines,! which,! once! they! are! irradiated! by! light,! release!primary!and!secondary!amines.!The!pioneers! in!the!synthesis!of!photobase!generators!in!microlithography!are!James!Cameron!and!Jean!J.M.!Fréchet.!They!mainly!concentrated!on!carbamate!photoproduct!(Figure!1.11).!!




















































!Figure! 1.12:! General! synthesis! of! a! carbamateAbased! photobase! generator.! The! alcohol! undergoes!nucleophilic!attack!under!basic!conditions,!resulting!in!the!formation!of!a!carbamate!Here,!it!has!to!be!noted!that!the!alcohol!compound!introduces!the!chromophoric!group,!while!the!protected!base! is! integrated! in!the! isocyanate!compound.!Once! irradiated!by!light,! carbamateAbased! photobase! generators! undergo! decarboxylation,! releasing! the!former! isocyanate! amine! as! a! primary! amine,! while! the! carbon! and! oxygen,! together!with!the!alcohol!oxygen!is!decarboxylating[81].!!
OAacyloximes!also!generate!primary!and!secondary!amines,!however,!an!additional!step!is! required! involving! the! presence! of! water,! since! an! intermediate! imine! is! formed!during!the!radical!reaction.!The!water!causes!the!breakdown!of!the!imine!into!a!ketone!and!primary!amine!compound!([82].!!

























!Figure!1.14:!Tertiary!amine!formation!by!UV!exposure!to!an!ammonium!salt!Sulfonamides! and! formamides! are! barely! used! in! photochemical! approaches.!Nifedipines,!αAaminoketones,!and!amidines!are!believed!to!undergo!an!AMMAbased!NCA!ROP! and! therefore! are! not! suitable! for! the! desired! NCA! ROP! photopolymerization!system.!Amineimide!are!known!to!be!thermal!unstable.!!For! the! interest! of! a! photoinitiated! NCA! ROP,! the! priority! is! set! for! primary! amines.!Carbamates!and!OAacyloximes!photobase!generators!release!primary!amines,!however,!it! has! to! be! noted! that! the! latter! needs! the! presence! of!water.! The! presence! of!water!could! interfere! with! the! initiation! of! NCA! ROP,! which! leads! to! the! conclusion! that!carbamates!would!be!the!first!choice!to!develop!a!photoinitiated!NCA!ROP.!!!










































































group!the!hydrogen!abstraction!was!more!capable[87].!A!quantum!yield!boost!from!0.13!to!0.62!was!recorded.!However,!when!amine!and!aldehyde!was!formed,!previous!studies!of!Fréchet!also!indicated!that!imine!formation!was!favored[88].!An!introduction!of!a!bulky!group!on!the!α!position,!starting!from!a!methyl!up!to!a!phenyl!group!could!prevent!this!undesired!side!reaction,!since!ketones!are!less!reactive!towards!amine!than!aldehydes.!However,!a!lower!quantum!yield!of!0.11!was!recorded.!Also!the!introduction!of!a!second!2,6Adinitrobenzyl! moiety! on! the! α! position! did! not! fulfill! expected! quantum! yield!improvement.!Therefore,! the! researchers! concluded,! that! a! combination!of! factors!has!influence!on!the!quantum!yield,! therefore!on!the!success!of! the!photocleavage:!next! to!electronic!also!steric!effect!and!the!statistic!of!hydrogen!abstraction!are!responsible!for!the!quantum!yield.!The!quantum!yield!is!a!scale!that!indicates!how!efficient!a!photobase!generator!can!be!photocleaved.! This! factor! has! to! be! considered! when! deciding,! which! doses! of! photo!energy! can! be! applied! to! the! system.!Next! to! the! efficiency,! also! the! variability! in! the!absorption!spectrum!is!of!high!interest,!since!different!photo!systems!can!be!assembled!using! light!sources!with!different!emissions.! Introduction!of!substituents! in! the!benzyl!ring! on! either! the!para! or!meta! positions! have! influence! on! the! electronic! effect.! The!either!electronAwithdrawing!or!electronAdonating!features!of!the!substituent!have!direct!influence! on! the! absorption! spectrum!of! the! chromophore.! Introduction! of! a!methoxy!substituent!would!result!in!an!electron–donating!effect.!This!substitution!is!shifting!the!absorption! spectrum! of! the! chromophore! from! the! deep! UV! region! into! a! higher!wavelength!region[89].!While!reducing!the!benzyl!ring!to!a!monoAnitroAsubstitution,! the!introduction! of! two! methoxy! groups! in! the! para! and! meta! position! shifted! the!absorption!maximum!(λmax)!from!254!to!350!nm![90].!!Next! to! oAnitrobenzylAbased! photobase! generators,! photobase! generators! can! be!synthesized!with!various!photolabile!chromophoric!groups,!summarized!in!Table!1.1.!!
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Table!1.1:!Summary!of!photolabile!groups,!used!in!photolytic!approaches.!These!groups!can!be!used!for!the!synthesis!of!photobase!generators.!The!chromophoric!groups!are!sorted!by!their!absorption!maximum!(λmax)!
Compound, λmax,(nm), reference,2Anitrobenzyl!chloroformate! 254! [87]!2,6Adinitrobenzenemethanol! 254! [87]!2,6AdinitroAαAmethylbenzenemethanol! 254! [87]!2AnitroAαA(2'AnitroA!phenyl)benzenemethanol! 254! [87]!2,6AdinitroAαA(2’,6’Adinitrophenyl)benzenemethanol! 254! [87]!Benzophenone!oxime! 254! [91]!3,5AdimethoxyA(αAbenzyol)benzenemethanol! 254! [92]!3,4AdiemthoxyAαAdiemthylbenzenemethanol! 261! [93]!3,4,5AtriemthoxyAαAdiemthylbenzenemethanol! 270! [93]!3.5ADimethoxybenzenemethanol! 276! [94]!2Aacetonaphthone!oxime! 283! [95]!9Afluorenone!oxime! 300! [96]!
NAhydroxynaphtalimide! 333! [95]!3,5AdimethoxyA2Anitrobenzenemethanol! 364! [97]!7AN,NADiethylaminoA4Ahydroxymethyl!coumarin! 412! [98]!7AhydroxyA4Amethylcoumarin! 474! [99]!6AchloroA7AhydroxyA4Amethylcoumarin! 474! [99]!6AbromoA7AhydroxyA4Amethylcoumarin! 474! [99]!3,6AdibromoA7AhydroxyA4Amethylcoumarin! 498! [99]!!BenzenemethanolAbased!photobase!generators!were!analyzed! in!detail!by!Fréchet!and!coworkers.! It! was! shown! that! especially! the! photobase! generator! including! 2,6Adinitrobenzenemethanol[87]!has! the!highest!quantum!yield!and!therefore! is! favored! for!photolytic!experiments.!!The!synthesis!of!a!coumarin[99]!protected!photobase!generator!includes!several!steps!as!selenium! oxideAbased! oxidation! and! final! carbamate! formation!with! an! isocyanate[98].!Together!with!3,5AdimethoxyA2Anitrobenzenemethanol,!these!two!chromophoric!groups!were!converted!in!their!photobase!generators!by! introducing!a!triethoxysilane!moiety.!By! combining! the! carbamate! with! a! triethoxysilane! moiety,! it! was! possible! to!incorporate!the!photobase!generators!on!silicon!wafer!surfaces[100]!!The!λmax!value!of!the!two!photobase!generators!differs!between!345!nm!and!412!nm,!therefore!the!creation!of! a! photosystem! with! “two! independent! wavelengthAselective! functional! levels”! was!
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possible.!Using!a!Polychrome!V!system,!it!was!possible!to!irradiate!the!samples!with!two!monochromatic!wavelengths!(345,!and!412!nm)!and!to!customize!a!photolithographical!pattern!in!a!two!steps!approach!(Figure!1.17!a).!After!the!light!irradiation!with!the!first!monochromatic!wavelength,!deprotected!amines!were!assembled!with!fluorescent!dye,!before!the!second!monochromatic!wavelength!was!applied,!followed!by!assemble!with!a!second! fluorescent! dye.! The! result! is! a! pattern,! indicating! that! the! two! photobase!generators! were! successfully! cleaved! selectively! (Figure! 1.17! b).! These! data! are!promising! results! for! the! proposed! photoinitiated! NCA! ROPs,! since! assembly! with!fluorescent! dye! is! the! proof! of! primary! amine! accessibility! on! silicon! wafers.! ! The!presence! of! the! primary! amines! can! act! as! nucleophilic! initiator! causing! a!polymerization!reaction!according!to!the!NAM!mechanism.!
!Figure! 1.17:! SetAup! of! a! photosystem! with! two! independent! wavelengths! to! photo! cleaves! silane! based!photobase! generator! 1,! 3,5AdimethoxyA2Anitrobenzenemethanol,! and! 2,! 7AN,NADiethylaminoA4Ahydroxymethyl!coumarin.!(a)!Schematic!pattern,!(b)!fluorescent!microscope!images!of!the!substrate.!After!the! first! light! irradiation! at! 412! nm,! the! deprotected! amines! were! assembled! with! the! fluorescent! dye!AF647.!After!the!second!irradiation!at!345!nm,!the!deprotected!amines!were!assembled!with!the!fluorescent!dye!AF488[100].!!
1.6*Aim*of*this*thesis*The! aim! of! this! thesis! is! to! demonstrate! a! successful! photoinitiated! NCA! ROP! by!photobase!generators.!This!should!include!a!selective!photoAtriggered!initiation,!since!it!is!believed! that! light! irradiation!could!also! cause! side! reactions! in! this!polymerization!approach.! Moreover,! it! should! be! demonstrated! that! the! NCA! photopolymerisation!process!can!be!utilized!to!make!advanced!materials!either!by!surface!polymerization!or!complex!polymer!architectures.!According!to!these!aims!the!thesis!is!structured!into!the!following!chapters.!!In! Chapter! 2! the! focus! is! on! the! proof! of! principle! of! photoinitiated! NCA! ROP.! 2,6Adinitrobenzylcyclohexylcarbamate! is! chosen,! since! it! is! known! to! have! the! highest!quantum! yield! in! photocleavage.! A! further! optimization! of! the! photosystem!with! 4,5A
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light! can! be! introduced,! e.g.! by! optical! fiber.! The! potential! of! light5induced! NCA!
polymerization! could! be! analogous! to! that! realized! in! vinyl! polymerization,! where! UV5
induced! processes! have! created! significant! (commercial)! impact! from! coatings! to! nano5
lithography[1]5[3].! Conventional! photopolymerization! systems! are! mainly! based! on! either!
cationic! or! radical! polymerizations.! In! radical! polymerization,! the! light! beam! excites! the!
initiator,! resulting! in! the! formation!of! the! initiating!radical.!This!principle!has!been!applied!
broadly! from! coatings! to! biomedical! materials.! It! has! further! been! used! to! produce!
structured!surfaces!and!three5dimensional!objects!by!stereolithography[1]5[3].!Most!recently,!
photoinitiation! has! also! been! added! to! the! techniques! of! controlled! radical[4]5[8]! and! ring5
opening! polymerisations! (ROP)! of! lactones[9].! These! techniques! have! been! utilised! to!
fabricate! three5dimensional! (nano)! objects! and! patterned! surfaces! as!well! as!well5defined!
macromolecular!structures.!
Either! a! nucleophile! or! a! base! initiates! the! conventional! NCA! ROP! polymerizations.! A!
successful! photoinitiation! of! NCAs! would! require! the! light5triggered! formation! of! a!
nucleophile,!preferably!a!primary!amine.!Such!compounds!have!been!pioneered!by!Cameron!
and! Fréchet! as! photobase! generators! in! microlithography[10],[11].! They! are! based! on!
carbamate! containing! photo! cleavable! products! such! as! nitrobenzyl! compounds[12].! Unlike!
conventional!photoreactions!such!as!acrylate!curing!in!which!the!monomers!form!a!reactive!
diluent!so!that!the!reaction!can!be!performed!in!bulk,!a!light!induced!polymerization!of!NCAs!
would! require! the! presence! of! a! reaction! medium! in! which! monomer! and! initiator! are!
dissolved.!Ideally,!an!aprotic,!polar!solvent!with!its!UV!cut5off!should!not!interfere!with!the!
absorption!of! the!photoinitiator! to!guarantee! the!maximum!energy! transfer! from!the! light!











2,65Dinitrobenzaldehyde! 98%,! cyclohexyl! isocyanate! 98%,! α5pinene,! benzyl5L5glutamate,!













Photo5induced! polymerizations! were! carried! in! NMP! under! stirring.! The! reactions! were!
carried! out! in! a! quartz! cuvette! with! a! path! length! of! 10! mm! (Quartz! SUPRASIL®,! Hellma!




was! carried! out! on! an! ultrafleXtreme™! MALDI5TOF/TOF5MS! (Bruker! Daltonics,! Bremen,!
Germany).!The!system!features!a!frequency5tripled!Nd:YAG!laser,!producing!a!wavelength!of!
355!nm!and!a!2!kHz!repetition!rate!(Smartbeam5II™).!flexControl!(Bruker!Daltonics)!software!







Size! exclusion! chromatography! (SEC)!was!performed!on!a! system!equipped!with! a!Waters!
2414!refractive!index!detector!(40!°C),!PSS!PFG!guard!column!followed!by!a!2PFG5linear5XL!(7!
µm,!8!x!300!mm)!columns!in!series!at!40!°C,!Waters!1515!isocratic!HPLC!pump,!and!a!Waters!
2707! autosampler.! HFIP! in! presence! of! potassium! trifluoroacetate! (3! g! L51)! was! used! as!
eluent! at! a! flow! rate! of! 0.8! ml! min51.! Poly(methyl! methacrylate)! was! used! as! standards!
(Polymer!Laboratories!MP!=!580!Da!up!to!MP!=!7.1!x!106!Da).!
FT5IR!was!measured!on! a! PerkinElmer! Spectrum!100! FT5IR! Spectrometer,! equipped!with! a!
Universal! ATR! Sampling! Accessory.! Spectra!were! analyzed!with! the! PerkinElmer! Spectrum!
software,! version!10.5.2.!Data!were! collected! from!wavenumber!4000!–!650! cm51,! 4! scans!
per!sample.!
Real5time! infrared! spectroscopy! was! performed! on! a! Bruker! Vertex! 70! spectrometer!









11.7!mmol)!was!dissolved! in!20!ml!of!anhydrous!THF,! transferred! into!a! funnel!and!added!
drop!wise!to!the!reaction!mixture.!The!suspension!was!stirred!under!nitrogen!atmosphere!at!
60!°C!under!reflux!until!it!turned!into!a!clear!yellowish!solution!(~3!hours).!The!solution!was!
concentrated! to! 2/3! by! vacuum! evaporation! before! 50! ml! of! anhydrous! n5heptane! was!
added!for!crystallization.!The!NCA!was!recrystallized!twice,!dried!under!vacuum!and!stored!
under!520!°C!for!further!use.!Yield!3.833!g,!14,56!mmol,!72!%.!!









nitrogen! flow! at! 65! °C.! Alpha5pinene! (14,06!ml,! 89! mmol)! was! added! to! the! suspension.!














neck! round! bottom! flask.! 40!ml! of! anhydrous! ethyl! acetate!was! added! and! stirred! under!
nitrogen! flow!at!105! °C.!Alpha5pinene! (4,13!ml,! 26,0!mmol)!was!added! to! the! suspension.!
Triphosgene! (1,838! g,! 6,19! mmol)! was! dissolved! in! 10! ml! of! anhydrous! ethyl! acetate,!
transferred!into!a!funnel!and!added!drop!wise!to!the!reaction!mixture.!The!suspension!was!
stirred! under! nitrogen! atmosphere! at! 105! °C! under! reflux! until! it! turned! into! a! clear!
yellowish! solution! (~3,5! hours).! ! The! solution! was! concentrated! to! 2/3! by! vacuum!













(1,82!g,!6,13!mmol)!was!dissolved! in!5!ml!of!anhydrous!THF,! transferred! into!a! funnel!and!
added! drop! wise! to! the! reaction! mixture.! The! suspension! was! stirred! under! nitrogen!
atmosphere!at!68!°C!under!reflux!until!it!turned!into!a!clear!yellowish!solution.!Anhydrous!n5











5,20!mmol)!was! dissolved! in! 5!ml! of! anhydrous! THF,! transferred! into! a! funnel! and! added!
drop!wise!to!the!reaction!mixture.!The!suspension!was!stirred!under!nitrogen!atmosphere!at!
68!°C!under!reflux!until! it! turned! into!a!clear!yellowish!solution.!Anhydrous!n5heptane!was!








2,65dinitrobenzaldehyde! (0,5! g,! 2,55! mmol)! was! added! to! a! round! bottle! flask! before!




Sodium!borohydride! (37,0!mg,! 0,981!mmol)!was!dissolved! in! a! 0,2!M!aqueous! solution!of!
sodium! hydroxide! (1,6! ml)! before! it! was! added! drop! wise! to! the! reaction! mixture.! The!
reaction!mixture!turned!from!light!yellow!to!dark!purple!and!was!stirred!in!the!ice!bath!for!1!
hour,!before! it!brought!up! to! room!temperature! for!another!2!hours.!For! the!workup,! the!
solvent!was! removed!by! rotor!evaporation.! In! the! following,!10!ml!of!H2O!was!added!and!
liquid! and! formed! dark! crystals! were! transferred! into! a! separation! funnel.! An! excess! of!
diethyl!ether!was!added!and!washed!3!times.!The!solvent!was!dried!by!MgSO4!and!vaporized.!
The! brown! crystals! were! recrystallized! in! chloroform! to! obtain! the! yellow! crystals! of! 2,65
dinitrobenzenemethanol.!Yield!0.441!g,!2,226!mmol,!87!%.!
1H5NMR!(300!MHz,!CDCl3,!δ,!ppm):!2,58!(broad,!s,!1H,!OH),!4,93!(s,!2H,!CH2OH),!7,64!(t,!1H,!
p5ArH,! J! =! 8,16! Hz),! 8,08! (d,! 2H,!m5ArH,! J! =! 8,16! Hz).! 13C5NMR:! (100MHz,! CDCl3,!δ,! ppm):!





(7! ml)! at! room! temperature! under! nitrogen! atmosphere.! An! ethereal! solution! of!
methyllithium!(1,6!M,!0,126!ml,!0,202!mmol)!was!added!drop!wise!to!the!reaction!solution!
and!was! stirred!under! these!condition! for!4!hours.! The! reaction!mixture! then!was! treated!
drop!wise!with!cyclohexylisocyanate!(0,258!ml,!2,02!mmol)!diluted!in!THF!(5!ml)!and!stirred!
under! reflux! at! 68! °C! for! 12! hours,! cooled! to! room! temperature! and! concentrated! under!
vacuum.!The!residues!was!washed!several!times!in!ether!and!water,!dried!with!MgSO4!and!
concentrated! under! vacuum.! The! brown!orange! oil!was! transferred! on! a! column! for! flash!
chromatography!(ethyl!acetate!/!hexane:!20!/!80).!The!solution!mixture!was!vaporized!and!




m5ArH,! J! =! 8,16! Hz).! 13C5NMR! (100!MHz,! ! CDCl3,! !δ,! ! ppm):! ! 24.88! ! (cyclohexyl!C!meta! to!




















1.5! g! of! NCA! was! transferred! into! a! preflashed! Schlenk! tube.! The! solid! monomer! was!
dissolved! in! DMF! (5,7!molar),! and! 0,02!mol! eq.! cyclohexylamine!was! added.! The! reaction!













100! mg! of! NCA! was! added! to! a! quartz! cuvette! and! 0,02! mol! eq.! 2,65
dinitrobenzylcyclohexylcarbamate!1!and!0,01!mol!eq.!25isopropylthioxanthone!added.!After!
complete!dissolution!in!anhydrous!NMP!(0.181!molar),!the!cuvette!was!vertically!exposed!to!
the! light! source! (H5bulb)! for! 2! min.! under! stirring.! After! irradiation,! the! samples! were!
covered!in!aluminum!foil,!and!stirred!for!2!h!at!room!temperature.!The!reaction!mixture!was!
added! drop! wise! into! an! excess! of! diethyl! ether! for! precipitation,! followed! by! one!







to! their! different! side! groups! in! order! to! investigate! their! behavior! in! the! light5induced!




Further! diversity! in! the! choice!of!NCA!monomers!was! introduced!by! adding! the! aspartate!
analogous! molecules.! Introduction! of! variety! in! the! polarity! of! the! NCA! monomers! was!
achieved!by!successful!synthesis!of!Nε5trifluoroacetyl5L5lysine.!All!primary!monomers!for!the!




























































γ-benzyl-L-glutamate NCA (BLG) 5-tert-O-butyl-L-glutamate NCA (TBG) β-Benzyl-L-aspartate NCA (BLA)
β-tert-O-butyl-L-aspartate NCA (TBA)Nε-trifluoroacetyl-L-lysine NCA (TLL)
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Either! nucleophiles! or! basic! compounds! initiate! the! polymerization! of! NCA!monomer! into!
polypeptides.! The! majority! of! polypeptides! reported! in! the! literature! are! initiated! by!
primary[14],!!secondary!amines[15],!or!even!by!non5peptide!synthetic!polymers!with!an!amine!
terminus[16].! This! polymerization! offers! control! over! the! molecular! weight! through! the!
amine/NCA!ratio!as!well!as!low!polydispersity.!It!was!hypothesized!that!the!photogeneration!
of! a! primary! amine! in! the! presence! of! NCA! could! be! utilized! to! achieve! a! polymerization!
following! the! same! mechanism.! Frechét! and! coworkers! showed! the! photo5induced!
breakdown! of! a! carbamate! compound! into! products! that! bear! primary! amines! such! as!
cyclohexylamine.! Therefore,! different! potential! photoamine! generators! were! synthesized!
(Scheme! 2.2).! The! first! two! compounds! 2.1! and! 2.2! were! anticipated! to! initiate! a! ring5
opening! polymerization! via! the! NAM! mechanism! similar! to! conventional! primary! amines!
after!the!photo!cleavage!of!the!chromophoric!protection!group.!
!
Scheme! 2.2:! Overall! photo! reaction! and! breakdown! of! carbamate! compounds.! Cleavage! by! light! irradiation!
resulting! in! decarboxylation! and! formation! of! primary! amines! 2,65dinitrobenzyl! cyclohexylcarbamate! (2.1)! and!
benzyl!cyclohexylcarbamate!(2.2).!!
The! first! two! photoamine! generators! were! synthesized! by! the! same! route,! where! an!
isocyanate! and! alcohol! are! dissolved! in! acetonitrile.! The! isocyanate! is! nucleophilically!
attacked!by!a!deprotonated!alcohol! in!presence!of! the! soft!base!15methyl! imidazole.!Both!
carbamates,!2.1!and!2.2!were!synthesized! in!quantitative!yield!(Scheme!2.3).!The!shift!and!
full! disappearance! of! the! α5CH2! protons! from! the! alcohol! compound! at! 4.93! ppm! to! the!
carbamates! at! 5.5! and! 5.1! ppm,! respectively,! confirmed! successful! carbamate! formation.!
The!resulting!carbamate!compounds!can!easily!break!down!at!CH25O5!under!UV! irradiation!



























In! the! initial! experiments,! feasibility!of! the!different!NCA!monomers!were! investigated! for!
their!ability!to!be!converted!into!polypeptides!in!the!presence!of!a!conventional!nucleophilic!
initiator,! cyclohexylamine.!The!NCA!to! initiator! ratio!was!set! to!20!or!50,! respectively.!The!
NCA!monomers!were!dissolved! in!anhydrous!DMF,!before! the! initiator!was!added.!After!a!
reaction!time!of!4!hours,!FTIR!analysis!confirmed!full!conversion!of!the!reactions,!before! it!
was!precipitated!in!diethyl!ether.!Additional!reprecipitation!ensured!complete!purification!of!
the! polymer! material.! The! solid! products! were! dissolved! in! HFIP! and! analyzed! by! SEC.!
Polymerization! of! benzyl5L5glutamate! (BLG)! NCA! showed! a! controlled! conversion! into! its!
polypeptide! poly(benzyl5L5glutamate)! (PBLG)! (Table! 2.1)! with! a! close! agreement! to! the!
targeted!molecular!weight.! Similar! results!were! obtained! in! the! polymerization! of! benzyl5
protected! aspartate! (BLA)!NCA!with! a! low!polydispersity,! however! the! targeted!molecular!
weight! was! not! achieved.! In! contrast! to! the! benzyl! protected! amino! acid,! controlled!
polymerization! of! the! tert5butyl! protected! NCAs! was! barely! achievable.! After! initiator!
addition!the!reaction!precipitated,!ruling!out!any!controlled!polymerization.!The!precipitate!
was! removed! from! the! reaction! solution! before! any! analysis! was! performed.! Secondary!
























Polymer- M:I- Mnth-(g/mol)- MnGPC-(g/mol)- Ð"
Poly(benzyl'L'glutamate)-(PBLG)- 50! 11,200! 9,900! 1,1!
Poly(tert'butyl'L'glutamate)-(PTLG)- 20! 3800! 50400*! 1.1*!
Poly(benzyl'L'aspartate)-(PBLA)- 50! 10350! 6932! 1.1!
Poly(tert'butyl'L'aspartate)-(PTLA)- 20! 3520! 1561*! 1.6*!
Poly(Tfa'L'lysine)-(PTLL)- 20! 2509! 4334! 1.6!
! *!precipitation!during!reaction.!This!sample!was!filtrated!before!further!work5up!
Polymerization! of! Tfa5L5lysine! was! also! achieved! without! any! visual! precipitation.! The!













chromophore!group!of! the!photoamine!generator.! The!emission!of! the!H5bulb! lamp!has! a!
broad!emission!band!in!deep!UV,!starting!from!220!to!300!nm,!as!well!as!at!360!nm!(Figure!
2.1).! For! the!absorption!measurements! the!photoamine!generators!and!TLL5!and!BLG5NCA!
were!dissolved!in!acetonitrile!due!to!its!low!UV!cutoff!(190!nm).!Benzyl!cyclohexylcarbamate!
and! 2,65dinitrobenzyl! cyclohexylcarbamate! have! different! chromophoric! groups;! therefore!
also!their!absorption!maxima!are!different,!at!258!and!232!nm!respectively.!The!presence!of!
the! strongly! electron! withdrawing! group! NO2! influence! the! electron! occupancy! in! the!
aromatic!ring!and!changes!the!absorbance!maximum.!For!both!investigated!initiators!a!good!
overlap! of! their! absorption! spectra! with! the! emission! spectrum! of! the! H5bulb! lamp! was!
found,! which! is! believed! to! cause! a! breakdown! of! the! photo5initiators! into! their!
corresponding!nucleophilic!breakdown!product.!
To! investigate! if! the!monomer!could! interfere!with!the! light!absorption!of!the!photoamine!
generator,!their!absorption!was!measured!as!well.!BLG5NCA!with!it!benzyl!ester! in!the!side!
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chain! shows! an! absorption! maximum! in! the! same! wavelength! range! as! benzyl!
cyclohexylcarbamate.! In! contrast,! TLL! does! not! include! any! chromophoric! group! and! does!
not!show!any!light!absorbance!in!the!crucial!UV!wavelength!region,!which!might!result!in!a!
more!efficient!photocleavage!event!and!cleaner!photopolymerization.!However,!since!BLG!is!






breakdown! follows! a! decarboxylation.! This! decarboxylation! can! be! monitored! by! RT5IR!
spectroscopy!since!the!decarboxylation!should!lead!to!a!decrease!of!the!carbamate!carbonyl!
vibration.!Therefore,!carbonyl!vibrations!at!1682!cm51!for!benzyl!cyclohexylcarbamate,!and!at!
1714! cm51! for! 2,65dinitrobenzyl! cyclohexylcarbamate!were!monitored! (Figure! 2.2).! For! the!
measurement,!the!initiators!2.1!and!2.2!were!dissolved!in!acetonitrile!(7,7!and!10,1!mmolar,!
respectively).! The! cuvette! was! placed! vertically! under! the! H5bulb! lamp.! After! every! 30! s!
irradiation!time,!the!cuvette!was!removed!and!one!drop!of!the!reaction!mixture!analyzed!by!








The! breakdown! percentage! was! calculated! by! dividing! the! integrated! peak! area! of! the!
respective!diagnostic!peak!by!the!integrated!peak!area!at!t=0.!It!has!to!be!noted!that!even!
incomplete! breakdown! of! the! photoamine! generator!might! still! achieve! full! conversion! of!
the! monomer! into! polymer! material! and! is! common! in! acrylate5based! photo!
polymerizations[17].!In!acrylate!systems!photoinitiation!rate!profiles!revealed!that!breakdown!
rates! are! depending! on! the! irradiation! gradient! and! the! thickness! of! medium,! however,!
always! reveal! full! conversion! of! the! monomer.! Photoinitiation! is! a! result! of! the! balance!
between!bleaching!rate!and!light!attenuation!degree!of!the!light.!Breakdown!percentage!of!
benzyl! cyclohexylcarbamate! (2.2)! is! observed! at! 10! %! in! the! first! 15! s,! and! with! longer!
irradiation! time,! the! breakdown! process! reaches! 14%! at! 240! s.! 2,65Dinitrobenzyl!
cyclohexylcarbamate! (2.1)! shows! an! increased! breakdown! process:! in! the! first! 90! s! a!
reduced!breakdown!is!observed!compared!to!2.2.!However,!after!240!s,!a!breakdown!of!28%!
is! monitored,! which! is! twice! the! amount! as! 2.2! showed! after! this! irradiation! time.! This!





Irradiation! can! cause! a! range! of! side! reactions! among! the! reaction! components.! Most!
prominent! is! the! formation! of! radicals! that! can! either! directly! or! via! secondary! reactions!
create!unwanted!reaction!species! interfering!with!the!polymerization.!As!one!of! the!major!
components! in! the! system,! the! solvent! stability! under! those! conditions! is! critical.! While!
identifying!side!products!of!solvents!under!irradiation!was!beyond!the!scope!of!this!project,!
in! the! first! instance! various! organic! solvents!were! screened! for! their! general! suitability! in!
NCA!ring5opening!polymerization.!DMF!is!by!far!the!most!established!solvent!in!ring5opening!





















Unsurprisingly,! the! polymerization! in! DMF! showed! no! precipitation.! The! same! result! was!
observed! for! methylpyrrolidone! (NMP).! DMF! and! NMP,! on! molecular! level,! have! similar!
functional!moieties.!Adjacent!to!the!tertiary!amine,!both!molecules!have!a!carbonyl!group.!
The!main!difference!of!the!molecules!is!the!linear!structure!of!DMF!and!the!cyclic!structure!
of! NMP.! All! other! solvents! showed! either! precipitation! before! addition! of! the! initiator! or!
!44!




The! step! from! a! conventional! initiation! system! to! a! photo5cleavage! initiation! bears!many!
risks! of! side! reactions.! Irradiating! solvents! such! as! DMF! and! NMP! with! their! own! UV!
absorption!in!the!deep!UV!wavelength!range!could!cause!undesired!radicals.!These!radicals!
could! form! various! nucleophilic! or! basic! species,! which! would! result! in! an! undesired,!
uncontrolled!polymerization.!Furthermore,! thermal!polymerizations!of! the!monomer!could!
also! lead!to!a!side!reaction.! It! is!known!that!NCA!monomers!can!form!cyclic!oligopeptides,!
although! at! high! temperature[18].! On! the! other! hand,! labile! photoamine! generators! could!
break! down! without! UV! light! absorption,! leading! to! an! initiation,! independent! of! UV!
irradiation.!Therefore,!reaction!optimization!was!approached!systematically!to!undoubtedly!
prove! the! occurrence! of! a! photoinduced! process.! The! approach! is! based! on! different!








If! the! polymerization! is! truly! photo5triggered! a! polypeptide! should! only! be! obtained! in!
experiment!1)!(+1/+UV)!while!being!absent!in!all!negative!controls!(254).!!
!
The! first! set! of! polymerizations! was! performed! with! BLG5NCA! as! monomer,! and! 2.1! as!
photoamine!generator!in!NMP.!The!sensitizer,!25isopropylthioxanthone!(ITX),!was!added!to!
the! reaction! to! overcome! light! cut5off! of! the! solvent! (Note:! It! was! later! found! that! the!
addition! of! a! sensitizer! had! no! effect! on! the! polymerization).! All! polymerization! reactions!
were!carried!out!with!an!initiating!UV!exposure!under!a!H5bulb!lamp!of!2!minutes!at!room!
temperature.! After! the! reaction! was! continued! for! 24! hours! in! the! dark,! a! sample! was!
withdrawn! from! each! reaction! for! attenuated! total! reflectance! infrared! (ATR5IR)!
measurements.! This! technique! allows! to! distinguish! between! the! NCA!monomer! and! the!
polypeptide.!While!BLG5NCA! is! characterized!by! strong!peaks! at! 1786!and!1853! cm51! (C=O!
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groups! of! the! anhydride),! presence! of! poly(benzyl5L5glutamate)! is! evident! from! the!
polypeptide! amide! II! peak! at! 1548! cm51! in! the! polymer! backbone[19].! Comparing! the! FTIR!
spectra! in! Figure! 2.3A! reveals! the! presence! of! strong! NCA! signals! for! all! three! negative!
controls,! while! in! the! +2.1/+UV! experiment! the! intensity! of! these! signals! is! significantly!
reduced.!Coincidently,!this!sample!also!displays!the!characteristic!amide!II!peak!at!1548!cm51,!
which!is!absent!in!all!negative!controls.!This!provides!clear!evidence!that!NCA!polymerization!
occurred! in! this! sample! and! polypeptide! was! formed! while! that! is! not! the! case! in! the!
negative!controls.!To!prove!that!the!lack!of!NCA!conversion!in!the!negative!control!is!due!to!
the!absence!of!an!initiation!process!and!the!NCA!is!indeed!still!active,!cyclohexylamine!was!
added! to! those! reactions.! After! additional! stirring! for! one!day,! also! in! those! samples!NCA!
consumption!and!polymer!formation!was!observed!highlighted!by!the!reduced!vibration!at!










IR!bears! the!potential!of!a! time5resolved!analysis!of! the!process,! i.e.! the!exact!moment!of!
the! initiation! event! as! well! as! information! about! the! kinetics! of! a! reaction.! In! order! to!








From! the! real5time! spectra! the!monomer! conversion! could!be!monitored!by! following! the!
decreasing! NCA! carbonyl! stretching! bands! at! 1786! cm51,! while! polymer! formation! was!
apparent!from!the! increasing!amide!II!bands!of!the!polypeptide!at!1548!cm51.!The!negative!
control! experiments! confirmed! no! significant! NCA! was! consumed! over! a! period! of! 100! s!
under!these!conditions!in!the!absence!of!UV!light!with!or!without!2.1!present!(+2.15UV,!and!5
2.15UV),! respectively.!Moreover,! in!both!cases!no!polymer! formation! is!observed,!which! is!
consistent! with! the! absence! of! NCA! conversion.! On! the! other! hand,! in! the! +2.1+UV!
experiment!a!decrease!of!relative!NCA!concentration!is!evident!shortly!after!irradiation!was!
applied.! This! coincides!with! an! increase! of! the! amide! II! band! providing! evidence! that! the!
NCA!consumption!is!due!to!polypeptide!formation.!The!initial!apparent!increase!of!the!NCA!
concentration!between!30!and!40!s! is!considered!an!artifact!of!the!measurement!probably!
caused! by! the! rapid! CO2! formation! leading! to! some! solvent! removal.! In! the! 52.1+UV!
experiment!a!slight!decrease!of! the!NCA!concentration!and!an! increase!of!PBLG!formation!
was!also!observed.!It!is!suggested!that!heat!generation!caused!by!the!light!source!could!lead!
to! this! effect.! Kricheldorf! showed! spontaneous! polymerizations! of! various! NCAs! at! 60! °C,!
including! cyclic!oligopeptide! formation,! initiation!of!dimethylamine,! and!N5formyl! terminal!
formation[20].! Moreover! it! has! to! be! considered! that! optimal! reaction! conditions,! which!
include!an!inert!nitrogen!atmosphere,!are!not!present!on!the!ATR!crystal.!It!is!suggested!that!
atmospheric!water!could!also! interfere!during! initiation.!This! fact!could!explain! further!the!
overall! slight! increase! of! amide! II! bands! in! all! samples.! When! the! polymerizations! were!








In! order! to! gain! information! on! the! end5group! fidelity! of! this! process,! the! reactions!were!
repeated! in! a! cuvette! for! subsequent! MALDI5ToF5MS! analysis.! The! cuvettes! were! placed!
vertically! in! front!of! the! light!source!to!ensure!the!stirring!of! the!reaction!mixture!and!the!
homogenous!creation!of! the! reactive!species.!Photo5induced!polymerization!of!BLG!and!of!
TLL!were!performed!in!0.18!M!monomer!solutions!in!NMP!with!0.02!mol!eq.!of!photoamine!
generator! corresponding! to! a! 50:1!monomer:initiator! ratio.! After! addition! of! photoamine!
generator-and!ITX- in!the!dark,!the!reaction!mixtures!were!irradiated!with!UV!light!for!2!min!
and! left! to! react! in! the! dark! for! 3! h! (+2.1+UV).! The! same! three! control! experiments,! as!
described!earlier,!were!also!undertaken.!At!the!end!of!the!reaction,!a!sample!was!taken!from!
the! reaction! mixture! and! analyzed! by! MALDI5ToF5MS.! Initially! the! sample! obtained! from!
conventional!cyclohexylamine!initiated!PBLG!material!was!investigated.!The!two!dominating!
peak!series!(peaks!A!and!B! in!Figure!2.6a,!structure!A!and!B!Figure!2.7)!can!be!assigned!to!




Figure! 2.6:! MALDI5ToF5MS! results! of! conventional! initiated! PBLG! polymerization! (a),! photo5initiated! PBLG!
polymerization!(b),!and!negative!controls!(c5e).!Letters!depict!structures!shown!in!Figure!2.7;!the!numbers!refer!







When! the! same! polymerization!was! carried! out! under! +2.1+UV! conditions,! the! same! two!
peak! series! can! be! identified! as! the! major! products! (Figure! 2.6b).! The! relatively! higher!
concentration! of! pyroglutamate! end5groups! in! the! case! of! photoinitiation! probably! also!
arises!due! to!heating!effects!by! the! lamp;! this! reaction! is!known!to!be!more!prominent!at!
higher! temperatures[2].! In! addition,! a! range! of! other! structures! is! present! including!
cyclohexylamine! initiated,! N5formyl! and! N5methyl! terminated! polymers! as! well! as! water!
(structure! E),! base,! and! di5,! and! monomethylamines! initiated! polypeptides! (structure! F5K!
Figure!2.7).!Some!of!those!structures!are!thought!to!be!a!consequence!of!the!UV5mediated!
decomposition! of! the! reaction! components! including! the! solvent! NMP.! No! significant!
amounts!of!polymer!were!detected!in!any!of!the!control!experiments!(Figure!2.6!c,!d,!and!e).!
Critically,! peaks! of! cyclohexylamine! initiated! PBLG! are! absent! in! all! UV! controls.! Traces! of!
ring!formation!(structure!L)!of!the!oligopeptide!are!found!in!the!negative!controls!at!smaller!
mass!values!(m/z!=!3108,!data!not!shown).!!









Figure!2.9:!Various! identified!PTLL!polymerization!product! species,! assigned! to!MADLI5ToF5MS! spectrum!peaks!
shown! in! Figure! 2.8.! Species! series! include! cyclohexylamine! ! initiated! (M),! methylamine! initiated! (N),! water!
initiated!(O)!polymer!chains,!as!well!as!cyclic!products!(P).!
All!negative!controls!show!the!absence!of!cyclohexylamine5initiated!polymer.!Small!traces!of!
the!cyclic!polypeptide! (structure!P,!Figure!2.9)! can!be!detected! in! 52.1+UV.! It! is!noticeable!




as! the! benzyl! group! in! BLG! might! reduce! undesired! side5reactions.! The! MALDI5ToF5MS!
analysis!clearly!demonstrates!that!UV5generated!cyclohexylamine!is!the!initiating!species!in!
both! BLG! and! TLL! NCA! polymerizations! and! that! the! NAM! mechanism! is! the! dominant!
polymerization!mechanism.!!
Side! reactions! as! observed! in! Figure! 2.6a! can! influence! the! polymerization! control! and!
therefore!increase!the!polydispersity!of!the!overall!polymerization!product.!Thus,!molecular!




and! cyclohexylamine! (dot! lines)! as! conventional! reference.! FT5IR! analysis! was! used! to!
confirm! full! conversion! of! the! NCA!monomers! by! the! disappearance! of! the! NCA! carbonyl!
band.! All! polymer! samples! were! precipitated! to! obtain! pure! material.! ! SEC! data! from! all!
polymerizations!are!summarized! in!Table!2.1.!Theoretical!and!measured!molecular!weights!




Figure! 2.10:! SEC! chromatograms! of! PBLG! (black)! and! PTLL! (red),! initiated! by! conventional! initiation! with!
cyclohexylamine!(CHA)!and!by!photoinitiation!by!photoamine!generator!(2.1).!Conventional!initiations!are!shown!
as!dotted!lines,!photoinitiations!are!shown!in!solid!lines.!!
In! case! of! polydispersity,! there! is! an! increase! between! conventional! initiation! and!
photoinitiation! of! PBLG.! While! the! chromatogram! shows! a! narrow! peak! in! the!
cyclohexylamine5initiated! reaction,! a! broader! peak! is! observed! in! the! photo5initiated!
reaction.! It! has! to!be!noted! that! there! is! a! significant! difference! in! the!presence!of! active!
species! during! initiation! events,! when! both! reactions! are! compared.! In! the! conventional!
initiation!100%!of!the!amine!of!cyclohexylamine!is!accessible!at!the!point!when!it!is!added!to!
the! reaction.! All! polymer! chains! start! propagation! at! the! same! time! point.! In! case! of! the!




One! could! speculate! that! a! lower! propagation! rate! of! one! of! the! MALDI5Tof! detected!
polymer! species! could! be! the! reason.! Another! hypothetical! reason! could! be! a! non5linear!
breakdown!of!the!photo5initiator.!!
When! polymerization!was! carried! out!with! TLL! similar! results!were! obtained! (Figure! 2.10,!
red! lines).! Although! an! unexpected! bimodal! distribution! is! observed! in! the! conventional!
distribution,!the!peak!of!the!majority!population!shows!a!low!polydispersity.!This!is!also!the!






Table! 2.3:! SEC! results! of! NCA! polymerization! of! BLG! and! TLL.! Conventional! initiation! with! cyclohexylamine! is!
denoted!as!CHA,!photoinitiation!was!preformed!with!2.1.!All!reactions!contain!a!monomer:initiator!ratio!of!50:1,!
dissolved!in!NMP.!
Initiator- PBLG- - PTLL-
! Mnth(a)-(g/mol)- MnGPC-(g/mol)- Ð" " Mnth(a)-(g/mol)- MnGPC-(g/mol)- Ð"
CHA*- 11.100! 14.500! 1,1! ! 11.300**! 10477! 1.1!
2.1*- 11.100! 11.000! 1,8! ! 11.300! 19.500! 1,3!




The! first! photopolymerization! of! NCAs!was! successfully! demonstrated.! In! this! process! the!
active! initiator! cyclohexylamine! was! produced! in! situ! by! the! UV5induced! breakdown! of!
photoamine! generator! 2,65dinitrobenzylcarbamate.! Real5time! FTIR! and! MALDI5ToF5MS!
analyses!provide!clear!evidence!for!the!proposed!photoinitiation!mechanism!as!well!as!the!
attachment! of! the! active! initiator! to! the! polypeptide! chain.! Using! two! different! NCA!






for! spatial! organization,!on! the!nanometer! scale! (though!masking! strategies)! coupled!with!









































As! described! in! Chapter! 2.3,! a! selective! initiation! process! of! a! light:initiated! NCA! ROP!
polymerization!was!achieved.!However,!various!side:reactions!were!determined!that!could!
affect! the!purity!of! the! reaction!product! and! limit! the!applicability!of! the!process.! Finding!
condition! that! reduces! those! side! reactions! is! thus! desirable.! It! is! suggested! that! heat!
creation!of!the!powerful!H:bulb!lamp!is!the!origin!of!the!formation!of!thermal!side!products!
in!the!photo:initiated!polymerization,!besides!other!reactions!caused!by!radical!reactions.!It!
was!hypothesized! that!a! substitution!of! the! current! light! source!with!one! that! is! less!heat!
emitting!might! reduce! the! formation!of! side!products.! The!blacklight! lamp!Vilber! Lourmat!
VL:215.L!is!commonly!used!in!electrophoresis!techniques.!It!has!the!advantage!of!a!reduced!
heat!output!due!to!a!reduced!intensity!with!a!maximum!emission!at!365!nm.!To!ensure!an!




groups! in! the! chromophore! shifts! the! absorbance! in!wavelengths! beyond! than! 320! nm[2].!
This!could!enable!the!dispensation!of!the!UV!sensitizer!as!well!as!shifting!the!photoreaction!
away!from!the!solvent’s!UV!cutoff.!!
In! this! chapter! we! report! the! successful! optimization! of! a! photo:initiated! NCA!
polymerization!by!replacing!the!light!source!emitting!in!the!near!UV:A!wavelength!range!as!
well!as!the!photoamine!generator!to!match!its!absorption!spectrum!with!the!emission!of!the!




control!of! the!polymer!molecular!weight! through!reaction!parameters,! i.e.! irradiation!time!
and! distance! between! light! source! and! reactor.! In! addition,! a! block! copolymer! was!








potassium! trifluoroacetate! 98%! were! purchased! from! Sigma:Aldrich.! 4,5:dimethoxy:2:
nitrobenyl! alcohol!was! supplied!by!Alfa!Aesar.!Anhydrous!DMF!was!purchased! from!Acros!
Chemicals.!THF,!ethyl!acetate,!and!n:heptane!were!inhibitor:free!and!collected!from!a!SPS:
800! solvent! purification! system,! equipped!with! a!mole! sieve! and!Al2O3! column.!HFIP!was!








Photo!polymerizations!were! carried!out! in!NMP!under! stirring.! The! reactions!were! carried!
out! in!a!quartz!cuvette!with!a!path!length!of!10!mm!(Quartz!SUPRASIL®,!Hellma!Analytics).!





NMP! (7.7! mmolar).! The! solution! was! transferred! into! a! quartz! cuvette,! before! it! was!












trifluoroacetic! acid! (KTFA)! was! added! as! cationic! ionization! agent! (10! mg! ml:1).!
Poly(ethylene!glycol)!(Mw!1.000,!2.500,!5.000,!10.000)!was!used!as!reference.!The!polymer!




Size! exclusion! chromatography! (SEC)!was!performed!on!a! system!equipped!with! a!Waters!
2414!refractive!index!detector!(40!°C),!PSS!PFG!guard!column!followed!by!a!2PFG:linear:XL!(7!
µm,!8!x!300!mm)!columns!in!series!at!40!°C,!Waters!1515!isocratic!HPLC!pump,!and!a!Waters!
2707! autosampler.! HFIP! in! presence! of! potassium! trifluoroacetate! (3! g! L:1)! was! used! as!
eluent! at! a! flow! rate! of! 0.8! ml! min:1.! Poly(methyl! methacrylate)! was! used! as! standards!
(Polymer!Laboratories!MP!=!580!Da!up!to!MP!=!7.1!x!106!Da).!
FT_IR,
FT:IR!was!measured!on! a! PerkinElmer! Spectrum!100! FT:IR! Spectrometer,! equipped!with! a!









stirred!under!equal!conditions! for!3!days.!The!reaction!was! terminated!by! transferring! the!
reaction!mixture! into!an!excess!of!diethyl!ether! for!precipitation,!obtaining!the!pure!white!
solid! product,! 76! %.! 1H:NMR! (300! MHz,! CDCl3,! δ,! ppm):! 1.08! –! 1.95! (m,! 10H,! p:,! o:,! m:
cyclohexyl!H),! 3,47! (m,! 1H,!NHCH),! 3,92! –! 3,94! (ds,! 6H,! CH3O),! 4,76! (s,! 1H,!NH),! 5,71! (2H,!
CH2OC(O)),!6,97!(s,!1H,!CH!ortho!to!NO2),!7,67!(s,!1H,!CH,!ortho!to!CH2O).!13C:NMR:!(100MHz,!!







bottom! flask.! Anhydrous! toluene! (50! ml)! was! added! to! dissolve! the! substrate.!
Poly(dimethylsiloxane)propylamine! (1,075! ml,! 1mmol)! was! added! drop! wise,! before! the!
reaction!was!heated!up!to!reflux.!The!reaction!was!set!under!inert!atmosphere,!before!it!was!
stirred! under! these! conditions! for! 92! hours.! Under! inert! atmosphere! the! mixture! was!
transferred! to! a! round! bottom! flask! before! the! solvent! was! vaporized.! The! remaining! oil!
product!was!used!as!such!for!further!use.!
Synthesis,of,4,53dimethoxy323nitrobenzyl3Poly(dimethylsiloxane),carbamate,
Poly(diemthylsiloxane)propyl! isocyanate! (1,015! g,! 1! mmol)! was! used! as! such! from! the!
previous!reaction,!It!was!dissolved!in!7,5!ml!of!deuterated!chloroform!to!follow!the!reaction!
by!NMR.!4:5:dimethoxy:2:nitrobenzyl!alcohol!was!dissolved!in!2,5!ml!deuterated!chloroform!
before! it!was! added! to! the! reaction!mixture.! The! flask!was! hold! under! inert! atmosphere.!
Dibutylyin!dilaurate!(30!!μl,!50!μmol)!was!added!directly.!The!reaction!mixture!was!stirred!at!
room! temperature! and! under! inert! atmosphere! overnight.! The! crude! oil! was! purified! by!
column! chromatography,! using! the! solvent! system! EtOAc/heptane! 1/1.! The! solvents!were!
vaporized,! yielding! the! yellowish! oil,! 4,5:diemthoxy:2:nitrobenzyl:Poly(dimethylsiloxane)!
carbamate!(0,888!g,!0,723!mmol,!72,3!%!yield).!1H:NMR!(300!MHz,!CDCl3,!δ,!ppm):!0,01!–!0,1!
(m,! 72! H,! SiCH3),! 0,47! –! 0,55! (m,! 4! H,! CH2Si),! 0,83! (t,! 3H,! CH3(CH2)3Si),! 1,23! (m,! 4H,!
CH3(CH2)2CH2Si),! 1,77! (m,! 2H,! SiCH2CH2CH2NH),! 3,17! (m,! 2H,! CH2NH),! 3,92! –! 3,94! (ds,! 6H,!
OCH3),!4,88!(s,!1H,!NH),!5,48!(s,!2h,!C(O)OCH2),!6,98!(s,!1H,!CH!ortho!to!NO2),!7,69!(s,!1H,!CH,!
ortho! to! CH2O).! 13C:NMR:! (100MHz,! ! CDCl3,! ! δ,! ! ppm):! 1,1! (SiCH3),! 14,0! (CH3(CH2)3Si),! 18,2!
(SiCH2(CH2)2NH),! 25,6! (CH3(CH2)2CH2Si),! 25,7! (CH3CH2CH2CH2Si),! 29,2! (CH3CH2(CH2)Si),! 29,4!
(SiCH2CH2CH2NH),!44,3!(CH2NH),!56,6!(OCH3),!63,6!(C(O)OCH2),!108,4!(ortho!to!CH2O),!110,5!






To! synthesize! the!photoamine!generator!4,5:dimethoxy:2:nitrobenzylcyclohexyl! carbamate!
3.1,! the! same! synthetic! reaction! conditions!were! performed! as! for! 2.1! (Scheme! 3.1).! The!
nitro! group! on! the! β:position! to! the! benzyl! carbamate! ensures! the! same! molecular!
breakdown!mechanism! as! discussed! for! the! previous! photoamine! generator,! the! Norrish:








still! has! an! absorption! in! the! UV:C! wavelength! region! at! 240! nm! (red! line),! another!
absorption!region!in!the!UV:A!wavelength!region!(350!nm)!is!observed!due!to!the!presence!


















































same! peak! intensity.! Letters! depict! structures! shown! on! the! right.! The! numbers! refer! to! the! degree! of!
polymerization.!All!samples!were!dissolved!on!HFIP,!with!addition!of!potassium!trifluoroacetic!acid!(KTFA).!
The!success!of!the!photopolymerization!system!was!confirmed!by!MALDI:Tof:MS!analysis!of!










































in! the!MALDI:ToF:MS! spectrum! for! the! conventional! polymerization! (Figure! 3.3! a).! Similar!
results!were!obtained!by!the!photo:initiated!polymerization!with!3.1, (Figure!3.3!b).!Almost!
exclusively! cyclohexylamine:initiated! species,! structure! A,! next! to! a! minor! presence! of!
species! B! was! found.! Low! intensity! series! of! side! products,! structure! E! and! K,! were! also!
observed,!which! represent! structures! initiated!by!water! and!methylamine,! respectively.! In!
comparison! to! the!MALDI:Tof! results! in!Chapter!2! (Figure!2.6!b),! a! significant! reduction!of!
side:reactions! is! observed.! Neither! dimethylamine! initiated! nor! cyclic! polymer! products!
could!be!identified.!The!absence!of!the!latter!species!is!rationalized!with!the!significant!heat!
reduction! during! light! exposure! using! the! Vilber! Lourmat! VL:215.L! lamp[6].! However,!
methylamine!initiated!polymer!products!could!not!be!prevented.!This! is!possibly!caused!by!
the!breakdown!of!DMF!into!methylamine!due!to!UV!light!exposure.!After!precipitation,!the!
negative! control! showed! only! traces! of! solid! product.! These! traces! were! collected! and!
analyzed! by!MALDI:ToF:MS! (Figure! 3.3! c).! The! sample! shows! no! cyclohexylamine:initiated!
species,! confirming! the! stability! of! the! chromophoric! protecting! group! of! the!
cyclohexylamine.! Low:level! detection! of! the! same! side! product! as! in! the! photo:initiated!
polymerization! supports! the! claim! that! those! species! are! formed! by! the! instability! of! the!







previously,! a! conventional! cyclohexylamine:initiated!polymerization!was!used!as! reference!
(indicated! as! CHA),! next! to! the!2.1:initiated! PBLG!product! (Figure! 3.4).! All! three! reactions!
had! the! same! monomer:initiator! ratio! of! 50:1.! SEC! data! from! all! polymerizations! are!
summarized! in! Table! 3.1.! The! cyclohexylamine:initiated! sample! displays! the! lowest!
polydispersity!of!about!1.1! in!comparison!to!both!photo:initiated!polymerization.!This! is! in!
agreement!with!what!is!typically!achievable!in!this!type!of!reactions.!Polydispersities!of!PBLG!
obtained!with! both! photoinitiators! are! higher! and! around! 1.5! (Table! 3.1).! It! appears! that!
monomodality! was! improved! by! using! photoinitiator! 3.1.! Notable! is! the! absence! of! a!
shoulder!in!the!chromatogram!of!PBLG!from!3.1,!compared!with!the!product!obtained!from!
the! 2.1:initiated! polymerization! (Figure! 3.4).! This! shoulder! might! be! caused! by! the!much!
larger!amount!of!side:products!evident!from!the!MALDI:ToF!analysis!as!discussed!in!Chapter!
2.3!but!this!remains!speculative!without!further!studies.!!
It! was! further! investigated! whether! the! molecular! weight! could! be! controlled! by! the!
monomer! to! initiator! ratio.! Polymerizations! with! ratios! of! 20:1,! 40:1! and! 60:1! were!
performed! (Table! 3.1).! It! was! observed! that! the! polydispersities! in! these! reactions! barely!
varied.! Moreover,! theoretical! and! measured! molecular! weights! were! not! in! a! good!
agreement.! In! addition,! reactions! with! the! same!monomer:initiator! ratio! show! significant!
variation!in!molecular!weights.!While!all!reactions!were!carried!out!under!similar!condition,!




of! the! photopolymerization! system:! To! increase! the! yield! of! cyclohexylamine! by! the!
breakdown!of! the!photoamine!generator!a! longer! irradiation!period! is!necessary.!A! longer!





seems! challenging,! this! does! not! mean! the! reaction! is! uncontrolled.! MALDI:ToF! results!
clearly!demonstrate!end:group!fidelity,!which! is!key!to!the!design!of!polymer!architectures!
and! surface!polymerization.! Considering! that! this! novel! photopolymerization! system!could!
!! 65!




Initiator, M:I, Mnth(a)!(g/mol), MnGPC!(g/mol), Ð,
CHA*! 50! 11.100! 14.500! 1,1!
2.1*! 50! 11.100! 11.000! 1,8!
3.1*! 50! 11.100! 12.000! 1,5!
3.1! 20! 4.500! 13.300! 1,4!
3.1! 20! 4.500! 24.800! 1,5!
3.1! 40! 8900! 14.500! 1,4!
3.1! 40! 8900! 23.000! 1,6!
3.1! 60! 13.700! 18.300! 1,5!
! ! ! *!analyzed!by!SEC!and!shown!in!Figure!3.4!
!
3.3.3,Molecular,weight,control,by,irradiation,time,and,distance,
While!molecular!weight! control!was!not!achieved! through! the! initial!monomer! to! initiator!
ratio,! the! amount! of! energy! applied! to! the! system! could! possibly! be! used! to! modulate!











each! individual! distance!was! performed! in! triplets.! Individual! reaction!mixtures! contained!
constant!concentrations!of!photoamine!generator!3.1!and!BLG!NCA!(ration!1:20)!and!were!
irradiated!at!a!constant!duration!of!60!min.!After!irradiation,!the!polymerization!was!allowed!
to!proceed! in! the!dark! for!46!hours!until! full!monomer!conversion!was!reached.!Complete!
conversion!was! confirmed! by! FT:IR,! before! all! samples!were! precipitated! and! isolated! for!
further! analysis.! Figure! 3.6! b! shows! that! the! molecular! weight! Mn! increases! with! an!
increasing! light! distance,! i.e.! less! intensity,! causes! a! reduced! photoamine! generator!
breakdown.!This!trend!is!also!reflected!in!the!corresponding!GPC!traces!(Figure!3.6!a)!where!
a! clear! shift!of! the! traces! towards!higher!molecular!weights! can!be!observed.!With! longer!
distances!broadening!of! the! traces!becomes!apparent,! thus! resulting! in!an! increase!of! the!
polydispersity!(PDI,!Figure!3.6).!It!is!suggested!that!the!formation!of!amine!initiator!happens!
only!in!spontaneous!events!during!irradiation.!Lower!intensity!by!higher!distance!would!thus!








at! a! constant! distance! of! 2.5! cm! from! the! cuvette.! Individual! reaction!mixtures! contained!
photoinitiator!3.1!and!BLG!NCA!(ration!1:20).!The!polymerization!was!allowed!to!proceed!in!
the!dark! for!46!hours!until! full!monomer!conversion!was!reached.!Figure!3.7!b!shows!that!
the!molecular! weight! of! the! obtained! PBLG! decreases! with! increasing! irradiation! time! as!
more! active! initiator! is! generated.! Closer! inspection! of! the! plot! suggests! an! almost! linear!
decrease!on!Mn!for!irradiation!times!up!to!20!min!from!about!16000!to!12500!g/mol.!while!
beyond!this!time!point!the!decrease!is!less!defined!with!higher!standard!deviations!from!the!


















It! was! further! investigated! whether! a! block! copolymer! is! obtainable! by! the!
photopolymerization.! In! the! first! instance! it! was! expected! that! the! conjugation! of! the!
polypeptide! to! a! suitable! macroinitiator! could! improve! the! solubility! and! facilitate! SEC!
analysis! even! at! small! block! length[7],[8],[9].! According! to! the! synthesis! of! the! photobase!
initiator! by! coupling! of! the! precursor! to! an! isocyanate,! macroinitiator! design! requires! an!
isocyanate! functional! polymer.! Initially,! a! poly(ethylene! glycol)! (PEG)! macroinitiator! was!
considered,!due!to!its!established!use!in!polypeptide!hybrids[10],[11].!Unsatisfying!results!were!
obtained!to!convert!a!monoamine!PEG!into!an!isocyanate,!as!the!first!step!to!a!carbamate:
based! PEG:photoamine! generator.! FT:IR! confirmed! only! the! presence! of! a! primary! amine!
and!the!absence!of!any!isocyanate!(data!not!shown).!It!was!believed!that!PEG!absorbs!water!







carbamate! and! photopolymerization! resulting! in! PDMS:PBLG.! The! first! step! is! the! conversion! of! the! primary!
amine! into! an! isocyanate,! before! carbamate! formation! is! performed,! adding! the! chromophoric! alcohol! in!
presence!of!dibutyltin!dilaurate.!In!presence!of!light!and!NCA!monomer!the!final!block!copolymer!is!formed.!
Therefore! the! hydrophobic! monoamine! functionalized! poly(dimethylsiloxane)! (MW!
1000)[12],[13]! was! chosen.! It! was! believed,! using! this! polymer,! the! yield! in! isocyanate!
formation! would! be! improved.! Scheme! 3.2! illustrates! the! synthetic! route,! using! PDMS!
monoamine!to!obtain!the!corresponding!macro:photoamine!generator.!In!the!first!step,!the!
primary! amine! is! converted! into! an! isocyanate,! using! triphosgene.! The! product! is! directly!
used!without!any!purification! to! form! the!carbamate!by! the!addition!of! the!chromophoric!
alcohol! and! dibutyltin! dilaurate.! The! reaction! was! performed! in! deuterated! chloroform,!
monitoring! the! C(O)OCH2! peak! which! shifted! from! 4,93! to! 5,48! ppm.! Final! column!
chromatography!ensured!a!pure!carbamate!product!and!the!removal!of!the!tin!catalyst.!Due!
to! its! high! hydrophobicity,! photopolymerization! of! PDMS:PBLG! polypeptide! hybrid! was!
performed!in!CHCl3.!BLG!NCA:PDMS!ratios!of!10:1,!15:1,!20:1,!and!30:1!were!used!to!obtain!
PBLG!blocks!of!different!molecular!weights.!All!reactions!were!irradiated!for!60!min,!before!




diblock! polymer! formation,! in! which! two! polydispersities! duplicate! the! overall! number! of!
different!polymer!compositions,!depict!as!n!and!m!for!PDMS!and!PBLG,!respectively!(Scheme!
3.2).!Figure!3.8!b!shows!three!peak!sets!that!include!a!multitude!of!series.!!Focusing!on!the!
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left!peak!set,!ranging!from!7150!to!7200,!it!contains!block!copolymers!with!n=!2,!5,!8,!11,!14,!
and! 17! with! m=! 31,! 30,! 29,! 28,! 27,! 26,! respectively,! which! highlights! a! successful!








Figure! 3.9:! SEC! analysis! of! PDMS:PBLG!block! copolymer.! The!macroinitiator! PDMS!was! analyzed! (dotted!black!
line),!in!comparison!to!block!copolymer!with!different!PBLG!block!lengths!(colored!straight!lines).!
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Table! 3.2:! SEC! results! of! NCA! photopolymerization! of! BLG! using! PDMS! as! macrophotoinitiator.!
Photopolymerizations!with!different!monomer:initiator!ratios!were!performed.!
M:I, Mnth(a)!(g/mol), MnGPC!(g/mol), Ð,
macroinitiator! 1,200! 1.550! 1,5!
10! 3.200! 11.210! 1,3!
15! 4.300! 15.890! 1,3!
20! 5.400! 17.830! 1,4!
30! 7.600! 15.990! 1,5!
!
Molecular! weight! analysis! by! SEC! was! performed! on! the! four! different! block! copolymer!
compositions! (Figure! 3.9).! The! chromatograms! confirm! an! overall! increase! of! molecular!
weight!upon!initiation!from!the!PDMS!macroinitiator!depending!on!the!NCA!to!PDMS!ratio.!
The! exception! is! the! block! copolymers! with! the! highest! NCA! to! PDMS! ratio! (30:1).!While!
these! are! preliminary! results! on! non:optimized! reactions! due! to! time! constrains,! these!
clearly!demonstrate!that!macroinitiation!by!photoinitiation!is!possible.!!
3.4,Conclusion,
The! introduction! of! a! new! NCA! photopolymerization! system! was! demonstrated.! The!
photoamine! generator! 3.1! showed! absorption! in! the! UV:A! light! range,! shifting! the!
photoreaction! into!the!near!visible! light.!This!enabled!the!use!of!the!blacklight! lamp!Vilber!
Lourmat!VL:215.L,!which,!in!contrast!to!the!former!H:bulb!light!source,!had!a!lower!intensity!
and!lower!heat!creation.!Especially!due!to!the!reduced!heat!creation!higher!control!in!case!
of! initiation! of! the! photopolymerization! could! be! achieved! and! side! reactions! were!
significantly!reduced.!It!was!further!demonstrated!that!molecular!weight!control!is!possible!
by! controlling! the! light! intensity! through! distance! or! irradiation! time.! The! dependence! of!
these! two! factors! is! consistent! with! photopolymerization! as! radical[14],[15]! or! cationic!
polymerizations[16],[17].!
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4.1-Introduction-Surface!grafting!of!polypeptides!resulting!in!the!formation!of!thin!polypeptide!films!on!solid!surfaces!by!NCA!ROP!bears!possibilities!for!the!modulation!of!interfaces!in!the!field!of!biomaterials[1],[2].!The!surface!grafting!of!polymers!can!be!divided!into!the!‘grafting!to’!and!‘grafting!from’!approach.!The!first!relies!on!a!coupling!of!two!functional!groups!on!the! polymer! and! the! surface,! often! performed! via! clickJchemistry[3]J[5].! The! latter!involves! the! decoration! of! the! surface! with! an! initiating! group! active! in! the!polymerization.! For! NCA! ROP! this!would! be! a! nucleophilic! compound! on! the! surface,!allowing!the!polymerization!to!proceed!via!the!NAM!mechanism.!Successful!grafting!of!polypeptide! from! surfaces!was! already! disclosed! in! literature,! including! grafting! from!silicon! wafers[6],! silica! nanoparticles[7],! magnetic! Fe3O4! nanoparticles[8],! and! synthetic!polymers[9].! Most! of! these! systems! employ! the! initiation! of! NCA! ROP! via! the!conventional! amineJinitiated! mechanism! (NAM)! from! primary! amine! initiators.! Witte!and! Menzel! also! showed! a! successful! surface! initiation! using! a! nickel! based! metalJorganic!catalyst[10].!!! An!approach!that!has!not!been!explored!to!date!is!light!induced!surface!grafting!of!polypeptides!from!solid!substrates.!A!successful!development!would!open!up,!for!the!first! time,!spatially!controlled! lithographic!methods! to!prepare! functional!polypeptideJgrafted! surface! features! for! nextJgeneration! bioJinterfaces,! nanoJfluidics! and! the!creation! of! biological! sensors.! Creation! of! polypeptide! patterns! on! surface! is! already!possible,! involving! premodification! reactions! on! the! surface,! in! which! the! initiator! is!selectively! located! on! the! surface[11].! However,! this! approach! involves! multiple!premodification!steps.!Direct! light! initiation,! as!proposed!by!us,!offers! the!potential! to!draw!structures!through!a!masking!process!in!analogy!to!photopolymerization!of!vinyl!monomers[12],[13],! for! example! acrylates[14]J[16]! and! would! circumvent! premodification!steps!of!the!surface.!In! this! chapter! NCA! photopolymerization! from! solid! surface! is! described! for! the! first!time,!to!the!best!of!the!authors!knowledge.!To!investigate!the!feasibility!of!the!approach,!the!photoinduced!surface!grafting!was!performed!on!both!spherical!silica!nanoparticles!as!well!as!planar!silicon!wafer!substrates.!Both!substrates!have!their!own!characteristics!and!challenges!and!require!individual!analysis!techniques!to!prove!a!successful!process.!As! photoinitiator,! the! previous! discussed! 4,5JdimethoxyJ2Jnitrobenzyl! chromophoric!
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protection! group! was! successfully! attached! to! a! (3Jaminopropyl)triethoxysilane!(APTES)Jbased!isocyanate.!The!carbamate!product!was!used!for!surface!modification!of!silica!nanoparticles!and!wafers.!Upon!irradiation,!the!generated!amine!initiated!the!NCA!polymerization!resulting!in!grafted!polypeptide.!The!grafting!was!confirmed!by!detailed!surface!analysis!and!comparison!with!control!experiments!providing!clear!evidence!of!the!first!UVJtriggered!polypeptide!lithography!system.!!!! -
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4.2-Experimentals:-!
Materials-Tetraethoxysilane,! and! 3J(triethoxysilyl)propyl! isocyanate! were! purchased! by! SigmaJAldrich.!Ammonia!solution,!and!NaOH!was!supplied!by!VWR.!!!!
Surfactant-synthesis-4,5JdimethoxyJ2Jnitrobenzyl! alcohol! (1,706! g,! 8,0! mmol)! was! transferred! into! an!already! preflashed! Schlenk! tube.! Anhydrous! THF! (40! ml)! was! added! to! dissolve! the!alcohol,! before! 3J(triethoxysilyl)propyl! isocyanate! (1,981! ml,! 8,0! mmol)! was! added.!Dibutyltin! dilaurate! (40! μl,! 0,067! mml)! was! added,! before! the! reaction! mixture! was!stirred!at!room!temperature!under!nitrogen!atmosphere! for!22!hours.!During!reaction!the!conversion!was!analyzed!by!TLC!plates.!The!crude!product!was!concentrated!under!vacuum,! yielding! in! a! yellow/orange! oil.! It!was! dissolved! in! 2!ml!DCM! to! load! it! on! a!column!for!column!flash!chromatography,!using!EtOAc/heptane!in!a!1/1!ration.!Heptane!was!treated!with!1%!triethylamine!to!passivate!the!silica!gel.!After!chromatography!the!yellow!crystal,!4,5JdimethoxyJ2Jnitrobenzyl!3J(triethoxysilyl)propyl!carbamate!(3,62!g,!7,86!mmol,!98!%!yield)!was!obtained.!1HJNMR!(300!MHz,!CDCl3,!δ,!ppm):!0,56!–!0,61!(t,!2H,!SiCH2,!J!=!8,1!Hz),!1,16!(t,!9H,!CH3CH2O,!J!=!6,99!Hz),!1,59!(m,!2H,!SiCH2CH2),!3,16!(m,!2H,!NHCH2),!3,76!(q,!6H,!CH3CH2,!J!=!6,99!Hz),!3,90!(ds,!6H,!CH3O),!5,18!(s,!1H,!NH),!5,43!(s,!2H,!C(O)OCH2),!6,95!(s,!1H,!CH!ortho!to!NO2),!7,63!(s,!1H,!CH!ortho!to!CH2O).!13CJNMR:!(100MHz,! !CDCl3,! !δ,! !ppm):!7,78!(1C,!SiCH2),!18,39!(3C,!CH3CH2),!23,40!(1C,!CH2CH2Si),!43,64! (NHCH2),! 56,49,! 56,50! (2C,!CH3O),! 58,59! (3C,! CH3CH2),! 63,44!C(O)OCH2),! 108,27!!(CH,!ortho! to!NO2),! 110,25! (CH,!ortho! to!CH2O),! 128,59! (ipso! to!CH2O),! 139,91! (CNO2),!148,16!(C,!meta!to!NO2),!!153,64!(C,0para0to!NO2),!156,02!(C(O)).!!
Silica-nanoparticle-synthesis-Silica! nanoparticle! formation! was! performed! according! to! Stöber! method[17].!Tetraethoxysilane! (76,0! g,! 365!mmol)! was! transferred! into! a! 1! l! round! bottom! flask,!before!it!was!diluted!in!738!ml!pure!ethanol.!After!1!min!stirring,!ammonia!(30%)!(13,0!ml,!601!mmol)!was!added.!After!short!stirring!for!1!min!the!reaction!mixture!was!left!for!10!days.!The!initial!clear!solution!turned!into!a!milky!hazy!suspension.!Subsequently!the!particles! were! obtained! by! several! centrifugation/washing! cycles! in! ethanol,! acetone,!and!THF.!DLS!analysis!provided!an!average!particle!size!of!255!nm,!with!a!PDI!of!0,037.!!
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Passivation-of-glassware-Glass! reaction! vials! used! for! silanization! were! washed! with! THF! and! water,! before!leaving!them!in!an!oven!at!120!°C!overnight.!After!cooling!under!nitrogen,!the!vials!were!filled!with!pure!HMDS.!After!24!hours,!the!glassware!was!washed!with!THF!and!water,!removing!any!unreacted!HMDS.!!
Substrate-preparation-and-cleaning-Silicon!wafers!(siltronic,!1,0,0!orientation,!both!side!polished,!undoped)!were!cut!in!2,5!cm! x! 1,0! cm! slides.! The! slides!were!dipped! in! piranha! solution! (H2SO4(conc)/H2O2(30!%),! 5/1)! overnight.! The! wafers! were! washed! several! times! in! MilliJQ! water.! pHJmeasurement! of! the! final!washing! step! ensured! complete! removal! of! the! acid.!Wafers!were!stored!at!120!°C!before!further!use.!!
Surface-silanization-For! silicon! nanoparticle! silanization,! 4,5JdimethoxyJ2Jnitrobenzyl! 3J(triethoxysilyl)propyl! carbamate! (5,0! g,! 10,86!mmol)!was! transferred! into! a!1! l! round!bottom!flask.!It!was!dissolved!in!350!ml!ethanol!(96%).!After!complete!dissolution!acetic!acid!was!added!to!adjust!the!solution!at!pH!4.!The!solution!was!stirred!for!4!hours.!Silica!nanoparticles! (2,0! g)! were! added! to! 50! ml! ethanol,! sonicated! to! a! homogeneous!suspension!and!added!to!the!silane!solution.!Acetic!acid!was!added!to!adjust!the!solution!to! pH4.! The! suspension! was! stirred! overnight.! Decorated! silica! nanoparticles! were!obtained!by! successive! centrifugation/washing! steps! in! ethanol! and!THF.! Final! drying!under!vacuum!at!110!°C!removed!traces!of!solvent.!For! Silicon! wafer! silanization,! 4,5JdimethoxyJ2Jnitrobenzyl! 3J(triethoxysilyl)propyl!carbamate!(170!mg,!0,037!mmol)!was!dissolved!in!17!ml!anhydrous!THF.!After!complete!dissolution! 17! μl! of! 1!mN!NaOH! (aq)!was! added.! The! reaction!was! stirred! for! 1! hour!before!the!solution!was!filtrated!through!a!0,2!μm!PTFE!filter.!The!cut!wafer!slides!were!dipped!into!the!filtrated!silane!solution.!The!reaction!was!left!for!24!hours!under!stirring!at!room!temperature!under!inert!atmosphere.!The!wafers!were!washed!several!times!in!THF,! ensuring! complete! removal! of! unreacted! silanes,! before! a! final! washing! step! in!MilliJQ!water.! The! substrates!were! left! for!1!hour! in! the!oven! (120! °C)!before! further!use.!!
Photopolymerization-on-surfaces--For!photoJpolymerization!on!silicon!wafer!surface,!benzylJLJglutamate!NCA!(150,0!mg,!0,75! mmol)! was! dissolved! in! 1! ml! anhydrous! DMF.!Wafer! substrates! were! equipped!
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with! a!PTFE! sealant! tape! (GORE®! Joint! Sealant,! 100%!monoaxially! expanded!PTFE,!3!mm!width),!and!fused!quartz!microscope!slide!(Alda!Aesar®,! !1,0!mm!thickness).!Both!slides! were! fixated! with! clamps.! Through! a! slit! of! the! sealant,! the! NCA! solution! was!injected! until! the! volume! between! wafer! and! quartz! slide! was! filled! completely.! The!substrate!was!exposed! to! the!blacklight! lamp!Vilber!Lourmat!VLJ215.L!at! a!horizontal!distance!of!2!cm!for!60!min.!After!light!irradiation!the!substrate!was!covered!in!dark!at!room! temperature! for! further! 24! hours.! After! removal! of! the! quartz! slide! and! sealant!silicon! wafers! were! rinsed! with! THF! in! a! Soxhlet! apparatus! for! 3! days! to! remove!ungrafted!material.! The! wafers! were! stored! for! 1! h! at! 120! °C! to! remove! the! organic!solvent.!For!photopolymerization!on! silica!nanoparticles,! the! functionalized!particles! (200!mg)!were!suspended!in!2!ml!anhydrous!DMF.!BenzylJLJglutamate!NCA!(300!mg,!1,14!mmol)!and!200!mg!of!silane!functionalized!silica!nanoparticles!were!transferred!into!a!quartz!cuvette,! before! the! silica! nanoparticle! suspension! was! added.! Under! nitrogen!atmosphere! the! cuvette! was! placed! vertically! in! a! distance! of! 2! cm! in! front! of! the!blacklight!lamp.!Under!stirring!the!cuvette!was!irradiated!for!60!min,!before!covered!in!dark! and! further! stirring! at! room! temperature! for! 4! days.! The! grafted! particles!were!precipitated! trice! in! iceJcold! diethyl! ether,! followed! by! five! washing! steps! in! THF! to!remove! ungrafted!material! and! final! 3! washings! in! diethyl! ether! to! remove! traces! of!THF.!NMR!analysis!did!not!detect!any!polymeric!material!in!the!supernatant.!Therefore!it! was! anticipated! that! silica! nanoparticles!were! free! from! any! nonJcovalent! attached!polymeric!material.!!
Thermogravimetric-analysis-(TGA)-Thermogravimetric! analysis! was! carried! out! on! a! METTLER! TGA/DSC! system.! The!sample!was!injected!on!a!METTLER!M3!scale!and!heated!up!by!a!METTLER!TG50!heat!block.! Measurements! were! controlled! by! a! METTLER! TOLEDO! TC15! TA! Controller.!Obtained! data! were! analyzed! by! the! METTLER! Toledo! AG! STARe! software! (v.! 9.10).!Measurement!were!recorded!from!a!start!temperature!of!25!°C.!The!heat!rate!was!at!10!°C/min.!At!100!°C! the!heat!was!hold!constant! for!60!min! to!ensure! full!evaporation!of!water!or!solvent,!before!it!was!heat!up!with!the!same!heating!rate!up!to!800!°C.!!
UV'Vis--UVJVis! samples! were! dissolved! in! acetonitrile! and! measured! in! Hellma®! Quartz!SUPRASIL®! cuvettes,! light! path! 10! mm.! Absorption! spectra! were! measured! on! a!
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PerkinElmer! Lamda! 35! UV/Vis! spectrophotometer! ranging! wavelengths! from!200!–!800!nm,!slit!width!2!nm,! scan!speed!480!nm!minJ1,! lamp!change!at!326!nm.!Data!were!analyzed!by!PerkinElmer!UV!WinLab!software.!!
Contact-Angles-Contact! angles! of!water! on! silicon!wafers!were!measured! on! a! Krüss! DSA! 25! contact!angle! goniometer.! The! camera!was! adjusted! at! 3! °,!measurements!were! performed! at!room!temperature.!As!solvent!ultra!pure!MilliJQ!water!was!used.!A!drop!of!water!(2!μl)!was!picked!by!the!sample!from!the!syringe!needle.!Angles!were!measured!after!30!sec!of!depositing! the! drop! on! the! surface.! Per! drop! 10! pictures!were! taken! in! 2! sec.! Angles!were!measured!on! five! different! drops,! results!were! averaged! and! standard!deviation!was!calculated.!Data!were!analyzed!by!the!Krüss!DSA4!(v.!1.1(a))!software.!!
Ellipsometry-Ellipsometry! was! carried! out! at! an! angle! of! 80°! on! a! VASE! MJ2000U! Woolam!spectroscopic! ellipsometry! apparatus.! Measurements! were! performed! at! wavelength!from!250!–!900!nm.!The!quartz!Tungsten!Halogen!(QTH)!lamp!was!used!as!light!source!and!linear!polarized!before!hitting!the!sample.!CCD!array!enabled!collection!of!multiple!wavelength! data.! Measurements! were! performed! stepwise,! starting! with! the! Piranha!solution!cleaned!substrate!as!initial!layer.!Further!substrates!were!measured!according!to!the!optical!model!and!its!layer!order.!!
X'ray-Photoelectron-Spectroscopy-(XPS)-The!XPS!measurements!are!carried!out!with!a!Thermo!Scientific!KJAlpha,!equipped!with!a! monochromatic! smallJspot! XJray! source! and! a! 180°! double! focusing! hemispherical!analyzer!with!a!128Jchannel!detector.!As!electron!source!an!aluminum!anode!(Al!Kα!=!1486,6! eV)! operating! at! 72W!and! a! spot! size! of! 400µm!was! used.! Sample! scans!were!measured!at!constant!pass!energy!of!200!eV!and!region!scans!at!50!eV.!A!different!Argon!pressure!was!present! for!background! (2!x!10J9!mbar)!and! for! samples! (3!x!10J7!mbar)!due!to!the!charge!compensation!dual!beam!source.!!!!
Time'of'Flight-Secondary-Ion-Mass-Spectroscopy-(ToF'SIMS)-Silicon!wafers!were!measured!on!a!PHI!nanoTOF!II!ToFJSIMS!apparatus.!As!ion!source,!A!liquid!metal!ion!gun!(LMIG)!was!used!with!400!μm!diameter,!at!high!flow,!bunched.!The!images!were! taken! on! an! area! of! 100! x! 100! μm,! or! 400! x! 400! μm,! depending! on! the!
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The! use! of! 4,5JdimethoxyJ2Jnitrobenzyl! alcohol! as! chromophoric! group! enables! the!application!of! the!same!blacklight!system!as!described! in!Chapter!3.!Under! irradiation!the!carbamate!compound!will!break!down!under!decarboxylation!into!a!surfaceJbound!triethylsilylamine.! Notably,! the! same! procedure! was! applied! by! Stegmeier! and!coworkers! [18],! who! demonstrated! photocleavage! of! this! surfaceJbound! photoamine!generator!and!the!subsequent!reaction!of! the!amine!with!a! fluorescent!dye.!The!silane!compound! was! incorporated! either! on! silica! nanoparticles! with! a! size! of! 255! nm! to!obtain!a! spherical! surface!grafting,!or!on!polished,!undoped!silicon!wafers,! to!obtain!a!planar!surface!grafting.!!!
4.3.2-Spherical-surface-grafting-on-silica-nanoparticles-











































could!be!still!be!present!in!solution!leading!to!faults!conclusions.!In!order!to!exclude!that!the!UV!absorbance! is! not! caused!by! free! silane! coupling! agent,! the! supernatant! of! the!last! washing! step! was! also! investigated! under! UVJVis! spectroscopy! (blue! line).! No!absorption! at! 365! nm!was! observed,! confirming! that! the! absorption! of! the! decorated!particle!can!only!be!ascribed!to!the!covalently!bound!silanes!on!the!surface.!!
!Figure! 4.2:! UVJVis! spectra! of! naked! silica! nanoparticles! (black),! silaneJbased! photoamine! generator!functionalized!particles!(red)!and!supernatant!of!last!washing!step!of!the!particles!(blue).!DLS!measurements! in!water! revealed!an! increase!of! the!hydrodynamic!diameter! after!the!silane!based!photoamine!generator!was!reacted!with!the!nanoparticles,!denoted!as!
PAG! in!Table!4.1.! In! the! following! the!modified!particles!were!utilized! for! the!photoJinitiated!polymerization!and!the!grafting!of!BLG!NCA!from!the!nanoparticle!surface.!NCA!monomer! and! homogeneously! suspended!modified! particles! in!DMF!were! transferred!into! a! quartz! cuvette.! The! particles! were! exposed! to! the! blacklight! lamp! for! 60! min,!followed!by!stirring! in! the!dark! for!4!days.!As!a!negative!control!one!reaction!mixture!was! kept! in! the! dark! and! not! exposed! to! the! light! source! (JUV).! In! addition,! another!sample!was!prepared!in!which!the!particles!were!exposed!to! light! in!the!presence!of!a!polymer! solution.! This! was! done! to! exclude! false! positive! results! by! possible!physisorption!of!PBLG!to!the!primary!amine!surface.!For!the!workJup,!the!particles!were!washed!three!times!with!diethyl!ether!to!remove!any!unreacted!monomers,!followed!by!five! washing! steps! with! THF! to! ensured! the! removal! of! any! nonJcovalent! attached!polymer! material.! Final! three! washing! steps! with! diethyl! ether! ensured! complete!removal!of!THF!from!the!particles.!The!particles!were!dried!in!a!vacuum!oven!for!further!analysis.!The! diameter! of! the! particles! from! the! negative! control! (JUV)! of! 262! nm! is! in! good!agreement!with!the!initial!silaneJmodified!particle!size!(269!nm).!This!confirms!that!no!grafting!reaction!took!place!as!expected.!The!diameters!of!the!particles!exposed!to!PBLG!are!only!slightly!higher!(295!nm)!than!the!diameter!of!the!original!particles!highlighting!that! the! washing! procedure! removes! the! majority! of! physisorbed! PBLG.! Polymer!
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grafting!by!photoinitiation!(+UV)!shows!a!significant!increase!of!209!nm!of!the!particle!diameter! to!478!nm!compared! to! the! initiator!modified!nanoparticles.!This! increase! is!higher!than!in!other!literature!reports.!Borase!reported!a!hydrodynamic!size!increase!of!60!nm!by!initiating!BLGJNCA!from!150!nm!APTES!functionalized!silica!nanoparticles!at!20! °C.[7].! Yang! used! the! same! functionalization! of! silica! nanoparticles! with! an! initial!diameter! of! 157! nm.! After! surface! polymerization! an! increase! of! 50! nm! at! a! reaction!temperature!of!40!°C[19].!Considering!that!the!same!washing!procedure!was!followed!for!all!three!experiments,!this!cannot!be!caused!by!physisorbed!PBLG!but!rather!covalently!bound!PBLG!by!surface!initiation.!!Table!4.1:!DLS!data,!including!hydrodynamic!diameter!and!particle!dispersity!of!naked!(blanco),!silaneJbased!photoamine!generator!functionalized!(PAG),!photoJinitiated!(+UV)!silica!nanoparticle!and!its!negative!controls!–UV!and!Ad.!
Modification- Diameter-(nm)- PDI-blank! 255! 0,037!PAG! 269! 0,107!+UV! 478! 0,277!JUV! 262! 0.098!Ad! 295! 0,108!!The! nanoparticles! were! dried! and! further! investigated! by! FTJIR! (Figure! 4.3).! In! the!presence! of! monomer! and! UV! irradiation! characteristic! peaks! of! PBLG! are! observed!(+UV).!The!peptide!carbonyl!group!of!amide!I!at!1650!cmJ1!and!of!amide!II!at!1548!cmJ1!can!clearly!be!identified.!Lower!peak!intensities!at!1650!cmJ1!can!also!be!identified!for!the! negative! controls!while! the! amide! II! band! is! absent.! In! case! of! –UV! and!PAG,! the!vibration! band! 1650! cmJ1! can! be! ascribed! to! the! carbamate! carbonyl! of! the!photoinitiator.!Unmodified!silica!nanoparticles!do!not!show!any!signal!in!the!carbamate!carbonyl!or!in!the!polypeptide!amide!I!region,!which!is!consistent!with!the!expectation.!!It!has! to!be!mentioned! that! the!obtained!data!are!near! the!detection! limit!of! the!FTIR!method!and!should!be!treated!indicative.!!
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!Figure!4.3:!ATRJFTIR!spectra!of!dried! silica!nanoparticles,!naked! (black),!photoamine!generator!modified!(green),!photoJinitiated!(red),!and!controls!without!light!irradiation!(blue).!!TGA! analysis! was! performed! to! investigate! a! possible! weight! increase! of! the!nanoparticles! due! to! an! organic! layer! incorporation! of! the! polypeptide.! Unmodified!particles,!as!well!as!negative!controls!were!also!considered.!The!particles!were!heated!up!from!room!temperature!to!800!°C,!with!a!temporary!constant!temperature!at!110!°C!for!1!hour.!This!ensured!a!complete!evaporation!of!water!and!organic!solvent.!From!the!data,! a! mass! increase! of! photoamine! generator! assembled! nanoparticles! (1,5! %)!compared! to! the! unmodified! nanoparticles! was! calculated! (Figure! 4.4),! providing!evidence!of!the!successful!coupling!of!the!silane!molecule!to!the!surface.!Particles,!which!underwent!NCA!photopolymerization,! displayed! an! additional!mass! increase! of! 7%.! It!was!believed,!that!increase!of!the!monomer:initiator!ratio!would!lead!to!an!increase!of!polymer!material!on!the!surface!of!the!particles.!Therefore!two!samples!with!an!NCA!to!nanoparticle!weight! ratio!of!1:1! (dotted! line)!and!3:2! (straight! line)!were! chosen.!The!latter!was!believed!to!result!in!a!larger!polymer!weight!increase!on!the!particle!surface.!However,!no!significant!increase!of!polymer!material!was!observed.!It!can!be!speculated!that! sterical! constrains! limit! the! growths! of! the! polymer! but! without! additional!experimental! work! no! conclusion! can! be! drawn.! For! the! 3:2! ratio! a! typical! mass!reduction! line! is! observed! with! a! typical! sigmoid! shaped! curve,! starting! at! 250! °C,!reaching!its!maximum!decrease!at!300!°C.!With!increasing!temperature!up!to!550!°C!a!lower!mass! reduction! is! observed.! A! last! interval! from! 550! °C! to! 800! °C! displays! the!lowest!mass!reduction.!!Major!mass!loss!between!temperatures!from!250!to!550!°C!was!ascribed!to!the!removal!of! polymer! material[19],[20].! Mass! loss! from! 550! to! 800! °C! can! be! explained! by!dehydroxylation!of!the!silica!material[21].!!
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!Figure!4.4:!ThermoJgravimetrical!analysis!(TGA)!results!of!silica!nanoparticles.!All!samples!were!hold!at!110!°C! for! one! hour,! before! data! were! collected:! bare! SiJNP! (black),! photoinitiator! decorated! SiJNP! (green),!photoinitiated!SiJNP!(red),!and!negative!controls!(blue!and!orange).!Photoinitiation!reaction!was!performed!with!two!samples,!with!either!w%!of!1:1!(dotted!line)!or!3:2!(straight!line).!All!samples!have!been!treated!under!same!conditions.! -
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4.3.3-Planar-surface-grafting-on-silicon-wafers-
!Scheme! 4.3:! Representation! of! silicon! wafer! surface! modification! with! the! silaneJbased! photoamine!generator.!At!pH!8!hydrolyzation!of!the!silane!compound!is!performed,!before!condensation!on!the!piranha!solution!cleaned!wafer!is!achieved.!Additional!surface!grafting!of!PBLG!in!DMF!is!performed!with!1Jhour!UV!irradiation,!followed!by!24!hours!conversion!of!the!monomer!into!polymer!material.!Before!any!modification!on!the!wafer!surface!was!performed,!the!wafers!were!cleaned!by!dipping!the!wafer!pieces!in!Piranha!solution!overnight.!Extensive!washing!with!MilliQ!water! ensured! complete! removal! of! piranha! solution.! pH! determination! of! the! last!washing! step! confirmed! neutral! pH,! therefore! piranha! solution! free! substrates.! In! the!following,! surface!modification!was!performed.!A!1%!w/v!solution!of! the! silaneJbased!photoamine!generator!was!prepared!in!THF.!5!x!10J5!mol!eq.!of!sodium!hydroxide!was!added!to!obtain!slightly!basic!condition.!After!1!hour!of!stirring,!the!cleaned!wafer!was!immersed! in! the! reaction! solution! (Scheme! 4.3).! After! 24! hours,! the! substrate! was!washed! extensively! with! MilliQ! water! and! THF.! Final! storage! at! 120! °C! ensured!complete!removal!of!water.!!







































should!only!be!a!few!millimeters!to!ensure!sufficient!light!absorption!of!the!silaneJbased!photoamine! generator! through! the! solvent! layer.! Therefore,! a! system!was! devised! in!which! the!monomer! solution!was! injected!between!a!quartz!microscope! slide! and! the!silaneJphotoamine! generator! modified! silicon! wafers! (Scheme! 4.4).! Between! both!slides! a! PTFE! sealant! tape!was! placed! as! a! spacer! to! ensure! sufficient! volume! for! the!monomer!solution.!Clamps!at! the!edges!hold!both! layers! together.! In!addition,! regions!on!the!quartz!plate!could!be!covered!from!the!light!(Scheme!4.4,!black!piece!of!paper)!to!obtain!a!region!not!exposed!to!the!light.!In! the! first! step,! the! silaneJbased! photoamine! generator! was! attached! to! a! Piranha!solution!cleaned!silicon!wafer.!In!the!next!step,!the!photopolymerization!was!carried!out!by!injecting!the!monomer!solution!between!the!wafer!and!the!quartz!plate,!followed!by!light! exposure! for! 60! min! and! further! reaction! time! of! 24! hours! in! the! dark.! Final!washing!in!a!Soxhlet!apparatus,!using!THF!as!solvent,!ensured!complete!removal!of!nonJcovalent!attached!polymer!material.!Next!to!the!photoreaction!sample,!denoted!as!+UV,!two! negative! controls! were! performed.! These! negative! controls! were! consistent! with!those! already! mentioned! in! section! 4.3.1,! denoted! as! Ad,! 9UV,! PAG,! and! blanco.! An!additional! control! sample!was!produced,! i.e.! the! primary! amine,! 3Jaminopropyl! silane!(APTES)!functional!wafer!constituting!the!breakdown!product!of!the!photoreaction.!This!sample,!denoted!as!Dep,!is!exclusively!necessary!for!ellipsometry!analysis,!as!well!as!for!contact! angle! measurements.! The! photodeprotection! of! the! substrate! was! performed!according!to!established!procedure.[18]!The! set! of! five! substrates! were! first! analyzed! by! contact! angle! measurements.! By!obtaining! the! water! contact! angle! on! the! differently! treated! substrates,! trends! in!hydrophobicity!can!be!obtained.!Piranha!solution!cleaned!silicon!wafers!are!assumed!to!contain!a!homogenous!layer!of!fully!water!wetable!oxidized!silica!(SiJOH).!The!increase!in! the! contact! angle,! i.e.! the! decrease! of! polarity,! caused! by! the! incorporation! of! the!photoamine! generator! (PAG)! to! 65.2°,! is! clearly! noted! (Table! 4.2).! The! following!increase! of! polarity! in! Dep! (contact! angle! 52,2°! ±! 1,4)! is! the! result! of! the! photo!deprotection! and! release! of! the! polar! amine! group.! The! contact! angle! and! thus! the!polarity! of! both,! the! photoamine! generator! modified! substrate! and! the! deprotected!substrate,!are!in!agreement!with!literature!in!which!a!change!from!65°!±!5!to!59°!±!2!is!stated.[18],[24]!Surface!immobilized!PBLG!was!believed!to!decrease!the!polarity!due!to!the!hydrophobic! character! of! the! polypeptide.! Indeed,! the! measurement! of! the! sample!exposed! to! UV! light! displayed! a! significant! increase! of! the! contact! angle! (82,5°! ±0,7),!which!is!in!agreement!with!expectation!and!previous!measured!contact!angles!on!PBLG!grafted! substrates.[25]! Moreover,! all! negative! controls! are! in! good! agreement! with!
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expectations.! Since! the! –UV! substrate! should! maintain! the! photolabile! silane! based!photoamine!generator!on!the!surface,!identical!polarity!is!expected.!Indeed,!the!contact!angles! barely! differ.! In! case! of! the!Ad! negative! control,! the! substrate! was! irradiated,!therefore! it! is! expected! that! the! substrate! should! have! identical! polarity! as! Dep!substrate.!Contact!angles!of!these!substrates!show!nearly!similar!results,!where!the!Ad!negative!control!show!a!slightly!higher!contact!angle.!One!could!speculate!that!complete!deprotection!was!not!achieved.!!Table!4.2:!Properties!of!silicon!wafer!substrates!!
Substrate- Contact-angle-(°)- Ellipsometry-! ! thickness-(nm)- MSE-
blanco- 61,6!±!0,5! 1,54! 8,569!
PAG- 65,2!±!0,6! 0,2! 15,968!
Dep- 52,2!±!1,4! 0,1! 1,156!
+UV- 82,5!±!0,7! 2,99! 5,991!
9UV- 65,7!±!0,6! 0,87! 3,755!
Ad- 57,8!±!0.9! 0,59! 4,883!!
!Scheme!4.5:!Illustration!of!the!optical!model!consideration!for!ellipsometry!analysis.!!In! a! next! step,! the! thickness! of! generated! layers! was! determined! by! ellipsometry.!Spectroscopic! ellipsometry! is! an! optical! measurement! technique,! which! allows!characterization! of! changes! in! polarized! light! upon! reflection! at! the! surface! of! the!sample.!Two!angles,!psi!and!delta,!are!measured!and!their!changes!due!to!the!reflection!from!the!sample!surface!are!fitted!mathematically.!In!the!first!step!a!theoretical!optical!model!had!to!be!considered.!The!model!consists!of!different!layers!and!the!samples!are!ordered!by!the!ascending!number!of!layers;!each!sample!is!described!by!a!new!layer!on!top!of!the!underlying!layers!(Scheme!4.5).!Starting!with!a!background!layer,!in!this!case!crystalline! silicon! (cJSi),! the! model! was! further! constructed! with! a! first! layer,! the!oxidized!silicon!(SiO),!depicted!as!the!blanco-substrate.!The!blanco!sample!is!described!
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by! the!background! layer! as!basis! and! the!new!additional! layer! (SiO).! In! the! following,!according! to! the! considered!model,! both!Dep! and!PAG! are! based!on! the! layers! of! the!previous!sample!(blanco),!added!by!the!new!layer!APTES!and!APTES+PG,!respectively.!The! additional! layer! of!Dep! is! considered! to! include! exclusively! APTES,!whereas! PAG!includes! the! complete! silaneJbased! photoamine! generator! with! its! photolabile!protection!group!(PG).!By!photopolymerization!the!PBLG!layer!(+UV)! is!formed!on!the!homogeneous! layer! of! the! primary! amine! based! APTES! layer.! It! was! assumed! that!negative!controls,!–UV! and!Ad,! are! constructed!of!equal!number!of! layers!as!PAG! and!
Dep,!respectively.!Thickness!values!(Table!4.2)!were!calculated!from!the!modeling!and!fitting!of!dielectric!functions!of!both,!the!psi!and!delta!angle.!By!fitting,!the!mean!square!error! (MSE)!values!were!calculated.!The!MSE! is! the!square!of!differences!between! the!measured!values!of!psi!and!delta!and!the!calculated! fitted!values.!Values!below!20!are!considered!acceptable!and!the!fitted!model!is!deemed!correct.!In!this!case!MSE!values!of!all!investigated!substrates!were!indeed!below!20,!signifying!good!fitting!quality.!Psi!and!delta!values!were!measured!over!a!wavelength!range!from!250!–!900!nm,!represented!by! the! red! and!blue! lines! in! Figure!4.5.!Black!dashed! lines!depict! the!model! fitting!by!using! various! dielectric! functions,!which! in!most! cases! overlap!with! the! blue! and! red!lines.!Dotted!orange!and!green!lines!help!to!compare!between!different!samples:!dotted!lines! in! orange! depict! psi! and! delta! values! of! the! previous! sample,! dotted! green! lines!depict!psi!and!delta!values!of!the!+UV!sample.!The!fact!that!the!orange!and!green!dotted!lines!do!not!overlap!with!the!measured!psi!and!delta!values!(red!and!blue!lines)!justifies!the!introduction!of!an!additional!layer!to!describe!the!new!sample.!Piranha!solution!cleaned!substrates!showed!an!oxidized!layer!of!1.54!nm.!Based!on!the!SiO!layer,!the!following!layer,!APTES!was!analyzed!on!the!Dep!substrate!(Figure!4.5!b).!Psi! and!Delta!graphs! (red!and!blue! line,! respectively)! clearly!differ! from!psi! and!delta!values! of! the! blanco! sample! (orange! dotted! line).! Optimizing! the! fitting! model! with!introduction! of! additional! dielectric! functions! was! not! successful,! which! justifies! the!introduction!of!the!additional!layer,!to!describe!the!obtained!angle!graphs!correctly.!This!is!in!total!agreement!with!the!successful!introduction!of!the!APTES!layer.!By!the!correct!fitting!a!layer!thickness!of!0.1!nm!was!obtained.!It!is!assumed!that!PAG!is!described!by!two! layers,! the!underlying! SiO! layer! and! the! silaneJbased!photoamine! generator! layer!(APTES+PG).! Psi! and!Delta! curves! differ! from! the! blanco! sample! (orange!dotted! line),!however! obtained! results! have! obvious! similarity! to! the!Dep! substrate! (Figure! 4.5! c).!Small! variation! is! observed! between! 700! and! 800! nm.! Interestingly,! the! fitting! by!dielectric!functions!delivers!a!twice!as!big!layer!thickness!of!0.2!nm.!An!increase!of!the!thickness! is! in! agreement! with! expectations,! since! this! layer! includes! the! photo!
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protection!group!covalent!bound! to!APTES.!Photopolymerization!on! the!surface!of! the!silicon! wafers! (+UV)! revealed! a! polymer! layer! with! a! thickness! of! 2.99! nm.! The!underlying! Psi! and! Delta! curves! show! a! significant! change! in! comparison! with! the!previous!sample!(Figure!4.5!d,!orange! line).!Both!negative!controls!–UV!and!Ad!were!fitted!by!a!twoJlayer!model.!Psi!and!Delta!curves!differ!from!the!blanco!sample!(orange!dotted! line).! In! addition,! their! reflection! angle! values! are! not! equal! to! the! photoJpolymerized! sample! +UV! (green! dotted! line,! Figure! 4.5! e,! f).! This! fact! confirms! the!expectations.!!Considering!their! theoretical!molecular!surface!modification,!9UV! should!consist!of! the!same! chemical! surface! structure! as! PAG.! Both! samples! should! contain! the! intact!photoamine!generator!layer.!However,!comparing!psi!and!delta!graphs!of!both!samples!(Figure! 4.5! e! and! c)! a! clear! difference! is! apparent.! Similar! observations! are! obtained!from! the! comparison! of! Ad! with! Dep,! which! should! also! contain! the! same! surface!modification! layer,!APTES!(Figure!4.5! f!and!b).!By! fitting! the!psi!and!delta!values!with!dielectric! functions,! layer! thicknesses! of! both!negative! controls!were!determined.! 9UV!illustrated!a! layer! thickness!of!0.87!nm,! therefore!an! increase!of!0.67!nm!compared!to!
PAG.! Ad! showed! a! layer! thickness! of! 0.59! nm,! therefore! an! increase! of! 0.49! nm!compared! to!Dep.!Thus,! there! is!evidence! that!both!negative!controls! include!material!on!the!surface,!which!however,!is!different!from!PBLG!polypeptide.!This!can!be!excluded!by! taking! contact! angle! measurement! results! into! account.! To! ensure! the! absence! of!polymer! material! on! the! negative! control! substrates,! additional! analysis! of! the!substrates!is!necessary.!
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The!five!substrates!were!also!analyzed!by!XJray!Photoelectron!Spectroscopy!(XPS).!The!analysis! was! based! on! the! detection! of! four! elements,! carbon,! nitrogen,! oxygen,! and!silica.! Especially! the! first! two! can! reveal! information! of! PBLG! surface! grafting.! All!spectra!show!the!expected!elemental!signature!signals!(dark!green),!which!can!be!fitted!to!identify!chemical!environment!specified!signals!(colored!lines)!(Figure!4.6).!!All!five!substrates!show!carbon!(C!1s)!signals!around!10000!CPS.!The!highest!intensity!is!measured! for!aliphatic! carbons! (CJC/CJH)! (Figure!4.6!a).!Signals!on! the!+UV! substrate!have! the! highest! intensity,! consistent! with! the! assumption! that! polymer! material! is!grafted!on!the!surface.!The!aliphatic!carbon!signals!can!mainly!be!assigned!to!CH2!in!the!side!chain,!as!well!as!to!the!benzyl!protection!group.!Next!to!aliphatic!carbon,!also!amide!carbon! (NJC=O)! from! the! backbone,! ester! carbon! (OJC=O)! and! single! oxygen! bonded!carbon!(CJO),!both!present!in!the!side!chain!of!the!polypeptide,!can!be!identified.!On!the!
PAG! substrate,! reduction! of! the! aliphatic! carbons,! as! well! as! the! absence! of! amide!carbon! and! a! significant! reduction! of! ester! carbon! can! be! observed.! Although! the!photoamine!generator!has!a!carbamate! functional!group,! therefore!also!bear!an!amide!carbon,! it! is!believed!that! the!reduced!number!of!bonds! falls!below!the!detection! limit!(Table! 4.2).! Negative! controls! –UV! and! Ad! show! a! further! reduction! of! the! overall!carbon!signal!intensity.!–UV!even!shows!low!intensity!of!a!CJO!carbon,!identifying!traces!of! the! unreacted! photoamine! generator.! On! the! blanco! substrate! unexpected! carbon!signals!are!identified!which!might!be!the!results!of!atmospheric!CO2!absorption.!!Nitrogen! (N! 1s)! signals! reveal! clearer! evidence! of! a! successful! and! selective!photopolymerization.! While! detection! of! some! nitrogen! is! observed! on! the! blanco,!amideJbound!nitrogen!signal!is!only!detected!on!PAG.!This!signal!can!be!assigned!to!the!carbamate!functional!group!of!the!photoamine!generator.!Furthermore,!the!presence!of!the! photoamine! generator! is! established! by! the! presence! of! the! specific! NO2! signals,!which!are!assigned!to!the!nitro!group!in!the!photolabile!protection!group.!Once!exposed!to! light! in!the!photopolymerization,!nitro!signals!are!absent,!and!a!significant! intensity!increase! of! amideJbound! nitrogen! is! observed! on! +UV.! This! suggests! that! the!breakdown! of! the! photoamine! generator! was! successful! and! the! following!polymerization!of!BLG!NCA!occurred.!The!absence!of! the!photolabile!protection!group!can! be! also! concluded! from! the!missing!NO2! and!NO3! signals! on!Ad.! This! sample!was!exposed!to! light! in!the!presence!of!PBLG!(absence!of!NCA).!The!low!intensity!of!amide!nitrogen!in!this!sample!also!underlines!the!notion!that!amide!nitrogen!in!the!UV!grafting!sample! is! not! due! to!physisorbed!PBLG.! In! contrast,! the! second!negative! control,! 9UV,!shows! traces! of! NO2! and! NO3! signals,! since! this! control! did! not! experienced! light!exposure!and!fully!intact!photoamine!generator!is!expected.!
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4.4#Conclusion#In! this! chapter,! successful! photo9initiated! surface! grafting! of! PBLG! polymer! on! solid!substrates!was! demonstrated.! Both,! spherical! nanoparticles! and! planar! silicon!wafers!were!chosen!as!substrates.!Evidence! for!successful!photografting!of!PBLG!on!spherical!nanoparticles!was!obtained! from!TGA!experiments!demonstrating! the!presence!of! the!organic! polypeptide! material! on! the! surface.! Moreover,! the! presence! of! polypeptide!material! on! the! surface! was! further! evident! from! characteristic! peptide! amide! I! and!amide! II! at! 1650! and! 1548! cm91! in! FTIR! spectra.! DLS! analysis! revealed! a! significant!increase!of!the!hydrodynamic!diameter!of!the!+UV!compared!to!all!controls!supporting!the!conclusion!of!specific!light9triggered!NCA!initiation.!!Successful!photo9initiated!surface!grafting!of!BLG!NCA!from!silicon!wafers!was!evident!from! a! range! of! analytical! techniques.! Contact! angles! of! +UV! showed! a! significant!increase! of! hydrophobic! character! of! the! surface,! giving! the! first! evidence! of! PBLG9grafted! surface! modification! on! planar! substrates.! Ellipsometry! revealed! a! polymer!layer! thickness! of! 2,99! nm.! Elemental! analysis! using! XPS! and! TOF9SIMS! revealed!successful! incorporation!of! the!silane9based!photoamine!generator!and! the!PBLG!after!photoinitiation.!!!
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5.16Introduction6Although! the! research! for! drug! delivery! systems! expanded! during! the! last! decade,!efficient!and!selective!drug!delivery!to!diseased!tissue!still!bears!a!huge!challenge.!Direct!exposure!of!the!drug!to!the!body!often!results!in!problems!such!as!poor!solubility,!rapid!breakdown,!unfavorable!pharmacokinetics!by!clearance!through!organs!such!as!kidney!and!liver.!It!sometimes!also!lacks!selective!diffusion!into!diseased!tissue,!therefore!side!effects! are! common.! Drug! delivery! systems! based! on! macromolecular! material! offer!promising! alternatives! in! drug! administration,! pharmacokinetics! and! biodistribution.!Macromolecular!material!derived!drug!delivery!systems!are!mainly!based!on!liposomal!or!lipid@based!materials,!which!already!reached!clinical!trails!and!the!market.!!Approved! therapeutic! agents! such! as! Adagen! (Enzon)[1],! PEG*Intron! (Enzon)[2],! or!
Neulasta! (Amgen)[3]! are! based! on! the! biomaterial! polyethylene! glycol! (PEG),! but! also!other!material! such! as! styrene@maleic! acid! based!materials! are! used[4].! Both!materials!offer!the!advantage!of!low!cytotoxicity!in4vivo.!!The!interest!in!polypeptides!as!alternative!biocompatible!materials!has!been!highlighted!in! this! thesis.!Attractive! for!delivery!applications! is!not!only! the! fact! that!polypeptides!are! composed! of! amino! acids! but! they! can! also! be! synthetized! into! different!architectures.! For! example! star!polypeptides!provide! cargo! space! to! carry! and!deliver!genetic! drugs! (RNA,! DNA)! [5],[6].! Amphiphilic! polypeptides! can! be! self@assembled! into!nanoparticles!(vesicles,!micelles)!by!non@covalent!interactions[7],[8].!The!self@assembly!of!these! polymers! can! be! controlled! by! their! molecular! weight! and!hydrophilic/hydrophobic!ratio,!while!the!size!of!the!nanoparticle!is!directly!linked!to!the!polymer!chain!length![9],[10].!These!materials!have!been!investigated!for!drug!delivery!to!tumor!cells,!since!this!diseased!tissue!has! increased!gaps!between!the!cells,!allowing!a!selective!penetration!into!tumor!cells,!also!known!as!Enhanced!Permeability!Retention!(EPR)!effect[11].!Examples!are!the!block!copolymerization!of!γ@benzyl@L@glutamate!(BLG)!NCA!and!ε@carbobenzyloxy@L@lysine!NCA,!followed!by!the!deprotection!of!the!BLG!block,!revealing! an! amphiphilic! block! copolypeptide,! able! to! encapsulate! a! hydrophobic!drug[12].!In!another!example!selective!postmodification!of!a!polypeptide!was!devised!to!obtain! amphiphilic! glycopolypeptides.! These! materials! spontaneously! self@assembled!into! particles! with! an! average! size! of! 50! nm[13].! Further! integration! of! iminosugar!
!!
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molecules! in! the! side! chains! enables! additional! targeting! ability! by! glycosidase!inhibition[14].!!Although! recent! breakthroughs! were! achieved! in! polypeptide@based! drug! delivery!systems! their! selective! targeting! towards! diseased! tissue! still! remains! as! a! significant!challenge.! Signal! molecules! for! example! Cell! Penetrating! Peptides! (CPP)! has! been!discussed! to! facilitate! targeted! delivery.! These! molecules! are! classified! as! cationic!peptides,!with!a!length!shorter!than!20!amino!acids!that!can!diffuse!between!the!plasma!membrane!of!most!mammalian!cells.!Most!CPPs,!which!are!used! for!drug!delivery!and!selective! cellular! uptake,! are! Antennapedia! (Antp)! and! poly(arginine)! (PArg)!peptides[15].!The!use!of!PArg@based!CPP!attracted!much!attention,!starting!by!its!ligation!to! transferrin! proteins[17]! or! even! quantum! dots! for! cellular! uptake[18].! In! many!approaches!commercial!PArg!up!to!13!kDa!were!used,!however,!optimal!cellular!uptake!was! observed! with! PArg! length! varying! from! 6! up! to! 16! residues! in! natural@derived!peptides[19].!!!
!Figure!5.1:!Schematic!diagram!depicting!breast!cancer,!including!diseased!tissue!(dark!green)!and!healthy!tissue!(light!green).!Drug!delivery!system!such!as!liposomal!particles!(orange),!containing!the!drug!(red!dots)!are!selectively!diffused!into!diseased!tissue!due!to!the!EPR!effect!(A).!Capsules!release!controlled!drug!doses!outside!the!cell,!followed!by!diffusion!of!the!drug!into!diseased!cells!(B).!CPP!equipped!capsules!undergo!endocytosis!and!release!drug!inside!the!cell!(C)[16].!!!In! this! chapter,! the! synthesis! of! an! amphiphilic! block! copolypeptide! poly(γ@benzyl@L@glutamate@b@L@arginine)!(PBLG@b@PLR)!is!described.!Two!different!synthetic!routes!were!investigated.!First,!the!block!copolypeptide!was!synthesized!by!NCA!ROP,!including!the!formation!of!a!L@ornithine!block!followed!by!guanidinylation.!Second,!the!desired!block!
ticularly if small liposome diameters are
desirable for reasons of biodistribution. Al-
though drug solubility may not be a limit-
ing factor for systems such as polymer-drug
conjugates, in which the drug is chemically
linked to the carrier, it can be an important
consideration in liposomal DDS. Hydrophilic
drugs can be readily entrapped with a high
degree of latency within th liposom aque-
ous interior, but neutral hydrophobic drugs or
those with intermediate solubilities tend to be
rapidly released in the presence of plasma
proteins or cell membranes (7 ). Fortunately,
excellent retention of drugs that are hydro-
phobic weak bases (such as d xorubicin and
vincristine) has been achieved through “re-
mote loading” techniques that rely on pH or
chemical gradients across the lipo-
some bilayer to accumulate and re-
tain the drug (8, 9).
There are additional questions
to consider when combining a drug
with a DDS. Will the drug survive
the procedures required for its in-
corporation into the DDS—for ex-
ample, if the formation of chemical
bonds is required? Can the carrier
help to stabilize the drug or prevent
premature metabolic breakdown?
Will the drug stay associated with
the carrier for appropriate lengths
of time and be released at an ap-
propriate rate? The regulatory sta-
tus of the drug may also play a role
in the decision to use a DDS. For
example, if the free drug is already
in clinical use, the advantages of
the DDS compared to the free drug
can be directly evaluate in w ll-
established indications, potentially
resulting in more rapid clinical de-
velopment. In addition, although
the DDS can result in new toxici-
ties compared to the free drug, the
toxicity profiles of DDS are usually
similar to those of the free drug, the
differences being in degree rather
than in kind. As a result, proce-
dures used to treat the side effects of the free
drug can often be applied to the DDS. The
mechanism of action of a drug may also
dictate its suitability for delivery in a partic-
ular DDS. For example, schedule-dependent
anticancer drugs, which require sustained
levels of drug in the tumor in order to kill
cells that enter and exit the sensitive phase
of the cell cycle in an asynchronous man-
ner, may be well suited to sustained re-
lease formulations.
Are there applications for which DDS
are particularly suited? The particular
strength of DDS is their ability to alter the
PK and the BD of their associated thera-
peutics (assuming they stay associated with
the carrier) (10, 11). For example, the cou-
pling of PEG or other inert polymers to a
variety of therapeutic molecules (Table 2
and table S1) decreases drug clearance by
the kidneys and by immune recognition
(12). In general, when a drug is associated
with a carrier, the drug clearance decreases
(the half-life increases), the volume of dis-
tribution decreases, and the area under the
time-versus-conce tration curve increases
(13). For larger particulate carriers, such as
liposomes, polymer-drug conjugates, and
microsph res, the size of the carrier (nor-
mally 50 to 200 nm in diameter) confines it
mainly to the blood compartment, and the
volume of distribution of the carrier-
associated drug will approach that of the
plasma volume if the rate of release of the
drug is slow. In essence, the PK and BD of
the drug is the same as that of the carrier
itself when the drug is released slowly. By
contrast, if the drug is released rapidly from
the carrier, as has been seen for neutral
hydrophobic drugs associated with lipo-
somes or micelles, then the PK and BD of
the carrier-associated drug will approach
those of the free drugs, although improve-
ments in solubility of the drug and reduc-
tions in excipient-mediated toxicities may
be seen (14). Most polymer-drug conju-
gates and liposomes occupy an intermedi-
ate ground between these two extremes; the
PK and BD are a composite of the PK and
BD of the free drug and the PK and BD of
the carrier, with the balance depending on
the rate at which the drug is released from
the carrier.
Drug release rates can have implications
for the therapeutic effects of DDS. In
polymer-drug conjugates or liposome sys-
tems, the drug is inactive (not bioavailable)
while associated with the carrier, and failure
to release the drug from the carrier in a timely
manner may result in a reduced therapeutic
effect relative to the free drug (15). On the
other hand, rapid release of the drug from the
carrier may result in therapeutic effects that
are similar to those seen for administration of
the free drug (14 ). The maximum tolerated
dose (MTD) of th drug may either increase,
decrease, or stay the same, depending on the
properties of the drug itself, the effect of the
DDS on the PK and BD of the
drug, and the drug release rate. Ex-
amples include liposomal ampho-
tericin B, in which the increase in
MTD reflects the higher achievable
doses when the dose-limiting kid-
ney toxicity of the free drug is con-
trolled (16 ); liposomal vincristine,
in which the MTD is similar but the
potency of the drug is improved
(17 ); and liposomal topotecan, in
which the MTD decreases because
the free drug is protected from deg-
radation when liposome-associated
(18). When a drug is inactive when
associated with (or attached to) a
carrier and the rate of release of the
drug from the carrier is slow, then
large increases in the MTD may
be seen, as in the case of
N-2-hydroxypropyl methacrylamide
c polymer–linked doxorubicin (11).
Alterations in the BD of DDS
can occur through a mechanism
known as the enhanced perme-
ability and retention (EPR) effect,
sometimes called passive target-
ing (19). In certain pathological
conditions, the permeability of
the tissue vasculature increases to
the point that particulate carriers,
which are normally excluded from tissues,
can extravasate and localize in the tissue
intrastitial space (20). Examples include
inflamed tissues and solid tumors (Fig. 1).
Vascular remodeling to enable leukocyte
extravasation, in response to signals re-
leased from infected or inflamed tissues,
results in increases in vascular permeability
and the localization of particulate carriers
to these locations (21, 22). As tumors grow
and begin to outstrip the available supply of
oxygen and nutrients, they release cyto-
kines and other signaling molecules that
recruit new blood vessels to the tumor, in a
process called angiogenesis. Angiogenic
blood vessels, unlike the tight blood vessels
in most normal tissues, have gaps as large
Fig. 1. A schematic diagr m depicti g the passive or ligan -tar et d
accumulation of liposomal DDS in breast cancer tumors through the EPR
effect. (A) Liposomes containing an anticancer drug extravasate from the
bloo through gaps in vascular endothelial cells and accumulat in tumor
tissue (dark green), but not in normal tissue (light green). (B) Drug is
released from the liposomes in the vicinity of the tumor cells and taken
up into the cells. (C) Ligand-targeted liposomes containing anticancer
drugs, or nucleic acid–based therapeutics such as plasmid DNA or
antisense oligonucleotides, bind to cell surface receptors (dark
green triangles), which triggers internalization of the DDS into
endosomes when a ligand against an internalizing receptor is
chosen. Some proportion of the encapsulated material escapes the
endosomes and traffics to its intracellular site of action.
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N,N’@bis(tert@butoxycarbonyl)@1H@pyrazole@1@carboxamidine! (DIC),! trisopropylsilane!(TIS),! and! the! Kaisertest! kit! was! purchased! from! Sigma@Aldrich.! N,N@Diisopropylethylamine,! Hexafluoro@2@propanol! (HFIP),! and! Methyl! tert@butyl! ether!(MTBE)! were! supplied! by! VWR.! ! 2@(1H@benzotriazol@1@yl)@1,1,3,3@tetramethyluronium!hexaﬂuorophosphate! (HBTU),! ethyl! (hydroxyimino)cyanoacetate! (OxymaPure®),! and!H@Gly@2CT! (2@chlorotrityl! chloride)! resin! were! delivered! by! GL! Biochem! Shanghai.!Trifluoroacetic!acid!(TFA)!was!purchased!from!Biosolve!B.V.,!1@Methyl@2@pyrrolidinone!(NMP)!from!ACROS,!and!L@Ornithine(Boc)!from!BACHEM.!!!




glutamate),b,Poly(Boc,L,ornithine)6(PBLG,b,PBLO)6The!NCA!monomer!of!γ@benzyl@L@glutamate! (1,5!g,!5,66!mmol)!was!dissolved! in!15!ml!anhydrous!DMF.!Cyclohexylamine!(13!μl,!0.113!mmol)!was!added!to!the!medium!under!stirring.!The!reaction!mixture!was!set!under!nitrogen!atmosphere!and!stirred!at!room!temperature! for! 3,5! h.! ATR@FTIR! confirmed! full! conversion.! 1,0! ml! was! removed! for!homo!polypeptide!precipitation!in!30!ml!diethyl!ether.!L@ornithine!NCA!(0,545!g,!2,109!mmol)!was!dissolved!in!5!ml!anhydrous!DMF,!before!it!was! added! to! the! reaction! mixture.! It! was! stirred! under! inert! atmosphere! at! room!temperature! overnight.! ATR@FTIR! confirmed! full! conversion! of! the! second! NCA!monomer.!For!N@terminus!capping,!acetic!anhydride!(1,07!ml,!11,32!mmol)!was!directly!added! to! the! reaction! mixture.! It! was! stirred! for! 1,5! hours,! before! the! reaction! was!stopped!by!adding! the! reaction!mixture! into!a!12@fold!excess!of! ice@cold!diethyl! ether.!After!reprecipitation,!the!off@white!solid!product,!Poly(benzyl@L@glutamate)@b@Poly(Boc@L@ornithine)!(1,4965!g,!0,096!mmol,!91,3%)!was!obtained.!!Homo!polypeptide:!1H@NMR!(300!MHz,!DMSO,!δ,!ppm):!1,81!–!2,38!(m,!2H,!β@CH2),!2,49!(m,!2H,!γ@CH2),!3,93!(s,!1H,!α@CH),!4,92!–!5,1!(m,!2H,!C(O)OCH2),!7,13!–!7,42!(m,!5H,!ArH),!8,0!–!8,5!(NH).!ATR@FTIR!(cm@1):!3288,!1730!(C=O!ester),!1548!(amide!II),!1168,!972,!748,!698.!Block!copolypeptide:!1H@NMR!(300!MHz,!DMSO,!δ,!ppm):!1,35!(s,!3,82H,!CH3(Boc)),!1,45!–!2,4!(m,!4,45H,!β@CH2!(BLG),!β@,γ@CH2!(Orn)),!2,50!(m,!2H,!γ@CH2!(BLG)),!2,97!(m,!0,82H,!δ@CH2!(Orn)),!3,9!–!4,3!(m,!1,35H,!α@CH!(BLG,!Orn)),!4,9!–!5,27!(m,!2H,!C(O)OCH2),!7,08!–!7,47!(m,!5H,!ArH),!7,73!–!8,95!(m,!1,39H,!NH!(BLG,!Orn)).!!
Synthesis6of66Poly(benzyl,L,glutamate),b,Poly(L,ornithine)6(PBLG,b,PLO)6For! the! deprotection! of! Boc@L@ornithine! the! coblock! polypeptide! Poly(benzyl@L@glutamate)@b@Poly(Boc@L@ornithine)! (1! g,! 0,064! mmol)! was! dissolved! in! 30! ml!anhydrous! DCM! (35!mg/ml).! After! full! dissolution,! 30!ml! of! TFA! (DCM:TFA! 1:1)! was!added!to!the!solution.! It!was!stirred!at!room!temperature! for!20!min.!The!solvent!was!evaporated,! followed! by! a! washing! step! with! DCM.! After! evaporation,! the! solid! was!frozen!and!freeze@dried!overnight!to!remove!traces!of!TFA.!The!off@white!solid!product!Poly(benzyl@L@glutamate)@b@Poly(L@ornithine)! (1,115! g,! 0.070! mmol,! 109%)! was!obtained.!!1H@NMR!(300!MHz,!DMSO,!δ,!ppm):!1,3!–!2,31!(m,!4,59H,!β@CH2! (BLG),!β@,γ@CH2! (Orn)),!2,50!(m,!2H,!γ@CH2!(BLG)),!2,79!(m,!0,83H,!δ@CH2!(Orn)),!3,92!(s,!1H,!α@CH!(BLG)),!4,30!(s,!
!!
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0.55H,!α@CH! (Orn)),! 4,89! –! 5,23! (m,! 2H,! C(O)OCH2),! 7,11! –! 7,46! (m,! 5H,! ArH),! 7,92! (s,!1,33H,!NH2!(Orn)),!8,1!–!8,74!(m,!1,17H,!NH!(BLG,!Orn)).!!
Synthesis6of6Poly(benzyl,L,glutamate),b,Poly(Boc2,L,arginine)6(PBLG,b,PBLR)6Poly(benzyl@L@glutamate)@b@Poly(L@ornithine)! (0,943! g,! 0,059!mmol)! and!N,N’@bis(tert@butoxycarbonyl)@1H@pyrazole@1@carboxamidine! (0,98! g,! 3,156! mmol)! were! both!separately! dissolved! in! 19!ml! of! anhydrous! NMP.! Both! solutions!were!mixed! to! each!other,!while!DIPEA! (0,551!ml,!3,156!mmol)!was!added! to! the! reaction!mixture.! It!was!stirred! for!24!hours! at! room! temperature.!The! reaction!mixture!was! transferred!drop!wise!into!an!excess!of! ice@cold!diethyl!ether!for!precipitation.!After!reprecipitation,!the!off@white! solid! product,! Poly(benzyl@L@glutamate)@b@Poly(Boc2@L@arginine)! (0,728! g,!0,039! mmol,! 66%)! was! obtained.! The! degree! of! guanidinylation! was! determined! by!comparing!the!peak!intensities!between!Boc@L@Orn@derived!(1,35!ppm)!and!Boc@L@Arg@derived!(1,37!ppm)!CH3!protons,!resulted!in!a!degree!of!guanidinylation!of!80,6%.!1H@NMR!(300!MHz,!DMSO,!δ,!ppm):!1,37!(m,!6,16H,!CH3(Boc)),!1,95!–!2,41!(m,!4,25H,!β@CH2! (BLG),!β@,γ@CH2! (Arg)),! 2,49! (m,!2H,!γ@CH2! (BLG)),! 3,7! –!4,3! (m,!1,32H,!α@CH! (BLG,!Arg)),!4,78!–!5,23!(m,!2H,!C(O)OCH2),!7,09!–!7,43!(m,!5H,!ArH),!7,81!–!8,9!(m,!1,04H,!NH!(BLG,!Arg)).!!
Synthesis6of6Poly(benzyl,L,glutamate),b,Poly(L,arginine)6(PBLG,b,PLR)6Poly(benzyl@L@glutamate)@b@Poly(Boc2@L@arginine)! (0,554! g,! 0,0298! mmol)! was!dissolved!in!22!ml!anhydrous!DCM!(25!mg/ml).!After!complete!dissolution,!22!ml!of!TFA!(DCM:TFA!1:1)!was!added!to!the!solution!and!stirred!for!2!hours!at!room!temperature.!The!solvents!were!evaporated,!before!the!product!was!further!washed!with!DCM.!After!evaporation!under!vacuum,!the!solid!was!frozen!and!freeze@dried!overnight!to!remove!traces!of!TFA.!The!off@white!solid!product,!Poly(benzyl@L@glutamate)@b@Poly(L@arginine)!(0,582!g,!0,034!mmol,!116%)!was!obtained.!1H@NMR!(300!MHz,!DMSO,!δ,!ppm):!1,5@2,3!(m,!4,9H,!β@CH2!(BLG),!β@,γ@CH2!(Arg)),!2,50!(m,!2H,!γ@CH2!(BLG)),!3,09!(m,!0,62!δ@CH2!(Arg)),!3,92!(m,!0,89H,!α@CH!(BLG)),!4,25!(m,!0,49H,!α@CH! (Arg)),! 4,8! –! 5,25! (m,! 2H,! C(O)OCH2),! 7,08! –! 7,48! (m,! 5H,! ArH),! 7,79! (m,!0,41H,!NH2),!7,89!–!8,6!(m,!1H,!NH!(BLG,!Arg)).!!
Calculation6of6PBLG,PBLO6ratio:6The! residue! ratio!of!BLG:BLO,! assigned!as!n;m,! is!based!on! the! integration!of! 1H@NMR!peaks!of!CH2@Bnz,!and!BocCH3!at!1,35!,!and!4,9!–!5,27!ppm,!respectively.!n:m!ratios!were!
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calculated! using! the! equation!!:! = ! !!"#,!!!"!!"!,!!!"!!"#,!"#$!!"!,!"#$ !in! which! the! theoretical! integral! of!BocCH3! is! depicted! as! IBoc,!theo,! the! theoretical! integral! of! CH2@Bnz! as! ICH2,!theo,! and! their!measured!integrals!as!IBoc,!theo,!and!ICH2,!theo,!respectively.!!
Degree6of6guanidinylation6calculations:6For!degree!of!guanidinylation!calculations!the!residue!ratio!of!the!two!block,!once!it!was!calculated! from! PBLG@b@PBLO,! are! constant! over! the! following! three! chemical!modification! steps.! This! consideration! allows! to! put! PBLG@b@PBLO! and! PBLG@b@PBLR!into! relation.! The! degree! of! guanidinylation,! depicted! as! G,! was! calculated! using! the!
equation!! = !! !!"#,!"#$!!"!,!"#$!!!!!!"#,!"#$!!"!!"#$ !!!100!in!which! the!measured! integral!values!of!CH2@Bnz!and!BocCH3!of!PBLO!and!CH2@Bnz!and!BocCH3!of!PBLR!are!depicted!as!ICH2,!PBLR,!IBoc,!PBLO,!ICH2,!
PBLR,!and!IBoc,!PBLR,!respectively.!!
Solid6phase6peptide6synthesis6of6HO,Gly,Poly(L,arginine(Pbf))4,Ac,6and6HO,Gly,Poly(L,
arginine(Pbf))4,Gly,Poly(L,arginine(Pbf))4,Ac:6Each!of!the!following!washing!steps!was!performed!in!2!min,!each!coupling!step!45!min,!and!each!deprotection!step!8!min.!The!H@Gly@2CT!(2@chlorotrityl!chloride)!resin!(0,821!g,!loading:!0,451!mmol/g)!was!pre@swollen! by! washing! the! resin! twice! with! 10!ml! DCM.! It! was! washed! trice! with! DMF,!followed! by!washing! thrice!with! DCM! and! trice! DMF.! For! deprotection! the! resin!was!treated! thrice! with! a! piperidine! solution! in! DMF! (1/5! v/v%).! After! successful!deprotection!the!resin!was!washed!(3!x!DMF,!3!x!DCM,!3!x!DMF).!For!coupling!Fmoc@L@arginine(Pbf)! (1,3! g,! 2,0!mmol)! ,! or! Fmoc@Gly@OH! (0,596! g,! 2,0!mmol)! (depending! on!coupling! step),! 2@(1H@benzotriazol@1@yl)@1,1,3,3@tetramethyluronium!hexaﬂuorophosphate! (HBTU),! and! ethyl! (hydroxyimino)cyanoacetate! (OxymaPure®)!were!dissolved!in!10!ml!DMF.!After!it!was!added!to!the!resin,!DIPEA!(0,7!ml,!4,01!mmol)!was! immediately! added! to! the! reaction! mixture.! These! steps! were! repeated! for! the!whole!peptide!sequence.!Final!acetylation!of!the!N@terminus!was!achieved!by!adding!10!ml!of!the!DMF!solution!(16!mM!OxymaPure,!0,125!M!DIPEA,!0,5!M!acetic!anhydride)!to!the!resin.!The!reaction!was!stirred!for!1!hour,!before!the!resin!was!filtrated!and!washed!under!above@mentioned!conditions.!!Peptide! cleavage! from! the! resin!was! performed! by! adding! a! TFA:DCM! solution! (1/99!v/v%)!to!the!dried!resin!(10!ml/mg)!for!15!min.!This!step!was!repeated!thrice,!followed!
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by! 5! washing! steps! with! DCM.! The! supernatant! was! concentrated! and! dissolved! in!acetonitrile/water! (2/1! v/v%)! solution,! before! it! was! lyophilized! overnight.! A!quantitative! yield! of! Gly@Poly(L@arginine(Pbf))4@Gly@Poly(L@arginine(Pbf))4! was!obtained.!1H@NMR!(300!MHz,!CDCl3,!δ,!ppm):1,42!(s,!6H,!OC(CH3)2),!1,51!–!1,91!(m,!4H,!β@,! γ@CH2),! 2,02! (s,! 3H,! ArCH3,!meta! to! SO2R),! 2,38,! and! 2,41! (s,! 3H,! 3H,! ArCH3,! ortho! to!SO2R),!2,92!(m,!2H,!CH2C(CH3)2),!3,24!(m,!2H,4δ@CH2!(Arg)),!5,04!(s,!1H,!NHC(O)),!8,54!(s,!1H,!NH).!!
Ligation6of6Poly(benzyl,L,glutamate)6with6Gly,Poly(L,arginine(Pbf))4,Gly,Poly(L,
arginine(Pbf))4:6Homopolymerization! of! PBLG! (0,133! mg,! 0,015! mmol)! was! performed! as! mentioned!above.!The!oligopeptide!Gly@Poly(L@arginine(Pbf))4@Gly@Poly(L@arginine(Pbf))4!(51,6!mg,!0,015! mmol)! and! OxymaPure®! (14,21! mg,! 0,1! mmol)! were! dissolved! in! 2,5! ml!anhydrous!DMF.!After!complete!dissolution!N,N’@Diisopropylcarbodiimide!(DIC)!(0,016!ml,!0,1!mmol)!was!added.!The! solution!was!added! to! the!polymerization! reaction!and!stirred! under! inert! atmosphere! at! room! temperature! overnight.! The! reaction! was!stopped! by! adding! the! reaction!mixture! drop!wise! into! an! excess! of! diethyl! ether! for!precipitation.!After!reprecipitation,!the!solid!was!dried!under!vacuum,!obtaining!the!off@white! solid! product,! Poly(benzyl@L@glutamate)@b@Poly(Pbf@L@arginine)8! (148! mg,! 0,012!mmol,!64%).!1H@NMR!(300!MHz,!DMSO,!δ,!ppm):!1,38!(s,!1,75H,!OC(CH3)2),!1,98!(s,!1,86H,!ArCH3,!meta!to! SO2R),! 1,6! –! 2,4! (m,! β@CH2! (BLG),! β@,γ@CH2! (Arg)),! 2,41,! and! 2,46! (s,! 0.81H,! 0,65H,!ArCH3,!ortho! to!SO2R),!2,50!(s,!2H,!γ@CH2! (BLG)),!2,93!(m,!0,52H,!CH2C(CH3)2),!3,02!(m,!0,5H,!δ@CH2!(Arg)),!3,92!(s,!1H,!α@CH!(BLG)),!4,23!(s,!0,25H,!α@CH!(Arg)),!4,89!–!5,21!(m,!2H,!C(O)OCH2),!7,19!–!7,45!(m,!5H,!ArH),!8,30!(m,!0,87H,!NH!(BLG,!Arg)).!!




Synthesis6of6Poly(benzyl,L,glutamate)6initiated6by6methyl6O,(tert,butyl)6L,serine,6HCl6Methyl! O@(tert@butyl@L@serine,! HCl! (5,6! mg,! 0.026! mmol)! was! dissolved! in! 1! ml!anhydrous! DMF.! Triethylamine! (3,5! μl,! 0,025! mmol)! was! added! to! the! solution! and!stirred!for!10!min.!Benzyl@L@glutamate!NCA!(5,22!mg,!1,984!mmol)!was!transferred!into!an!already!preflashed!Schlenk!tube.!4!ml!of!anhydrous!DMF!was!added!to!dissolve!the!monomer,! before! the! serine! solution! was! added.! The! reaction! was! stirred! for! under!nitrogen! atmosphere! at! room! temperature! for! 5! hours.! ATR@FTIR! confirmed! full!conversion.!The!reaction!mixture!was!drop!wise!added! into!excess!of!diethyl!ether! for!precipitation.! After! reprecipitation! the! white! polymer! product,! Poly(benzyl@L@glutamate)!was!obtained!in!a!quantitative!yield.!1H@NMR!(300!MHz,!DMSO,!δ,!ppm):!1,08!(s,!0,38H,!C(CH3)3),!1,6!–!2,3!(m,!2H,!β@CH2),!2,35!–!2,78!(m,!2H,!γ@CH2),!3,58!(s,!0,17H,!CH3O),!3,92!(s,!1H,!α@CH),!5,02!(m,!2H,!C(O)OCH2),!7,18!–!7,4!(m,!5H,!ArH),!8,27!(m,!1H,!NH).!!
Micelle6formation:6The!polymers!were!dissolved!in!anhydrous!HFIP!(1mg/ml).!After!complete!dissolution,!the!same!volume!of!MilliQ!water!was!added!(HFIP:H2O!1:1!v%).!The!solution!was!stirred!overnight.!The!final!polymer!concentration!in!water!was!1!mg/ml.!!
DLS:6Dynamic! light! scattering! (DLS)! experiments!were! performed! at! 25! °C! on! a!MALVERN!ZEN3600,! with! a! detection! angle! of! 173°.! The! 3! mW! He@Ne! laser! emitted! light! at! a!wavelength! of! 633!nm! into! a! disposable! 10!mm!cuvette.! The! samples!were!diluted! in!MilliQ!water!and!left!2!minutes!contactless,!to!avoid!detection!of!impurity!particles.!!!




5.3.16Synthetic6considerations6and6approach6The!first!approach!is!fully!based!on!NCA!polymerization!using!a!PBLG!macroinitiator!as!the!hydrophobic!block.!Arginine!NCA!itself!is!instable!so!that!a!direct!polymerization!of!this! monomer! is! not! possible.! Several! publications! report! the! polymerization! of!protected! arginine! NCA,! for! instance,! N,’@dicarbobenzyloxy@L@arginine! NCA! (Z2LR)!synthesized! from! Nα,ω,ω’@tricarbobenzyloxy@L@arginine! (Z3LR)! in! presence! of! thionyl!chloride! and! dioxane[20].! However,! these! reactions! are! not! straightforward.! Instead,! a!recently!published!procedure!by!Kudo!was!followed!in!which!the!NCA!of!the!protected!non@natural! amino! acid! L@ornithine! was! polymerized! and! the! polymer! subsequently!converted! into! PLR[21]! (Scheme! 5.1).! The! authors! further! demonstrated! successful!assembly!of!PEG@b@PLR![22].!The!second!approach!relies!on!Solid!Phase!Peptide!Synthesis!(SPPS)!to!obtain!the!PLR!block,!which!can!then!be!ligated!to!the!PBLG!block!(Scheme!5.1).![23].!
!Scheme!5.1:!Comparison!of!NCA@ROP!block!copolymerization!(NCA@ROP,!left)!and!ROP!product!PBLG!ligated!with!the!SPPS@synthesized!oligopeptide!product!(right).!!



































































































































































pyroglutamate,!which!was! also! detected! in! the! homo! polymerization! (species! B).! The!equal! intensity!of!both!distributions! is!misleading!and!does!not!permit!any!conclusion!about!the!real!ratio!of!both!polymer!species!as!laser!desorption!of!high!molecular!weight!polymers!into!the!gas!phase!is!inefficient.!!
!Figure! 5.2:!MALDI@Tof! results! of! the!PBLG!macroinitiator! (a)! and! the! block! copolymer!PBLG@b@PBLO! (b).!Red!boxes!denote! zoom@in! regions,! representing! additional! spectra!on! the! right!hand! side.! Letters!depict!structures!shown!in!Figure!5.3;!the!numbers!refer!to!the!degree!of!polymerization.!Letter!C!refers!to!a!sum!of! polymer! species,! listed! in! Table! 5.1.! All! samples! were! dissolved! in! HFIP,! with! addition! of! potassium!trifluoroacetic!acid!(KTFA).!































Signal! Interval! n! m! Calculated!(initiator!+!n!x!BLG!+!m!x!BLO!+!acetyl!+!counter!
ion!C1! 10290!@!10440! !! ! 19! 28! 98!+!19!x!219,1!+!28!x!214,1!+!39.1!=!10294,8!! ! 20! 27! 98!+!20!x!219,1!+!27!x!214,1!+!39.1!=!10299,8!! ! 21! 26! 98!+!21!x!219,1!+!26!x!214,1!+!39.1!=!10304,8!! ! …! …! !! ! 44! 3! 98!+!44!x!219,1!+!3!x!214,1!+!39.1!=!10419,8!! ! 45! 2! 98!+!45!x!219,1!+!2!x!214,1!+!39.1!=!10424,8!! ! 46! 1! 98!+!46!x!219,1!+!1!x!214,1!+!39.1!=!10429,8!C2! 10510!@!10660! !! ! 20! 28! 98!+!20!x!219,1!+!28!x!214,1!+!39.1!=!10513,9!! ! 21! 27! 98!+!21!x!219,1!+!27!x!214,1!+!39.1!=!10518,9!! ! 22! 26! 98!+!22!x!219,1!+!26!x!214,1!+!39.1!=!10523,9!! ! …! ! !! ! 45! 3! 98!+!45!x!219,1!+!3!x!214,1!+!39.1!=!10638,9!! ! 46! 2! 98!+!46!x!219,1!+!2!x!214,1!+!39.1!=!10643,9!! !! 47! 1! 98!+!47!x!219,1!+!1!x!214,1!+!39.1!=!10648,9!!The! obtained! poly(benzyl@L@glutamate@b@Boc@L@ornithine)! (PBLG@PBLO)! is! the!precursor! for! the! final! conversion! to! PBLG@PLR.! Deprotection! of! the! Boc@L@ornithine!block!was!carried!out!by!dissolving!the!block!copolypeptide!in!a!1:1!(v:v%)!solution!of!DCM!and!TFA.!The!PBLG@PLO!block!copolypeptide!was!obtained!in!its!TFA!salt!form.!The!‘post@polymerizational’! modification,! i.e.! the! conversion! of! the! PLO! block! into! a! PLR!block! was! achieved! by! the! reaction! with! the! guanidinylation! reagent! N,N’@bis(tert@butoxycarbonyl)@1H@pyrazole@1@carboxamidine.! Kudo! and! coworkers! showed! highest!reactivity!of!di@Boc!reagent!in!the!guanidinylation!reaction,!in!comparison!to!the!mono@Boc,! or! in! its!HCl! salt! form! as! guanidinylation! reagents[22].! A! 2.5@fold! excess! of! DIPEA!base! was! added! to! ensure! reaction! under! basic! condition! and! neutralization! of! any!traces!of!TFA! left! from!the!previous!deprotection!step.!Previous!acetylation!prevented!guanidinylation! of! the! N@terminus.! Final! deprotection! with! TFA! in! DCM! yielded! the!desired!PBLG@PLR!polymer!product.!Extended!reaction!time!ensured!full!deprotection!of!both!Boc!protection!groups! in! the!L@arginine!amino!acid!side!chain.!The! final!product,!PBLG@PLR!was!obtained!in!its!TFA!salt!form.!1H!NMR!is!a!convenient!method!to!monitor!the!success!of!the!conversion!steps!focusing!on!the!BocCH3!group!at!1.35!ppm!as!a!reporter!signal.!Inspection!of!Figure!4!reveals!the!
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presence!of! this!signal! in!the!PBLG50@PBLO21!sample.!After!successful!deprotection!this!signal! is! absent! in! the! PBLG50@PLO21! polymer.! In! the! next! step! the! Boc! protected!guanidinylation! reagent! was! added! to! the! dissolved! PBLG50@b@PLO21! polypeptide!resulting!in!the!detection!of!a!BocCH3!signal.!The!degree!of!guanidinylation!of!81!%.!was!determined!by!comparing! integrated!peak!areas!of!Boc@L@Orn!derived! (1.35!ppm)!and!diBoc@L@arginine! derived! (1.37! ppm)! CH3! protons.! Final! deprotection! of! PBLG50@b@PBLR21,! by! removing! both! Boc! protection! groups! with! TFA! was! confirmed! by! the!absence! of! the! Boc@CH3! peaks! at! 1,37! ppm.! Traces! of! t@BuOH! and! t@Bu@TFA! could! be!found!that!are!deprotected!products.!
!Figure! 5.4:! 1H@NMR! spectra! of! various! polypeptide! samples,! including! homo! polypeptide! (PBLG),! block!copolypeptide! (PBLG@b@PBLO),! deprotected! (PBLG@b@PLO),! guanidinylated! (PBLG@b@PBLR),! and! final!deprotected! (PBLG@b@PLR)! product.! Boc! and! diboc! peaks! are! highlighted! with! arrows.! All! samples! were!dissolved!in!deuterated!DMSO,!and!measured!on!a!300!MHz!NMR!apparatus.!!Every! step! in! the! synthesis! of! PBLG50@b@PLR21! induces! a!molecular!weight! change,! e.g.!macroinitiation! from! the! PBLG! results! in! an! increase! of! molecular! weight.! The!deprotection!of!the!Boc!group!in!the!side!chain!of!the!L@ornithine!block!should!entail!a!reduction! of! molecular! weight.! The! following! two! steps,! guanidinylation! and! final!deprotection! first! increase!and! finally!decrease! the!molecular!weight.!These!molecular!weight! shifts! can! clearly! be! seen! in! Size! Exclusion! Chromatography! (SEC,! Figure! 5.5).!
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The! position! of! the! peak! maximum! of! each! polymer! distribution! is! highlighted! by! a!dotted! line.! Green! and! red! arrows! between! dotted! lines! represent! the! increase! und!decrease! of! molecular! weight,! respectively.! Indeed,! SEC! traces! followed! the! expected!pattern! in!molecular!weight! variations!with! an! increase! of!molecular!weight! between!homo@!(PBLG)!and!block!copolypeptide!(PBLG@b@PBLO),!followed!by!a!molecular!weight!reduction!due! to!Boc!deprotection! (PBLG@b@PLO).!Due! to! final!deprotection!of! the! two!Boc! protection! groups,! SEC! analysis! shows! a! significant! reduced! average! molecular!weight!of!PBLG@b@PLR!compared!to!PBLG@b@PBLR.!









guanidinylation!PBLG! 50:1! 11.100! 9.880! 1,09! !PBLG@b@PBLO! 50:20:1! 16.100! 12.660! 1,11! !PBLG@b@PLO! 50:20:1! 13.400! 8.750! 1,24! !PBLG@b@PBLR! 50:20:1! 18.200! 18.980! 1,14! 80,6!%!PBLG@b@PLR! 50:20:1! 14.200! 15.910! 1,14! !! ! ! ! ! !PBLG! 40:1! 8.900! 9.910! 1,12! !PBLG@b@PBLO! 40:8:1! 10.600! 10.340! 1,19! !PBLG@b@PLO! 40:8:1! 10.700! 9.760! 1,23! !PBLG@b@PBLR! 40:8:1! 11.800! 15.030! 1,12! 71,8!%!PBLG@b@PLR! 40:8:1! 11.100! 14.400! 1,11! !!The! synthesis!was! repeated!with!a!different!monomer:initiator! ratio! to!obtain! shorter!blocks.! The! goal! was! to! synthesize! a! block! copolypeptide! with! an! average! PLR! block!length! of! 8! arginine! residues! as! arginine@rich! polypeptides! were! found! to! have! an!optimal! number! of! arginine! residues! to! undergo! translocation[25].! Comparison! of! the!integrals!of!the!CH2@Bnz!(7.08!–!7.47!ppm)!and!BocCH3!(1.35!ppm)!showed!a!BLG:BLO!residue!ratio!of!4.86,!which!is!conforming!to!a!block!copolypeptide!of!PBLG40@b@PBLO8.!Further!modification!followed!the!same!molecular!weight!variation!trend!as!for!PBLG50@
b@PLR21.! Comparing! 1H@NMR! peak! intensities! of! Boc@L@Orn! derived! (1,35! ppm)! and!diBoc@L@arginine! derived! (1.37! ppm)! CH3! protons! revealed! an! overall! degree! of!guanidinylation!of!71.8!%.!The!reasons!for!a!lower!degree!guanidinylation!are!unknown.!1H@NMR!revealed!full!removal!of!the!Boc!protection!group!of!PBLG@b@PBLO,!resulting!in!the! full!access!of! the!primary!amine.!One!might!speculate! that!an! increased!amount!of!TFA! is! still! present! in! the! PBLG@b@PLO! polypeptide! chain! that! could! influence! the!coupling!reaction!under!basic!conditions.!!!
5.3.36Synthesis6of6PBLG40,b,PLR86by6amino6acid6initiation6The! NCA!macroinitiation! approach! towards! PBLG@PLR!was! further! explored!with! the!aim! to! introduce! amino! acid! initiators.! This! would! provide! a! fully! amino! acids! based!polypeptide!omitting!the!use!of!non@natural!initiators.!!
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!Scheme!5.3:!Synthesis!of!O@methyl(tert@butyl)!L@serine!initiated!PBLG@b@PLR!block!copolypeptide!according!to!similar!modification!steps!as!introduced!in!Scheme!5.1.!0.9!mol!eq!of!TEA!was!used!for!neutralization!To!introduce!a!functional!amino!acid!on!the!C@terminus!of!the!polypeptide!an!O@methyl!protected! (tert@butyl)! L@serine/HCl! salt! was! chosen.! The! three! methyl@groups! of! the!tert.@butyl!group!can!be!used!as!reference!signal!in!1H@NMR!analysis!of!the!polypeptide!and!easily!be!selectively!deprotected!to!generate!an!alcohol!group!if!desired.!!Since!the!amino!acid!initiator!is!commercially!available!in!its!salt!form,!the!HCl!salt!was!quenched!with!triethylamine!in!solution!before!it!was!added!to!the!BLG@NCA!monomer!solution! (Scheme!5.3).! A! small! portion! of! the!homo!polypeptide! reaction!mixture!was!taken! for! analysis,! before! block! copolymerization! was! performed,! followed! by! the!modification!steps!towards!the!PBLG@PLR!block!copolypeptide!as!described!earlier.!!In! the! first! instance! it!was! investigated!whether!a!pre@quenched!L@serine/HCl! initiator!could! undergo! a! controlled! polymerization.! MALDI@Tof@MS! analysis! (Figure! 5.6)!revealed! the! two! expected! PBLG! species! (Figure! 18)! both! initiated! by! O@methyl(tert@butyl)!L@serine,!confirming!that!the!polymerization!was!performed!via!the!NAM.!While!the!added!triethylamine!could!lead!to!polymerization!via!!the!AMM,!no!evidence!for!this!process!was!found.!The!major!species!(K)!is!characterized!by!the!primary!amine!at!the!
N@terminus,! while! species! L! is! the! corresponding! pyroglutamate! product.! Therefore,!species!K!has!the!ability!to!undergo!further!block!copolymerization.!









































!Figure! 5.7:! Two! identified! PBLG! polymerization! product! species,! assigned! to! MADLI@ToF@MS! spectrum!peaks!shown! in!Figure!5.6.!Species! series! include!primary!amine! (K)!and!pyroglutamate! (l)!N@terminated!polypeptides.!Molecular! weight! analysis! by! SEC! revealed! monomodal! and! symmetrical!chromatograms!with!a!molecular!weight!clearly!depending!on!the!monomer!to!initiator!ratio!(Figure!5.8).!SEC!data!from!all!polymerizations!are!summarized!in!(Table!5.3).!1H@NMR!peak!integration!confirmed!a!good!agreement!of!the!monomer!to!initiator!ratio!of!the!polypeptides!with!the!feed!ratio.!



























Table!5.3:!SEC!and!1H@NMR!results!of!polypeptides!obtained!form!different!monomer:initiator!ratios.!All!polymerizations!were!performed!in!anhydrous!DMF,!followed!by!precipitation.!M:Ith! Mnth!(g/mol)! MnGPC!(g/mol)! Ð! M:INMR!40:1! 8.900! 9.950! 1,11! 43:1!50:1! 11.100! 11.710! 1,08! 60:1!75:1! 16.600! 13.450! 1,08! 75:1!100:1! 22.100! 15.610! 1,09! 90:1!!Further!block! copolymerization! towards!PBLG40@b@PLR8!was!performed.! Following! the!modification! steps! of! Scheme! 5.2! the! block! copolypeptide! was! first! deprotected,!followed! by! guanidinylation! and! final! deprotection.! The! different! stages! of! the!modification!were! analyzed! by! SEC! (Figure! 5.5).! As! previously! observed! the! expected!increase!and!decrease!of!the!molecular!weight!of!the!different!reaction!steps!is!apparent!(Figure!5.9,!Table!5.4).!However,!separation!of!peaks!and!quality!of!polymers!is!reduced.!For!example,!SEC!traces!of!deprotected!polymers!are!nearly!overlapping!with!traces!of!the!polypeptide!of! the!previous! synthetic! step.!This!phenomenon! can!be! explained!by!the!smaller!L@ornithine!block!resulting!in!lower!molecular!weight!reduction.!Moreover,!the!final!block!copolymer!display!a!clear!high!molecular!weight!shoulder.!










guanidinylation!PBLG! 40:1! 8.900! 9.950! 1,11! !PBLG@b@PBLO! 40:8:1! 10.600! 10.980! 1,12! !PBLG@b@PLO! 40:8:1! 10.700! 10.300! 1,14! !PBLG@b@PBLR! 40:8:1! 11.800! 14.630! 1,17! 61,7%!PBLG@b@PLR! 40:8:1! 11.100! 16.910! 1,18! !!
5.3.46Synthesis6of6PBLG40,b,PLR86by6combining6NCA6ring,opening6polymerization6and6SPPS6Futaki! et! al.! describe! an! optimal! cell! penetrating! peptide! length! of! eight! arginine!residues! to! undergo! translocation.! Synthesis! of! the! block! copolypeptide! enabled! the!desired! average! block! length! of! eight! arginine! residues.! However,! a! polydispersity! is!inherent!to!polymerization!processes,!which!results! in!a! length!distribution!of!the!PLR!block.!While! it! is! unclear!whether! this!would! have! an! effect! on! the! translocation! of! a!drug! delivery! system! an! alternative! route! for! the! synthesis! of! the! same! diblock!copolymer! with! a! precise! PLR! block! was! sought.! Following! a! Solid! Phase! Peptide!Synthesis! (SPPS)! approach! the! oligopeptide! was! synthesized! on! a! solid! support! and!covalently! ligated! to! a! PBLG! block! (Scheme! 5.1,! right).! Final! deprotection! of! the! side!chain!of!the!oligo@L@arginine(Pbf)!(Arg(Pbf))!block!yields!the!desired!PBLG@b@PLR!block!copolypeptide.!SPPS!was!performed!using!Fmoc@L@arginine(Pbf)!amino!acid!residues.!The!oligopeptide,!oligo@(Arg(Pbf))! was! synthesized! according! to! a! Merrifield! procedure,! in! which! the!residue! was! deprotected! from! the! Fmoc! protection,! followed! by! ligation! and! several!washing! steps.! After! each! successful! coupling! step,! a! Kaiser! test! was! performed! to!confirm! full! coupling! of! the! Fmoc@protected! amino! acid! to! the! immobilized! peptide!chain.! After! the! final! acetylation! step! the! oligopeptide! was! cleaved! from! the! resin!(Scheme!5.1,!right).!Notably,!the!final!oligopeptide!product!differs!slightly!from!the!NCA!block! copolymerization.! Instead! of! a! pure! arginine! block! two! glycine! residues! were!incorporated!according!to!the!following!residue!sequence!(C’@N’):!!" − !"# − (!"#(!"#))! − !"# − (!"#(!"#))! − !"!
!!
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The! resin! itself! introduces! the! first! glycine,! since! the! resin!was! pre@functionalized! by!glycine! amino! acid.! By! introducing! the! glycine! residue!potential!δ@lactam! formation! is!avoided[26].!The!second!glycine!residue!was! introduced!to!prevent!secondary!structure!formation!of!the!arginine(Pbf)!oligopeptide!that!could!influence!the!SPPS!efficiency.!After! cleavage! from! the! resin! the! oligo! peptide! was! precipitated! twice! in! MBTE/n@heptane!to!purify!the!desired!product.!The!off@white!solid!was!characterized!by!MALDI@Tof@MS!analysis!(Figure!5.10).!The!desired!product!with!a!mass!of!3478,5!(including!K+)!can! clearly! be! identified.! However,! lower! molecular! weight! species! are! also! present.!Mass! prediction! revealed! products!HO@Gly@(Arg(Pbf))4@Gly@Ac! +H2O! (1863,7,! including!K+,! species! E),! and! HO@Gly@(Arg(Pbf))3@Gly@H! (1395,5,! including! K+,! species! D).! Both!species! could! be! fragments! of! the! desired! product.! In! case! of! species! D! lacking! one!arginine!residue!between!two!glycine!residues!is!unlikely,!since!the!very!sensitive!Kaiser!test!revealed!full!coupling!in!each!step.!This!might!suggest!a!fragmentation!of!the!ions!by!the! laser! desorption! process! during! the! MALDI@Tof! measurement.! However,! a!breakdown! of! the! HO@Gly@(Arg(Pbf))4@Gly@H! product! into! three! fragments,! HO@Gly@(Arg(Pbf))3!,!!Arg(Pbf)!,and!!Gly@H,! followed!by! the! coupling! of! the! first! and! latter! to!HO@Gly@(Arg(Pbf))3@Gly@H! is! unlikely.! In! addition,! no! fragmentation! events! were!observed! in! previous! polypeptide! MALDI@Tof@MS! analysis,! so! that! without! evidence!suggesting!otherwise!the!different!species!are!assumed!to!be!products!of!an!incomplete!synthesis.!It!has!to!be!noted!that!MALDI@Tof@MS!as!carried!out!here!is!qualitative!so!that!no!conclusions!can!be!drawn!about!the!ratio!of!the!different!species.!!
!!
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!Figure!5.10:!MALDI@Tof!results!of!the!SPPS!synthesized!oligopeptide,!HO@Gly@Arg(Pbf))4@Gly@Arg(Pbf))4@Ac.!Red! boxes! denote! zoom@in! region,! illustrated! in! additional! spectra! on! the! right! side.! Letters! depict!structures! shown! in! Figure! 5.11.! All! samples! were! dissolved! in! HFIP,! with! addition! of! potassium!trifluoroacetic!acid!(KTFA).!


























































Both,!homo@!and!diblock!copolypeptide!were!further!analyzed!by!MALDI@Tof@MS!(Figure!5.12).!Analysis!of! the!PBLG!(Figure!5.12!a)! shows! the!expected!detection!of! the!major!product!(species!A,!Figure!5.13),!next!to!small! traces!of!the!pyroglutamate!(species!B).!Analysis! of! the! ligation! spectrum! (Figure! 5.12! b)! shows! an! average! increase! of! the!polymer! distribution! towards! a! higher! molecular! weight.! This! confirms! expectations,!since! the! ligation! of! the! oligopeptide! on! the! PBLG40! block! should! result! in! a! higher!molecular!weight.!A! closer! look! at! the!peak!pattern! reveals! two! ligation!products,! the!major! product! species! G! and! the! minor! product! species! H! (Figure! 5.13),! denoted! as!PBLG40@b@PPLR8! in! the! following.! Following! the! trend! already! observed! in! the!MALDI!analysis! of! the! oligopeptide,! the!major! product! is! the! ligation! product! of! PBLG40!with!species! E.! The! minor! product! species! is! assigned! to! the! desired! product! (species! H).!Interestingly,! the! peak! at! lower!molecular!weight! can! be! assigned! to! the! oligopeptide!HO@Gly@Arg(Pbf)4@Gly!Arg(Pbf)4@Ac! (Figure!5.11,! species!F).!Although!a! slight!excess!of!PBLG40!was!added!to!the!ligation!mixture!(0,1!mol!eq),!apparently!most!of!the!species!F!did! not! ligate! with! the! homo! polypeptide.! One! could! speculate! that! the! smaller!oligopeptide! (species! E)! is! more! accessible! to! the! ligation! reaction,! due! to! higher!entropy!and!higher!probability!to!find!the!free!primary!amine!of!PBLG40.!!Due!to!the!presence!of! the!mayor!product!species!E!(Figure!5.11)!one!might!speculate!that! the! introduction! of! the! second! glycine! residue! could! cause! an! interruption! of! a!successful! amino! acid! coupling! in! the! processed! oligopeptide.! To! investigate! this!assumption,!a!second!SPPS!was!performed,!including!only!arginine!residue!coupling.!!
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!Figure!5.12:!MALDI@Tof!results!of!the!homo!polymerization!of!PBLG!(a)!and!the!ROP@SPPS!ligation!product!(b).! Red! boxes! denote! zoom@in! region,! illustrated! in! additional! spectra! on! the! right! side.! Letters! depict!structures! shown! in! Figure! 5.13;! the! numbers! refer! to! the! degree! of! polymerization.! All! samples! were!dissolved!in!HFIP,!with!addition!of!potassium!trifluoroacetic!acid!(KTFA).!































































cleavage!from!the!resin,!the!oligopeptide!was!purified!and!further!analyzed!by!MALDI@Tof@MS! (Figure! 5.14).! Similar! results! were! obtained;! next! to! the! desired! oligopeptide!product! also! side! products! were! identified! as! shorter! chains! with! 3! –! 7! arginine!residues.!Furthermore!other!species!detected,!which!could!not!be!identified.!!
!Figure! 5.14:! MALDI@Tof! results! of! the! SPPS! synthesized! oligopeptide,! HO@Gly@Arg(Pbf))8@Boc.! Red! boxes!denote!zoom@in!region.!Letters!depict!structures!shown!in!Figure!5.16.!The!sample!was!dissolved!in!HFIP,!with!addition!of!potassium!trifluoroacetic!acid!(KTFA).!In!the!next!step,!the!oligopeptide!was!covalently!ligated!to!a!PBLG40,!as!described!before.!Both,!homo@!and!block!copolypeptide!were! further!analyzed!by!MALDI@Tof@MS!(Figure!5.15).!As!observed!in!Figure!5.15!b!selective!ligation!is!observed!with!the!oligopeptide,!consisting! of! four! residues! (Figure! 5.16,! species! I).! Apparently,! the! abdication! of! a!second! glycine! residue! did! not! show! the! desired! results.! Still,! the! ligation! products,!including! four! instead!of!eight!arginine!residues!were!depicted!as!mayor!product.!The!reason! why! especially! ligation! with! the! 4@arginine! residue! oligopeptide! is! favored!remains!further!unknown.!!
!!
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!Figure!5.15:!MALDI@Tof!results!of!the!homo!polymerization!of!PBLG!(a)!and!the!ROP@SPPS!ligation!product!(b).! Red! box! denotes! zoom@in! region,! illustrated! in! additional! spectra! on! the! right! side.! Letters! depict!structures! shown! in! Figure! 5.16;! the! numbers! refer! to! the! degree! of! polymerization.! All! samples! were!dissolved!in!HFIP,!with!addition!of!potassium!trifluoroacetic!acid!(KTFA).!































!Figure! 5.17:! SEC! chromatograms! of! PBLG! (black)! ligated! block! copolypeptide! (red),! and! SPPS! derived!oligopeptide!(blue).!All!samples!were!dissolved!in!HFIP,!and!measured!against!a!PMMA!standard.!
Table!5.5:!SEC!results!of!NCA!block!copolymerization!of!BLG!BLO,!followed!by!modification.!!
Polymer! Mnth!(g/mol)! MnGPC!(g/mol)! Ð!PBLG40! 8.900! 8.750! 1,22!Oligo(Arg(Pbf))8@Boc! 1.400! 3.190! 1,19!PBLG40@b@PPLR8! 10.300! 10.850! 1,50!!In! a! final! step,! deprotection! of! the! PPLR8! block! by! the! removal! of! the! Pbf! protection!group! was! performed! to! obtain! the! desired! amphiphilic! diblock! copolypeptide.! The!polypeptide! was! dissolved! in! a! solution! of! TFA:H2O:TIS! (94:3:3)! to! ensure! selective!removal! of! the! Pbf! protection! group,! while! letting! the! benzyl! protection! group!unaffected.! Both! protected! and! deprotected! block! copolypeptides! were!monitored! by!1H@NMR.! While! the! spectrum! of! the! protected! block! copolypeptide! PBLG40@b@PPLR8!(Figure!5.18!a)!shows!the!presence!of!the!Pbf!CH3!peaks!at!1.38,!2.41,!and!2.46!ppm,!a!successful!deprotection!can!be!concluded!by!the!absence!of!these!peaks!in!the!spectrum!of!PBLG40@b@PLR8!(Figure!5.18!b).!Peaks!at!0.85!and!1.24!are!due!to!traces!of!n@heptane,!which!was!used!for!purification!of!the!product.!!
!!
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!Figure!5.18:! 1H@NMR!spectra!of!PBLG@b@PPLR! (a)! and!Pbf!deprotected!PBLG@b@PLR!b.!Both! samples!were!dissolved!in!deuterated!DMSO,!and!measured!on!a!300!MHz!NMR!apparatus.!The!final!Pbf@deprotected!block!copolymer!has!an!analogous!amphiphilic!and!structural!character!as!the!fully!NCA!derived!diblock!copolypeptide.!!
5.3.56Self,assembly6of6PBLG,PLR6block6copolypeptides6The!block!copolypeptide!PBLG@PLR,!synthesized!by!NCA@ROP!copolymerization!and!the!SPPS!approach!were!self@assembled!into!micellar!nanoparticles.!The!self@assembly!was!performed! following! the! solvent! switch! method.! In! the! first! step,! the! block!copolypeptide! was! dissolved! in! anhydrous! HFIP! (1mg/ml).! After! full! dissolution,! the!same!volume!of!MilliQ!water!was!added!(HFIP:H2O!1:1,!v:v%).!The!solution!was!stirred!overnight,! allowing! the! organic! solvent! to! evaporate.! The! obtained! hazy! aqueous!suspension!(1!mg!ml@1)!was!diluted!to!1!x!10@1!mg!ml@1!before!Dynamic!Light!Scattering!Analysis! (DLS)! was! performed.! Nanoparticles! synthesized! by! SPPS! and! NCA@ROP!showed! both! narrow! dispersities! of! Đ! ~! 0,1.! In! addition,! their! Critical! Micelle!Concentration! (CMC)! is! identical! at! 1! x! 10@3.! However! the! diameters! of! the! formed!nanoparticles! differ! at! 83! and! 105! nm,! respectively.! Differences! in! the! diameter! of!nanoparticles! can! often! be! explained! by! their! composition.! In! case! of! these! two!block!copolypeptides,! it!was!already! shown! that! the!polypeptide,! synthesized!by!SPPS!has!a!shorter!hydrophilic!block.!The!difference!in!this!block!is!believed!to!cause!the!difference!in!the!diameter!of!the!resulting!nanoparticles.!!
!!
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5.46Conclusion6The! synthesis! of! PBLG@b@PLR! block! copolypeptides! by! macroinitiation! and! polymer!modification! was! successfully! demonstrated! using! cyclohexylamine! and! a! protected!serine! as! initiators.! To! the! best! of! our! knowledge,! the! synthetic! route,! including! the!synthesis!of!the!precursor!PBLG@b@PBLO,!followed!by!deprotection!and!guanidinylation,!was!shown!for!the!first!time.!MALDI@Tof@MS!and!1H@NMR!analysis!confirm!well@defined!homo@!and!block!copolypeptide!structures,!as!well!as!successful!selective!deprotection!of! one! of! the! two! blocks.! Guanidinylation! of! the! PLO! block! by! N,N’@bis(tert@!butoxycarbonyl)@1H@pyrazole@1@carboxamidine!revealed!a!degree!of!guanidinylation!of!80%,!which!is!in!good!agreement!with!literature!reports.!Combined,!SEC,!MALDI@Tof@MS!and!NMR!analysis!confirmed!a!well@controlled!synthetic!approach.!!The! second! part! of! this! chapter! described! the! synthesis! of! PBLG@PLR! by! combining!conventional! NCA@ROP! with! SPPS! approach.! In! the! first! step! the! oligopeptide! was!synthesized! via! Fmoc! protection! strategy.! Analysis! of! the! oligopeptide! revealed!presence! of! the! desired! product,! however,! side! products! were! also! identified.! ! It! is!concluded! that! oligopeptide! synthesis! by! SPPS! can! be! an! alternative! to! a! block!
!!
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copolymerization,!however,!further!optimization!is!needed,!which!can!possibly!achieved!by!automated!synthesizers.!Self@assembly! of! the! block! copolymers! derived! from!polypeptides! or! ligated! polymers!show!both!assembly!of!spherical!micellar!particles!with!a!diameter!around!100!nm.!Both!synthetic! approaches! therefore! delivered! formation! of! spherical! micelles! by! self@assembly!approach.!!The! block! copolymerization! of! PBLG@b@PLR,! initiated! by! O@methyl(tert@butyl)! L@serine!showed! a! highly! controlled! synthesis! of! polypeptides! with! good! agreement! between!theoretical!and!measured!molecular!weights.!The!O@methyl!protected!carboxylic!acid!of!L@serine!on!the!C@terminus!of!the!polypeptide!bears!the!potential!to!use!this!polypeptide!for!the!grafting!onto!solid!surface!and!the!decoration!of!nanoparticles.!!
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6. Conclusion+and+outlook+The! aim!of! this! PhD!was! to! develop! the! first! photoinitiated!N8carboxyanhydride! ring8opening! polymerization.! In! particular,! we! wanted! to! demonstrate! that! a! selective!grafting!from!solid!surfaces!is!possible!for!future!photolithography!approaches.!!In! Chapter! 2! we! successfully! presented! the! proof! of! concept,! i.e.! the! use! photoamine!generators! as! reactive! species! for! a! photo8triggered! initiation.! Due! to! the! choice! of!negative! controls,! it! was! proven! that! polymerization! specific! occurs! in! presence! of!photoamine!generator!while!the!sample!is!exposed!to!light,!resulting!in!a!photocleavage!of!the!photoamine!generator!2.1!into!the!primary!amine,!followed!by!the!initiation!and!covalent!bond!into!the!polymer!chain.!The!key!in!this!proof!was!the!end8group!analysis!by!MALDI8Tof8MS,!which!revealed!the!covalent!bond!of!the!initiator!at!the!C8terminus.!!The!challenge! in!Chapter!3!was! to!minimize! these!side! reactions!by! less!heat! creation!during!irradiation.!By!introducing!a!new!photoamine!generator!3.1,!able!to!absorb!light!at!a!higher!wavelength,!it!was!possible!to!use!a!blacklight!lamp!source!instead!of!the!UV8rig!H8bulb!lamp.!MALDI8Tof8MS!analysis!showed!similar!results!as!the!conventional!NCA!ROP! reaction! with! a! significant! reduction! of! side! reactions.! Molecular! weight! control!was! achieved! by! increasing! the! distance! between! sample! and! light! source! and! by!varying! the! irradiation! time.! Furthermore,! the! system! enabled! the! introduction! of! a!macromolecular! photoamine! generator,! based! on! poly(dimethylsiloxane).! This! result!demonstrated! that! in! principle,! any! polymer! architecture! could! be! formed! by!photoinitiated!NCA!ROP,!as!in!conventional!NCA!ROP!reaction.!In!addition,!the!principle!of! breaking! carbamate! compounds! into! primary! amines! could! also! be! used! for!crosslinking!applications!in!the!future.!The!chromophoric!group!could!be!linked!with!a!primary!amine! in! the! side! chain!of! an!amino!acid,! e.g.! L8lysine!obtaining!a! carbamate.!The! incorporated! chromophoric! group! and! the!photoamine! generator! should!differ! in!their! absorption! spectra.! Breakdown! of! the! photoamine! generator! could! initiate! the!polymerization,!while! a! second! irradiation! step! at! a! different!wavelength! could! cause!the!breakdown!of!the!carbamate!bond!in!the!side!chain!of!the!polypeptide.!In!presence!of!a!suitable!crosslinker,!crosslinking!of!the!polypeptide!chains!and!network!formation!would!be!the!result.!Chapter! 4! showed! the! successful! grafting! of! polypeptides! on! solid! substrates! by!photoinitiation.! These! results! open! possibilities! towards! photolithography.! Optical!analysis! as! ellipsometry,! contact! angle! measurements! and! FTIR! revealed! photo8triggered! polymer! grafting! on! both,! spherical! silica! nanoparticle! and! planar! silicon!
